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Visual categorization is ubiquitous in many professions, yet training programs are typically time-

and effort-intensive. This work focuses on developing methods to improve human learning and per-

formance on challenging visual categorization tasks, e.g., bird species identification, diagnostic derma-

tology. As part of the general approach, we infer state-of-the-art psychological embeddings, formal

models of the internal representations that individuals use to reason about a domain. Using predictive

cognitive models that operate on an embedding, we evaluate different techniques for making training

more efficient as well as amplifying an individual’s capabilities regardless of experience. In particular,

this work concentrates on the value of allowing learners to request clues, the ability to predict exem-

plar difficulty, and manipulating the order of training trials in order to maximize learning outcomes.

Results from a category learning experiment reveal that allowing learners to request clues enables early

success at no cost to later performance. Model and behavioral analysis indicate that the difficulty of

an exemplar can be accurately predicted without relying on human training data or experts. Results

of a category learning experiment suggest that learning outcomes can be improved by arranging the

order of trials using a non-conventional scheduling policy. Collectively, the results of this work bring

us closer to a world where visual category learning is no harder than it absolutely has to be.
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Chapter 1

Human-Computer Cooperation for
Fine-Grained Visual Categorization

Abstract

The ability to perform fine-grained visual categorizations is critical in many professions

(e.g., medical diagnosis, forensic analysis, botany, and zoology). Automatic classification

systems cannot yet match the performance level of human experts in many domains, and

humans typically require many years of training to become experts. This article discusses

three strategies that have been used to allow computers and untrained individuals to co-

operate and, through a synergy, achieve levels of performance higher than either could do

on their own. First, decision support systems help human agents reach a categorization

decision by reshaping the demands of the task so that everyday visual abilities can be

exploited. Second, human-in-the-loop applications help computer agents reach a catego-

rization decision by injecting human capabilities into an automated classification system.

Third, efficient training applications leverage predictive models to optimally teach individ-

uals how to make unaided categorizations. Even though the time scale and distribution

of responsibility varies across each strategy, four recurring techniques provide a common

thread that runs through all the applications. Each technique is discussed in turn, showing

the commonality across the three strategies, revealing gaps in the current literature and

suggesting new ways to synthesize the existing approaches.

Visual categorization requires an agent (machine or human) to classify visual stimuli into conceptual

categories. This article is primarily interested in the ability to make fine-grained category distinctions
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of naturalistic stimuli (i.e., stimuli that represent the real world). Fine-grained categorization involves

stimuli that are both visually and semantically similar (e.g., great gray owl vs. great horned owl). Fine-

grained categorization may involve two categories (melanoma vs. not melanoma) or many categories.

Expertise of this form is pervasive in day-to-day life and ubiquitous across a wide range of professions

(e.g., dermatology, mammography, botany and ornithology). Yet becoming an expert is typically

difficult and time-consuming.

In part, visual categorization is difficult because successful discrimination between categories re-

quires attending to details that are often subtle. In fine-grained categorization, categories exhibit a

high degree of feature overlap such that differences can be non-obvious. Furthermore, not all differences

are meaningful. Agents must be able to distinguish between feature variation that signals a different

category versus variation that does not. The difficulty of identifying relevant variation is magnified by

the fact that within-class variation can be relatively large compared to between-class variation. Honing

in on the right features, in a vast space of potential features, poses an appreciable challenge to a novice

agent.

Three human-computer cooperation strategies have emerged for achieving expert levels of visual

categorization. Each strategy merges the respective strengths of humans and computers, achieving

performance levels that are difficult outside of the partnership. Decision support applications help

human agents reach a categorization decision by reshaping the demands of the task so that everyday

visual abilities can be exploited. Human-in-the-loop applications help computer agents reach a cate-

gorization decision by injecting human capabilities into a computer categorization system. Efficient

training applications leverage predictive models to intelligently teach human agents the visual expertise

necessary to make unassisted categorizations.

All of these strategies are connected by the use of four general techniques. Each technique is a

unique conceptual method for promoting expert-levels of performance. Highlighting directs an agent’s

attention to specific regions or parts of an image. Task transformations modify a categorization task

so that human agents require less-domain specific knowledge. Structure sensitive selection employs

knowledge of the underlying category structure to intelligently select exemplars shown to the user.

Response-adaptive selection uses previous responses to vary the the selection of exemplars at each

point in time. Table 1.1 sorts the selected works by the strategy and technique that they employ.

Each technique is reviewed in turn, detailing the common thread that runs across strategies. Taken
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together, the presented work reveals gaps in the current literature and suggests new ways to synthesize

existing strategies and techniques

Decision Support Human-in-the-
Loop

Efficient Training

Highlighting Krupinski, Nodine,
& Kundel, 1993
(p. 4)

Deng et al., 2013
(p. 6)

Dror, Stevenage,
& Ashworth, 2008
(p. 8)

Litchfield, Ball,
Donovan, Manning,
& Crawford, 2010
(p. 4)

Duan, Parikh, Cran-
dall, & Grauman,
2012 (p. 5)

Roads, Mozer, &
Busey, 2016 (p. 7)

Berg & Belhumeur,
2013 (p. 4)

Task
Trans-
formation

Aldridge, Glodzik,
Ballerini, Fisher, &
Rees, 2011 (p. 10)

Jia, Abbott, Auster-
weil, Griffiths, &
Darrell, 2013 (p. 11)

Wahlheim, Dun-
losky, & Jacoby,
2011 (p. 14)

Robertson, McIn-
tosh, Bradley-Scott,
MacFarlane, & Rees,
2014 (p. 9)

Branson et al., 2010
(p. 12)

Kirchoff, Delaney,
Horton, & Dellinger-
Johnston, 2014
(p. 13)

Swanson et al., 2015
(p. 12)

Structure
Sensitive
Selection

Brodley et al., 1999
(p. 16)

Hornsby & Love,
2014 (p. 17)

Kumar et al., 2012
(p. 16)

Roads & Mozer,
2017 (p. 16)

Response-
Adaptive
Selection

Ferecatu & Geman,
2009 (p. 18)

Wah et al., 2014
(p. 19)

Birnbaum, Kornell,
Bjork, & Bjork, 2013
(p. 23)

Wah et al., 2015
(p. 20)

Mettler & Kellman,
2014 (p. 21)

Table 1.1: The selected works arranged based on the human-computer cooperation strategy they
employ. Work that only partially implements a technique is shown in gray font. The (clickable) page
numbers indicate the location where the work is introduced.

1.1 Highlighting

Highlighting can be used to help an agent focus on the features that are task-relevant. To assist a

human agent, attention can be directed towards diagnostic regions using various image manipulations.

Image manipulations can vary from being direct (e.g., circling a diagnostic feature) to subtle (e.g.,
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manipulating the relative contrast of a diagnostic region). To assist a computer agent, pixels in diag-

nostic regions can be given much more relative weight that pixels in non-diagnostic regions. Guiding

an agent to the relevant features diminishes the burden of knowing the diagnostic features and helps

agents perform a categorization task.

1.1.1 Decision support applications

In decision support applications, a human agent is provided with highlighting-based assistance. In

order to highlight an image, some information must be known about the the location of the diagnostic

regions. Decision support applications have primarily utilized three different sources of information

for highlighting. An image can be highlighted by exploiting expert-provided annotations, recorded eye

movements and computer vision features.

A rich research tradition has developed around decision support applications for medical images.

Categorizing medical images, such as x-rays, can be challenging for novices and experts alike. Various

methods have explored how to effectively cue individuals to diagnostic regions of an image, such as

circling the location of a tumor (e.g. Krupinski et al., 1993). Expert-provided annotations can be used

as the basis of highlighting, if the annotations are available. In practice, expert annotations are often

unavailable. An alternative is to highlight an image on the basis of another person’s eye movements. By

overlaying a visualization of where other individuals have looked, a new viewer can be alerted to regions

worth further investigation. Highlighting images on the basis of other’s eye movements has been shown

to improve categorization performance on chest x-rays (Litchfield et al., 2010; Donovan, Manning, &

Crawford, 2008). Interestingly, these works have shown that both novice and experts benefit from

viewing the search behavior of another novice or expert, although the benefit is sometimes larger for

novices.

Another approach to highlighting is to develop computer vision systems that locate diagnostic

regions. Berg and colleagues (Berg & Belhumeur, 2013; Berg et al., 2014) developed a system that

uses computer vision features to highlight differences between similar bird species.1 Starting with the

part-annotated CUB-200-2011 database (Wah et al., 2011), Berg and Belhumeur created a vocabulary

of part-based one-vs-one features (POOFs). Each POOF attempts to discriminate between two classes

1The visual guide is publicly available at birdsnap.com.
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based on a given bird part and set of computer vision features (i.e., color or spatial frequency).2

For example, a POOF may be designed to discriminate between a red-winged blackbird and a rusty

blackbird by looking at the color of the wing. A POOF that does a good job distinguishing between

categories can be assumed to represent a diagnostic feature. For example, a well-performing POOF

may indicate that the color of the beak is highly diagnostic. To aid users in seeing the diagnostic

features, a screen is shown with two reference exemplars belonging to different but visually similar

categories. The POOFs are used to circle the diagnostic locations on the two images. The reference

exemplars are selected such that the diagnostic features are slightly exaggerated and the variability on

non-diagnostic features (including pose) is minimized.

1.1.2 Human-in-the-loop applications

The difficulty of fine-grained categorization means that computer systems can benefit from high-

lighting as well. In contrast to decision support applications, the direction of assistance is flipped.

Human agents provide constraining information that helps computer vision systems focus on criti-

cal regions. Utilizing different types of human input, both Duan et al. (2012) and Deng et al. (2013)

demonstrate that providing highlighting to computer vision systems can boost categorization accuracy.

Duan et al. (2012) used human judgments to reduce a set of machine detectable candidate fea-

tures down to a subset of semantically meaningful attributes. Uncovering diagnostic and semantically

meaningful attributes is valuable for automatically annotating an image dataset and aligning computer

vision features with human vision features. Starting with a domain of images and corresponding cat-

egory labels, the first stage runs the images through a hierarchical segmentation algorithm (Arbelaez,

Maire, Fowlkes, & Malik, 2011) that produces a set of regions at different scales. In the second stage,

an iterative procedure is used to filter the regions down to a subset of diagnostic and semantically

meaningful attributes. In the first step of the iterative procedure, a latent conditional random field

(L-CRF) (Quattoni, Wang, Morency, Collins, & Darrell, 2007) automatically finds K discriminative

candidate attributes between two categories (a category split). The objective function is defined so that

the recovered candidates are common within a category (in terms of appearance, scale and location),

are different between categories, and have minimal region overlap. A new category splits is determined

by a greedy procedure that finds the two categories that are most similar in terms of the presence and

2For each POOF, a second bird part is also used in order to rotate and scale the images into alignment.
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absence of the attributes discovered so far.

In the second step of the iterative procedure, the most discriminative of the K candidates are

presented to 10 Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) participants.3 Each user views a screen showing

an attribute visualization containing a handful of reference exemplars each superimposed with a 2-D

Gaussian contrast spotlight on the location of the attribute. The user is asked to provide a name for the

highlighted region, provide a descriptive word, and rate the confidence of their judgment (e.g., head,

red, very certain). If the users find the candidate meaningful (i.e., nameable with high confidence),

then the candidate is added to the attribute vocabulary bank. If not, the next most discriminative

candidate is presented. If none of the K candidates are considered meaningful, the procedure proceeds

to the candidates of the next category split. When the original set of hierarchical regions is filtered

down to a set semantically meaningful attributes, these attributes can be leveraged by a computer

agent to perform the categorization task.

Duan et al. compared their proposed approach to three alternatives. The upper bound alternative

establishes a theoretical upper bound where at each iteration the most discriminative candidate is

added to the vocabulary bank. The discriminative only alternative is similar to the theoretical upper

bound, but drops any candidates that are not semantically meaningful. The difference between per-

formance on the upper bound and the discriminative only condition captures the cost of using only

semantically meaningful candidates. The hand-listed alternative uses expert-generated attributes. In

two categorization test using 25 categories from the CUB-200-2011 dataset (Wah et al., 2011) and 10

categories from the Leeds Butterflies dataset (Wang, Markert, & Everingham, 2009), the features pro-

posed by Duan et al. perform significantly better than the discriminative only approach. In addition,

the proposed approach does better than the hand-listed approach for the 25 bird categories.4.

Instead of requiring individuals to verbalize labels for candidate regions, Deng et al. (2013) requested

the discriminative regions more directly. Inspired by Bubbles (Gosselin & Schyns, 2001), Deng et al.

developed a web-based game that used human input to determine discriminative regions for bird

categorization (Figure 1.1). In the game, a user earns points by correctly categorizing a test image

into one of two categories. Correct categorization of the test image results in earned points, while

an incorrect categorization results in steep penalty of negative points. To aid in the task. the user

3www.mturk.com

4A Hand-listed comparison was not possible for the Leeds Butterflies dataset because there were no expert-generated
labels associated with the dataset
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Figure 1.1: The web-based game developed by
Deng et al. (2013) uses human input to de-
termine discriminative regions for bird catego-
rization. When training a computer vision sys-
tem, the human-selected regions are given spe-
cial emphasis. (Taken from Figure 3 of Deng
et al., 2013)

is presented with two scrollable lists of reference exemplars, one list for each category. When a trial

begins, the test image is blurred and de-saturated, revealing only coarse spatial frequency and gray-

scale information. A user can reveal a small circle of the original test image by clicking on a region.

Once a user reveals about 30% of the object’s bounding box, the amount of earnable points drops to

zero. Users are incentivized to reveal only was is necessary to successfully categorize the test image.

When training a computer vision system to classify birds from the CUB-200-2011 dataset, emphasis

can be given to the human-selected regions, resulting in a 6% improvement in accuracy (32.8%) over

the previous best result (26.7%).

1.1.3 Efficient training applications

In training, the long-term objective is transitioning the individual towards correctly recalling the

label of an unknown test image. In a sense, the high cost in time, money, and effort to train novices

has motivated decision support and human-in-the-loop strategies. Substantial research has focused

on how to make training more efficient and thus less costly. A major hurdle is learning the relevant

features for a categorization task. Highlighting can be used to make the features more salient to a

human learner and potentially accelerate the learning process. Relevant features can be made more

salient using a number of different methods.

To help novices learn where to look on fingerprint categorization task, Roads et al. (2016) trained

novices to direct their attention in a more expert-like fashion. Participants were tasked with catego-

rizing a series of fingerprint pairs as coming from the same individual or different individuals. In an

expert gaze condition, participants were cued to the fixation locations of an expert using a flashing

red Gaussian bump. In a novice gaze condition, participants were cued to the fixation locations of
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a novice. In a incongruent expert gaze condition, participants were cued to expert fixation locations

of a different pair of fingerprints than the pair being viewed. Using a pre- and post-test comparison

without highlighting, participants in the expert gaze condition showed a larger shift towards expert-like

gaze behavior than participants in the novice gaze condition. Performance between the expert gaze

and incongruent expert gaze was not significantly different, suggesting that participants were learning

about broad-scale features, but not fine-scale features.

Diagnostic features can also be highlighted by exaggerating them. In fine-grained categorization,

within-class variation can be of a comparable magnitude to between-class variation, making it diffi-

cult for a novice to know what variation is diagnostic. To make the relevant feature variation more

salient, Dror et al. (2008) created caricature versions of a set of aircraft stimuli. Using results from

a cluster analysis of similarity ratings (see Ashworth III & Dror, 2000), eight aircraft stimuli were

evenly divided into two groups. The heterogeneous aircraft all exhibited low inter-similarity (i.e., from

different clusters) and the homogeneous aircraft all exhibited high inter-similarity (i.e., from the same

cluster). For each group, the four exemplars were morphed together to create an average exemplar.

Caricature exemplars were created by exaggerating the differences between the original exemplar and

the corresponding average.

In an experiment that tested the usefulness of caricatures, participants were randomly assigned to

one of four conditions. Each condition varied the set of images (original or caricature) used for training

and test. Heterogeneous and homogeneous aircraft were trained and tested in separate halves of the

experiment. In the training phase, participants saw 160 study (40 per category) and then 800 recall

trials (200 per category). Study trials showed a labeled exemplar for 5 s. Multiple choice trials showed

an unlabeled image and required users to make a 4-way multiple choice. A test was given halfway

through the procedure and at the end of training. Accuracy was close to ceiling and was not analyzed.

Response times decreased across training, with categorizations of heterogeneous aircraft being faster

than the homogeneous aircraft and the caricature aircraft being faster than the original aircraft. The

benefit of the caricature stimuli was larger for the homogeneous group. The pattern of response times

during test shows a large disadvantage to switching from the caricature to the original homogeneous

stimuli at the first test, but this disadvantage mostly dissipates by the second test. Together the results

support the idea that caricatures provide the most gain when the task requires discriminating between

similar stimuli.
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1.2 Task transformation

Task transformations are used to help human agents perform difficult categorization tasks. In the

most demanding situation, an individual is presented with a test image and is responsible for providing

the correct label. Successful completion requires that the individual recall both the relevant features

and the corresponding label. This scenario mirrors the demands faced by an expert. By the very

nature of the task, novices will be unlikely to give a correct response. Instead of asking individuals to

perform a direct categorization by recall, difficulty can be reduced by re-framing the task in a variety

of ways.

A powerful approach is to transform a categorization task into a visual comparison task. In a visual

comparison task, individuals compare a test image to a set of candidate reference exemplars (Figure

1.2). By choosing reference exemplars, a user can indicate similarity between the test image and the

reference exemplars. Depending on the application, high similarity can indicate that the test image

belongs to same category as the chosen reference exemplar or the presence of a particular attribute.

Visual comparison tasks have two important consequences. First, visual comparisons decouple the

task of knowing the relevant features and knowing the correct category label, allowing a user focus

solely on visual information. The second important consequence is that co-presented images permit

individuals to surmise relevant features, enabling non-experts to have a reasonable chance at success-

fully completing the task. Although notions of similarity will vary by individual (Murphy & Medin,

1985), individuals are likely to have shared beliefs regarding informative features (Brooks, Norman, &

Allen, 1991). For example, when categorizing images such as skin lesions, everyone is likely to consider

occlusion, lighting changes and orientation irrelevant.

1.2.1 Decision support applications

Building on the exploratory work of Brown, Robertson, Bisset, and Rees (2009), Robertson et al.

(2014) evaluated the benefit of using visual comparisons to categorize skin lesions as either melanoma

or not melanoma (i.e., benign lesions). Novice participants were assigned to one of three conditions.

In the multiple choice condition, participants saw only the test image and two category labels from

which to choose from. In the feature exemplars condition, participants saw the test image along with

three reference exemplars that each illustrated a diagnostic feature of melanoma: asymmetry in shape,

blurred borders, and non-uniform color. Each feature exemplar was accompanied by a short textual
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Figure 1.2: Cartoon illustrating two prototypical screen arrangements that utilize visual comparisons.
(a) The category membership of the reference images is made clear to the user. (b) The category
membership of the reference exemplars is hidden from the user.

explanation of the informative feature. In the category exemplars condition, participants saw a test

image in the center of the screen flanked by a scrollable view of 21 melanoma exemplars and a scrollable

view of 21 benign exemplars.

On a test of 48 images (12 melanoma, 36 benign), average participant accuracy with the feature

exemplars (.61) and category exemplars (.62) was significantly better than chance, while the multiple

choice condition was not. The lack of a statistical difference between the two exemplar conditions

suggests references exemplars are helpful but leaves many open questions regarding other differences

between the two conditions: the number of references, the use of text, and the reference selection pro-

cedure. The exemplars for the feature condition were hand-picked while the exemplars for the category

condition were randomly selected from a database. While randomized selection minimizes assumptions

about the typicality of particular lesions–as Robertson et al. point out–randomized selection suffers

from the fact that it will not appropriately sample from subcategories if any exist.

In another skin lesion application, Aldridge et al. (2011) selected reference exemplars more sys-

tematically by exploiting domain knowledge of exemplar typicality. Sixty-eight reference exemplars

were hand-selected from five categories based on technical quality and because the authors considered

the exemplars representative of a particular class. The reference exemplars were situated in a multi-

stage decision support system in which users made a sequence of three visual comparisons about a

test image. The final visual comparison implicitly categorized the test image into one of the five cate-

gories. Aldridge et al. make clear that the connection between the different screens was based on the

experimenters’ opinion of visual similarity and, to a lesser degree, the lesions’ underlying pathological

diagnosis (p. 280).”
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Participants categorized 12 images of lesions into one of five categories by recall or using the decision

support system. Using the decision support system, average accuracy for dermatology students (.99)

and lay members of the public (.96) was near ceiling. Using recall, accuracy for dermatology students

(.16) was much lower. Even after the dermatology students completed a 10-day clinical dermatology

attachment, the decision support system fostered higher accuracy (.99) than the recall group (.51).

The approach demonstrates that it is not always necessary to provide users with a clear indication

of category labels during the decision process. Aldridge et al. point out that a limitation is that the

reference exemplars and the screen groupings were selected and arranged by hand. A more scalable

solution must specify a procedure for automatically selecting and arranging reference exemplars.

1.2.2 Human-in-the-loop applications

Task transformations partner everyday human abilities with the computational power of computer

systems to create accurate human-in-the-loop applications. It is challenging for computers to identify

semantically meaningful parts (e.g., a beak) and define semantically meaningful similarity relationships.

But what is hard for computer vision systems is relatively easy for human agents. Human agents can

quickly locate parts and can rapidly assess similarity between stimuli. Human judgments will tend to

be semantically meaningful because individuals can exploit general knowledge about the world to rule

out many uninformative features. By using task transformations, image datasets are enriched with

human judgments and computer vision systems receive a boost in categorization performance.

Jia et al. (2013) used in-group/out-group judgments in order to construct a database of images

organized around coherent hierarchical categories (e.g., dalmatian, domestic dog, animal, organism).

AMT participants were shown five reference exemplars belonging to a single category and asked to

judge whether a test image belonged to the category implied by the reference exemplars. Using the

same reference set, participants categorized a sequence of twenty test images as ’yes,’ the test image

belongs to the category or ’no,’ it does not. In all, 20,000 sequences were categorized. On average,

participants only needed about three seconds per test image. As a result, Jia et al. were able to embed

a database of images within a hierarchical structure of similarity relations. The enriched dataset was

used to evaluate different visual concept learning models, demonstrating a system that appropriately

generalizes labeled exemplars to other category levels.

Instead of making visual comparisons based on the entire image, individuals can also make re-
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Figure 1.3: The user interface
used by Welinder et al. (2010)
and Wah et al. (2011) to
collect attribute labels using
attribute-based visual com-
parisons. (Taken from Figure
5 of Wah et al., 2011)

stricted comparisons about particular regions or features of an image. Restricted comparisons may be

desirable if the complexity of the images leaves substantial flexibility in how to perform visual com-

parisons. Restricted comparisons also provide one method for producing image annotations for large

image datasets. For example, the Caltech-UCSD Birds-200-2011 (CUB-200-2011) dataset (Welinder

et al., 2010; Wah et al., 2011) contains over 11,000 annotated images for 200 different bird species.

Annotations were obtained by having AMT participants make visual comparisons along 25-28 specific

attribute dimensions and select the most similar attribute exemplar (Figure 1.3). Users were shown

a test image and a guiding question about a particular attribute dimension, (e.g., what is the shape

of the bill/beak?). Users could then select from a set of attribute values that all displayed a corre-

sponding prototypical exemplar image (e.g., cone, hooked, needle, spatulate). In addition to selecting

the attribute exemplar they considered most similar to the query image, users indicated their level of

confidence. The end result is that every image is annotated with attribute values.

Given a database with supplementary information, interesting computer categorization systems

can be built. By leveraging the location and attribute annotated CUB-200 database, Branson and

colleagues (Branson et al., 2010; Branson, Van Horn, Wah, Perona, & Belongie, 2014) built a human-

in-the-loop categorization system. The system begins by extracting computer vision features from an

unknown test image. Using the computer vision features as a starting point, the system determines

the most intelligent questions to pose to a user. For example a user may be asked to click on a specific

part (e.g., the beak) or indicate the attribute value of a specific dimension (e.g., a hooked bill). Users

are aided in answering these questions through the use of attribute exemplars. Such a system makes

it possible to categorize an unknown image with improved accuracy.

If a human-computer system can correctly categorize unknown images, it becomes possible to
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study a number of higher-order questions. For example, if images of animals can be correctly cat-

egorized it may be possible to develop population estimates and migration models. Swanson et al.

(2015) deployed 225 camera traps across a 1,125 km2 area in the Serengeti National Park, Tanzania

from 2010-2013. The motion-activated cameras produced 1.2 million image-sets (each image-set con-

tains 1-3 photographs taken in a single burst). Using the citizen science website Snapshot Serengeti

(www.snapshotserengeti.org), volunteers categorized the collected images into one of 48 categories

(e.g., cheetah, Grant’s gazelle, Thomson’s gazelle). Snapshot Serengeti helps novice users categorize

an image-set by providing users with the ability to perform holistic visual comparisons and attribute-

based visual comparisons. Users can select a category label from a drop-down list to see reference

exemplars, a brief textual description and a list of similar categories. Users can also narrow the list

of categories by specifying the attribute values of five attribute dimensions (i.e., pattern, color, horns,

tail, build). Collecting multiple categorizations for each image-set results in a consensus classification.

As a validation procedure, volunteer responses were compared to a subset of expert-labeled image-sets.

The consensus classification was 96.6% accurate on the expert-labeled image-sets. Swanson et al. envi-

sion the classified images being combined with time and place information in order to conduct various

ecological analyses. Citizen science projects demonstrate how visual comparison tasks can be used to

achieve high levels of categorization accuracy and massive throughput.

1.2.3 Efficient training applications

When undergoing training to categorize a domain of images, trainees are faced with the difficult

task of learning the relevant features. Although the end goal is to be able to recall the correct category

label without assistance, task transformations can provide developmental stepping stones. In the same

way that visual comparisons help novices in decision support and human-in-the-loop applications,

visual comparisons have the potential to help novices by facilitating the feature discovery process and

mitigating initial learning demands. Some research has examined task transformations in the service

of training, but a systematic exploration is missing.

A common task transformation used in training is a same/different classification task. Instead of

providing a category label, participants sequentially view two images, one at a time, and then report

whether the two images belong to the same category or different categories. A major benefit of using

the same/different task is that it eliminates the need to learn an association between visual features
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and a label. Instead, learners can focus on learning the relevant visual features. The same/different

task has become a common method of evaluating novice and expert participants in perceptual expertise

research precisely because it eliminates the possibility of errors where participants know the relevant

features but do not know the correct label (e.g., Gauthier, Williams, Tarr, & Tanaka, 1998; Gauthier,

Tarr, Anderson, Skudlarski, & Gore, 1999; Scott, Tanaka, Sheinberg, & Curran, 2008; Tanaka, Curran,

& Sheinberg, 2005; Wong, Palmeri, & Gauthier, 2009). Variants of the same/different task have been

used in other applications. In two visual learning software programs, Kirchoff and colleagues (Kirchoff

et al., 2014; Burrows, Krebs, & Kirchoff, 2014) used a number of different task transformations to

help novices learn to categorize plants. Inspired by the sequential same/different task, participants

performed a simultaneous same/different task in which two images were co-presented and participants

indicated if the exemplars came from the same category or different categories. Categories learned

using the software resulted in higher categorization performance than categories learned outside the

software.

Simultaneously presenting exemplars provides the learner with an opportunity to notice similarities

and differences Wahlheim et al. (2011) examined the influence of co-presented exemplars on learning.

Participants were trained to categorize images of birds into one of twelve visually similar bird families

(i.e., families from the same taxonomic order). During the training phase of the first experiment,

participants studied 72 different labeled exemplars (six per category), one time each. Subjects were

randomly assigned to one of two presentation conditions. In both presentation conditions, each trial

block contained six exemplars. In the singles condition, each study trial contained one labeled ex-

emplar, yielding six trials per block. In the pairs condition, each study trial contained two labeled

exemplars, yielding three trials per block. Study time was held constant across conditions, allowing

8 s per exemplar. In addition to a presentation condition, each category was evenly assigned to one

of two sequence conditions. In the blocked condition, a given block showed exemplars from only one

category. In the interleaved condition, each block showed one exemplar from each of the six categories.

The conditions interacted such that in the pairs-interleaved case, co-presented exemplars were from

different categories; while in the pairs-blocked condition, co-presented exemplars were from the same

category.

During a test phase, participants performed a 12-way multiple choice categorization for 72 seen

exemplars (six per category) and 48 novel exemplars (four per category). Categorization accuracy was
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Figure 1.4: The category structure of a given domain describes how different exemplars are related
to on another. Information obtained by querying human or computer agents can be used to infer a
model of category structure. Depending on the collected information, a model of category structure
may infer an multidimensional embedding or information about the relative difficulty of an exemplar
(i.e., a norm). In general, the human-based and computer-based category structure models will be
different.

better for interleaved categories than for blocked categories. Furthermore, accuracy for co-presented

exemplars from different categories (pairs-interleaved) was better than co-presented exemplars from

the same category (pairs-blocked). There was no corresponding difference for singles-interleaved and

singles-blocked categories. These results are consistent with the hypothesis that co-presenting exem-

plars from different categories helps learners identify discriminative features and enhances learning.

1.3 Structure sensitive selection

Structure sensitive selection employs knowledge of the underlying category structure to intelligently

select exemplars shown to the user. The category structure of a given domain describes the perceived

relationship between different exemplars. Although not directly observable, category structure can

be modeled as a multidimensional space where the dimensions specify relevant feature variation (see

Figure 1.4). Exemplars are modeled as points such that nearby points are similar. A model of category

structure is an embedding that identifies a subset of perceptually relevant dimensions among an infinite

number of existing dimensions. In the simplest case, a model of category structure captures the distance

of an exemplar from a category boundary.

Human-based and computer-based models of category structure are likely to emphasize different

feature dimensions. Human-based category structure can be obtained by collecting human judgments

and using multidimensional scaling algorithms to recover an embedding (e.g., Shepard, 1962; Carroll
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& Chang, 1970; van der Maaten & Weinberger, 2012). Computer-based category structure is defined

using extracted computer vision features. When using computer vision features to model category

structure, there is a larger risk of a semantic gap between predicted similarity and human-perceived

similarity.

A model of category structure permits exemplars to be selected in various ways. Given some

exemplar, it is possible to select the most similar exemplar. Furthermore, a category structure allows

you to select prototypical exemplars that represent the average features of a set of exemplars. In

addition, exemplars near a category boundary can be identified and avoided if they are difficult to

categorize.

1.3.1 Decision support applications

By modeling exemplars using computer vision features, a decision support application can select

reference exemplars that are visually similar to a test image. Brodley et al. (1999) developed a system

that helps users diagnosis high resolution computed tomography images. The user provides an undi-

agnosed test scan, which is compared to a labeled database using low-level computer vision features.

The system returns the top four matching reference exemplars. Each exemplar is composed of 20-50

cross-sectional slices (with the key slices identified) accompanied by additional textual information

(e.g., the scan date and doctor) and the corresponding diagnoses. One limitation of using low-level

computer vision features is that there may be a semantic gap between the computer-vision features

and the features that individuals use.

Although computer vision features risk a semantic gap, some domains are well described by com-

puter vision features. Leafsnap (Belhumeur et al., 2008; Kumar et al., 2012) leverages the fact the

shape profile of a leaf–which is highly diagnostic–can be well captured by segmentation algorithms. A

user takes a photograph of an leaf they wish to categorize and Leafsnap extracts useful computer vision

features. Similarity of different leaf species is computed in a feature space and reference exemplars of

the top few matches are returned to the user. The burden of categorizing a leaf into one of hundreds of

possibilities is reduced to visually comparing the unknown leaf to a small number of likely candidates.

In many applications it is important to select reference exemplars while taking into account within-

category variability. If a given category has distinct sub-categories or large within-category variability,

randomly selected reference exemplars may mislead novices when they make visual comparisons. Roads
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and Mozer (2017) created a decision support system that uses an exemplar-level psychological embed-

ding in order to select an optimized set of references. The system is designed to operate with minimal

information about the test image. Using a cognitive model of the user, R reference exemplars are

selected such that the expected categorization accuracy–across the entire category structure–is max-

imized. When tested on AMT participants making visual comparisons of faces, optimized reference

sets produced better performance that randomly selected reference sets.

1.3.2 Efficient training applications

Category structure can also be exploited to make training more efficient. By drawing on category

structure information, Hornsby and Love (2014) created a set of idealized training exemplars from

which to teach individuals to categorize mammograms as normal or tumorous. An idealized set of

exemplars was assembled by removing exemplars that were relatively difficult. Relative difficulty was

determined by norming a set of mammography images. In the norming study, AMT participants

categorized mammograms as normal or tumorous. Categorization of the test image was facilitated by

a labeled normal reference exemplar and a labeled tumorous reference exemplar. Based on accuracy,

exemplars were split into three groups of difficulty (i.e., easy, medium and hard) based on average

accuracy.

The idealized set of exemplars were evaluated by training a second group of AMT participants to

categorize mammograms using trial-and-error learning. Participants were randomly assigned to one

of two training conditions. In the idealized condition, the stimuli were drawn solely from group of

easy exemplars. In the actual condition, the stimuli were drawn equally from easy, medium, and hard

exemplars. On each training trial, participants categorized a single test image as normal or tumorous

and received corrective feedback. Following the training phase, subjects completed 18 novel test trials

(3 easy, medium, hard images from each category). Participants were more accurate in classifying novel

test items in the idealized condition than the actual condition. Examining performance by exemplar

difficulty, accuracy was better in the idealized condition for easy and medium exemplars, but worse

for the hard exemplars. While idealized training results in greater categorization performance overall,

training on idealized items hurts generalization performance to hard exemplars.
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1.4 Response-adaptive selection

Response-adaptive selection allows the selection of exemplars to vary over time as a function of a

user’s previous responses. A user’s response reveals information about the similarity of a test image to

category exemplars. Depending on the application, this information can be used to update a system’s

model of the category structure, predicted label of the test image, or model of a learner’s knowledge.

Once updated, the system can select new exemplars, prioritizing exemplars that will provide the biggest

gain to the system’s objective.

1.4.1 Decision support applications

By integrating user similarity responses over a sequence of similarity judgments, Fang and Geman

(2005) demonstrated how the selection of reference exemplars can be dynamically prioritized. The

approach also showed how to gradually bridge the semantic gap between computer vision features and

psychological similarity. As an initial test of their approach, participants were asked to hold a test

image in mind (i.e., the facial identity of specific individual) and make similarity comparisons between

the mental test image and images of individuals. The category structure of the faces was modeled using

computer vision features derived from kernel Fisher’s discriminant analysis. Users were first presented

with a set of R reference exemplars that spanned the category structure. After making a selection, the

user’s response was combined with the modeled category structure in order to select a new set of R

reference exemplars. By making a sequence of similarity judgments, users successively refined the set

of reference exemplars until a match occurred.

Given a user selection, the next set of eight reference exemplars were selected by attempting to

maximize the potential information of the user’s next selection. First, all the reference exemplars in

the database were given a weight based on how similar they were to the selections made so far. All

the exemplars in the database were then clustered into R groups based on proximity in the KFDA

embedding space. Group assignments are manipulated such that the sum of the total weight for each

group was approximately equal. Thus, not all groups had the same number of exemplars, but the sum

weight of each group was approximately equal. Once this was achieved, the highest weighted member

from each group was used as a reference exemplar in the next reference set (Figure 1.5). The benefit

of using this approach, is that it helps ensure that useful information will be learned at each stage. In

contrast, displaying the R exemplars with the highest weights may tell you very little if all of exemplars
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are bad choices.

Figure 1.5: Illustration of a reference selection procedure based on information maximization. This
conceptual approach is used by Fang and Geman (2005), Ferecatu and Geman (2009), Wah et al.
(2014), and Wah et al. (2015). Figure modified from Figure 2 in Ferecatu and Geman (2009).

Ferecatu and Geman (2009) extended the approach of Fang and Geman to handle larger databases

and more complex semantic classes (art images, architecture, and history). In addition to providing

a more rigorous theoretical justification of the main algorithms, Ferecatu and Geman explored the

difference between holding a test image in memory versus having a test image available to examine.

They found that displaying examples of the target class did not significantly improve results. This

is potentially due to the fact that the category distinctions occur at a relatively ordinate level (e.g.

lions vs. leaves). It is possible that displaying a target exemplar would have produced a significant

difference with finer-grained category distinctions. In both the approach used by Fang and Geman and

Ferecatu and Geman, the semantic gap between computer-based similarity and human-based similarity

still provides a major challenge to performing efficient image retrieval. It would be valuable to know

ahead of time how images in a database relate to one another based on human similarity.

1.4.2 Human-in-the-loop applications

Using response-adaptive selection, human-in-the-loop approaches can continuously update beliefs

regarding the test image and select reference exemplars that will maximize the information gain of

the next user response. Using AMT participants, Wah et al. (2014) first collected human similarity

judgments on a database of bird images (CUB-200-2011). Participants saw a test image along with a

3 × 3 grid of reference exemplars. Participants were instructed to select the reference exemplars that

were clearly dissimilar from the test image. Each screen yielded a set of images marked as similar

(similar set) and a set of images marked as dissimilar (dissimilar set). By assuming that every item

in the similar set is more similar to the test image than every item in the dissimilar set, 8 to 20
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similarity triplets can be inferred. Each similarity triplet states that the test image is more similar

to reference image i than reference image j. After collecting a large number of similarity triplets,

t-distributed stochastic triplet embedding (t-STE) (van der Maaten & Weinberger, 2012) was used to

infer a psychological embedding.

Simulated participants were used in experiments to assess the added value of human similarity

judgments. Simulated participants were modeled using both a deterministic choice function and a

stochastic choice function with the free parameters trained on real user responses. The deterministic

simulated users were specified by a choice function that always selected the reference exemplar most

similar to the test image. The noisy simulated users were specified by a choice function that proba-

bilistically selected a reference exemplar in proportion to its similarity to the test image (see Appendix

?? for modeling details). Following the selection procedure developed by Geman and colleagues (Fang

& Geman, 2005; Ferecatu & Geman, 2009), computer vision features were integrated with (simulated)

user similarity judgments and reference sets were dynamically selected in an information-maximizing

manner. Simulated users were shown a test image and a 3× 3 grid of reference exemplars and made a

most-similar judgment based on the specified choice function.

Without computer vision, deterministic users needed to judge an average of 4.32 screens. In

combination with computer vision, users only needed to judge an average of 2.72 screens. Thus

computer vision reduces the number of screens a user must judge in order for the system to classify an

unknown test image. If computer vision is used, but reference sets are selected randomly, an average

of 3.28 screens needed to be judged. Response-adaptive selection reduces the number of screens that

need to be shown to a user.

If it possible to specify the locations of discriminative regions, it is also possible to constrain user

similarity judgments to specific regions of an image. Wah et al. (2015) learned specific regions from a

bird image dataset (CUB-200-2011) through a combination of automatic region discovery and manual

selection. While the regions are not required to have a pure semantic interpretation, they roughly

correspond to regions like the head, chest, and back. Similar to to Wah et al. (2014), Wah et al.

(2015) presented users with a test image along with a 3× 3 grid of reference exemplars. However, the

test image and reference images were cropped to one particular region. Users were told to select the

cropped reference exemplar that was most similar to the cropped test image. User similarity judgments

were collected for all five regions. After collecting a sufficient number of similarity judgments, t-STE
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was used to infer a psychological embedding for each region.

Similar to Wah et al. (2014), Wah et al. (2015) explored the impact of using guided similarity

judgments. A small experiment found that on average, it takes a human user less time to carry out a

similarity judgment on a localized image than a nonlocalized image (11.35±10.17 s and 16.36±14.31 s

respectively), although statistical significance is not reported. Interestingly, consistency between users

on the localized and non-localized task are very similar. One might have supposed that restricting the

amount of available information would increase the extent to which user judgments agree. It seems that

the primary advantage with localized similarity judgments is that users can perform it more quickly.

As before, the embeddings can be used in combination with computer vision to classify unknown test

images. A noisy user model was trained on real human data to serve as a surrogate participant in a

categorization experiment. Noisy simulated user responses indicate that the fewest screens are needed

(9.85 screens) when localized and nonlocalized similarity judgments are used in combination with

computer vision. Localized only (9.99 screens) and nonlocalized (11.53 screens) require incrementally

more screens on average. These results suggest that localized similarity judgments are more informative

than non-localized, but that using both types of similarity judgments is useful. Wah and colleagues

(Wah et al., 2014, 2015) demonstrate an interesting approach to collecting similarity judgments to

enrich an existing database and show how response-adaptive selection can be used to intelligently

request help from non-expert human users.

1.4.3 Efficient training applications

During training, a learner will see many trials but is constrained to see one trial at time. A training

system must prioritize which exemplars to use on a trial according to what is most beneficial for the

learner. Response-adaptive selection allows the training system to adaptively select exemplars based

on the users performance on past trials.

The most direct performance measure is categorization accuracy. While it is immensely beneficial to

leverage accuracy information, other behavioral measures are available as well. Kellman and colleagues

(Kellman, 2013; Mettler & Kellman, 2014; Rimoin, Altieri, Craft, Krasne, & Kellman, 2015) prioritize

items for study using the Adaptive Response-Time-based Sequencing (ARTS) system that takes into

account accuracy, response times, and the number of trials since the last presentation. Categories that

are incorrectly categorized are given high priority while categories that are correctly categorized are
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given priority proportional to the response time on the last category presentation. The longer a category

has not been presented, the higher priority it gets. The relative contribution of each component is set

by a number of free parameters.

Mettler and Kellman (2014) tested their performance-based scheduling by training participants to

categorize images of butterflies into 12 categories. Participants were randomly assigned to one of three

scheduling conditions. Each scheduling condition continued until performance on all categories was as

criterion (5 out of 6 correct with RT less than 3 s). In some scheduling conditions, when performance

for a category reaches criterion, no additional trials use the category, i.e., the category is retired. In

the random condition, scheduling was purely random and had no category retirement. In the adaptive

condition, scheduling was done with adaptive category sequencing with category retirement. In the

mini-blocks adaptive condition, scheduling was first done on the basis of blocks and then used adaptive

category with retirement.

In the first experiment, participants were trained to criterion in classifying 12 categories of but-

terflies and saw eight different exemplars per category. Each category corresponded to one taxonomic

genus and three species. In the pre-test phase participants were shown 12 trials (one per category).

Each trial required the subject to read a label and select one of four images (each from a different

category). Participants were given no feedback. In the training phase, participants saw a variable

number of trials. Each training trial showed a category label and two images from different categories.

Participants selected the image corresponding to the label and were given corrective feedback. In the

immediate post-test phase, subjects were tested on the same 12 exemplars from the pre-test and 12

novel exemplars (one per category). Each screen showed one label and four images. One week later,

participants underwent a delayed post-test that was identical to the immediate post-test.

Since training to criterion results in a different number of trials per participant, Mettler and Kell-

man (2014) compared scheduling conditions using a measure of learning efficiency, defined as accuracy

on the post-test items divided by the number of trials invested during training. Learning efficiency

for the adaptive condition was higher than the mini-blocks adaptive condition and the random condi-

tion, although the differences were only marginally reliable. Learning efficiency between the random

and adaptive conditions was significant when averaging across post-tests, differed marginally on the

immediate post-test and was significant for the delayed post-test. These results suggest that adaptive

scheduling is advantageous for learning efficiency.
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In addition to using past performance, test exemplars can be dynamically prioritized based on

category similarity. Substantial work has investigated whether category items should be sequenced

so that within-category members occur consecutively (massed) or whether it is better to interleave

exemplars from different categories (e.g., Carvalho & Goldstone, 2014a, 2014b; Kang & Pashler, 2012;

Kornell, Castel, Eich, & Bjork, 2010). Should trials be sequenced such that a learner is able to see the

commonalities between highly similar stimuli of the same category? Or should the learner be able to

see the differences between less similar stimuli from different categories? The initial findings in more

simplistic domains have recently been extended to learning naturalistic fine-grained visual categories.

Birnbaum et al. (2013) performed three experiments to better understand the benefits of inter-

leaving and blocking while controlling for spacing effects. In Experiment 1, AMT participants learned

eight species of birds. All participants were shown 32 study trials (four per category), each for 4 s.

Each study trial consisted of labeled exemplar. Participants were randomly assigned to three training

conditions, all training conditions used interleaving schedules. In the contiguous condition, partici-

pants saw study trials with no interjected trivia. In the alternating-trivia condition, every study trial

was preceded by a single trivia question. In the grouped-trivia condition, eight trivia questions after

every eight trials. After the study phase, participants performed a three min distractor task and then

a post-test. The post-test required participants to categorize eight novel exemplars (one per category)

in a 8-way multiple choice. Accuracy in the contiguous and grouped-trivia conditions were not signif-

icantly different. However, accuracy in the alternating-trivia condition was significantly lower. These

results are consistent with the discriminative-contrast hypothesis. Suggesting that interleaving better

supports the discovering of discriminative features.

In Experiment 2, participants learned to classify 16 butterfly species. During the training phase,

all participants saw 64 study trials (4 per category), each study trial showing a labeled exemplar.

Each species was assigned to either an interleaved or blocked training condition. Half the participants

were assigned to a contiguous presentation condition and were half assigned to an alternating-trivia

presentation condition with 10-s for each trivia question. The trials were arranged in blocks of four and

followed a organizational pattern of I I B B I I B B I I B B I I B B. An I I sequence of blocks randomly

interleaved one exemplar from each of the eight categories assigned to the interleaved condition. A

B block presented all four exemplars of one of the categories assigned to the blocked condition. In

an immediate post-test, participants categories 16 novel butterfly images (one per category) in a 16-
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way multiple choice. Performance in the interleaving condition was superior to that in the blocking

condition when exemplars were presented contiguously. This result is consistent with discriminative-

contrast hypothesis and suggests that the benefits of spacing and interleaving are subadditive.

In Experiment 3, participants learned to classify 16 butterfly species. During the training phase,

all participants saw 64 study trials (4 per category), each study trial showing a labeled exemplar.

All participants experienced interleaved study trials. Participants randomly assigned to one of two

spacing conditions. In the small-spacing condition, the average number of trials between repetitions of

the same category was three trials. In the large-spacing condition, the average number of trials between

repetitions of the same category was 15 trials. In an immediate post-test, participants categories 16

novel butterfly images (one per category) in a 16-way multiple choice. Accuracy in in the large-spacing

condition was significantly better than accuracy in the small-spacing condition. This result suggest

that there are gains from the spacing effect in addition to the gains from interleaving.

1.5 Gaps in the literature

The presented work reveals three general strategies that have emerged for performing fine-grained

categorization. Across these strategies, four different techniques have been employed. Jointly reviewing

the relevant literature reveals a number of gaps. It should be noted that many of the presented works

span multiple techniques but were presented within the technique that they most exemplify. For

example, the approach of Wah and colleagues (Wah et al., 2014, 2015) is a strong demonstration of

response-adaptive selection, but also utilizes task transformations and structure sensitive selection. In

addition, some work only partially explores a relevant technique. In order to obtain a more systematic

evaluation, certain gaps will have to be filled. In particular, decision support and human-in-the-

loop applications are well positioned to tackle open questions regarding structure-sensitive selection.

Efficient training applications have many avenues to explore and would benefit by drawing on ideas

from decision support and human-in-the-loop applications.

1.5.1 Gaps in decision support and human-in-the-loop applications

Visual comparisons provide a foundational platform from which to aid users in making and learning

categorization judgments. However, there are many considerations that are poorly understood. The

presentation of multiple reference exemplars provides the user with a sense of context and suggests
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features that may be important for performing categorization. However, the elicited context can be

challenging to model explicitly. Gomes, Welinder, Krause, and Perona (2011) ran into context issues

while crowdsourcing categorization judgments for various image datasets. AMT participants were

presented with a interface showing a 6 × 6 grid of exemplars and asked to group them into as many

different categories as they liked. Gomes et al. found that depending on the set of shown exemplars,

individuals grouped images differently. If a user was presented with mostly outdoor scenes with a

couple of indoor scenes, users typically grouped all the indoor scenes into one category. However, if a

user is presented with only indoor scenes, they group images into finer-grained indoor categories such as

kitchen, living room, and office. The set of reference exemplars has the potential to influence perceived

similarity, and it is not clear how to best model these effects so that they may be incorporated into a

reference selection procedure.

Related to the issue of context is determining the number of reference exemplars to show at one

time. Geman and colleagues (Fang & Geman, 2005; Ferecatu & Geman, 2009) found that eight

references was optimal because, using many fewer or many more has adverse consequences with real

users (Fang & Geman, 2005, p. 643). It would be advantageous to have a better understanding of how

the number of reference exemplars influences categorization performance. It is possible the optimal

number of reference examples primarily reflects a limit on attentional resources. With a small number of

reference exemplars, adding one more is advantageous because it creates a better context. However at a

certain point, the high number of reference exemplars could result in perceptual crowding, potentially

hurting performance. Alternatively, it is possible that the optimal number of reference exemplars

primarily depends on the similarity relations of the categories as well as the amount of variability

within categories. In other words, categories with higher variability should be permitted to have more

reference exemplars.

In a number of applications, participants made a series of visual comparisons on one test image.

Geman and colleagues provide one strategy for intelligently sequencing screens in an online fashion.

Another approach would be to learn beforehand an optimal tree of stages in the same spirit as Aldridge

et al. (2011). Both context and the number of reference exemplars would presumably play a large role

in the optimal staging structure.
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1.5.2 Gaps in efficient training applications

Guiding attention with highlighting

Highlighting has a strong toe-hold in decision support and human-in-the-loop applications, but a

comparable research agenda is absent from efficient training applications. The forms of highlighting

used in decision support and human-in-the-loop applications may be useful in efficient training applica-

tions. In decision support applications, substantial evidence suggests that some forms of highlighting

can be used in a beneficial manner(e.g. Krupinski et al., 1993; Litchfield et al., 2010; Donovan et

al., 2008). The decision support highlighting used by Berg and colleagues (Berg & Belhumeur, 2013;

Berg et al., 2014) also seems promising and warrants a controlled evaluation with users. If the general

approach of Berg and colleagues is successful in improving user performance, other approaches could

be recruited in a similar spirit. For example, both of the human-in-the-loop applications outlined by

Duan et al. (2012) and Deng et al. (2013) yield information regarding diagnostic regions and could be

used as the basis of highlighting.

Existing work using highlighting in efficient training has much to gain by borrowing from decision

support and human-in-the-loop applications. Roads et al. (2016) demonstrate one parallel by using

cueing techniques like those used in medical decision support. The caricature training used by Dror

et al. (2008) is similar in spirit to the approach of Berg and colleagues, in that the relative saliency

of informative features is enhanced. However, the existing training applications could be greatly

expanded by importing the computer system machinery that excels at finding diagnostic regions.

Using highlighting may help novices discover the relevant features more quickly and make training

more efficient.

Expanding the use of task transformations to calibrate difficulty

Decision support and human-in-the-loop applications have taken great advantage of task transfor-

mations in order to boost categorization performance. Efficient training applications have underutilized

this technique. Some efficient training applications (e.g., Wahlheim et al., 2011; Kirchoff et al., 2014;

Burrows et al., 2014) have begun to investigate task transformations, but a more comprehensive re-

search agenda is needed. Task transformations have the potential to help learners by softening the

initial learning curve. Instead of having study trials with labeled exemplars (Wahlheim et al., 2011) or

match/mismatch trials, learners could be presented with an unlabeled test image and labeled reference
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exemplars. Learners must then select the exemplar that is in the same category as the test image.

Such an approach forces the learner to take an active role but also permits learners to observe simi-

larities and differences between the reference exemplars. Other potentially useful task transformations

include attribute-based visual comparisons (e.g., Robertson et al., 2014; Branson et al., 2010). Having

learners complete trials that teach diagnostic attributes may accelerate the learning process. Lastly,

including textual descriptions may improve learning efficiency (e.g., Robertson et al., 2014; Swanson

et al., 2015). By borrowing from decision support and human in the loop applications, the difficulty of

a trial can be calibrated to the ability of the learner, potentially increasing the efficiency of training.

Exploiting response-adaptive selection to efficiently schedule trails

Decision support and human-in-the-loop applications have utilized response-adaptive selection to

great effect, but efficient training applications have only begun to explore this technique. The priori-

tization scheme used by Mettler and colleagues (Mettler & Kellman, 2014; Kellman, 2013) embodies

the computer system’s belief about what the learner currently knows and what trials are difficult.

A more comprehensive model could also incorporate knowledge about the category structure to more

accurately calibrate the difficultly of trials and promote discriminative contrast. training more efficient.

A comprehensive prioritization scheme could take into account category structure in order to more

accurately predict difficulty. When learning names of novel faces, Pantelis, van Vugt, Sekuler, Wilson,

and Kahana (2008) showed that as the number of faces in the embedding vicinity of the test face

increased, recall performance decreased. Furthermore, incorrect recalls were more likely to come from

nearby faces. Taken together, these results suggest that more difficult categories will reside in dense

regions of the category structure and should be given a priority that reflects this source of difficulty.

A prioritization scheme could also consider category structure in order to promote discriminative

contrast. In training, discriminative contrast has primarily been studied using blocked and interleaved

paradigms. Scheduling of this sort captures a coarse-level similarity distinction of being in the same

category or in different categories. Research suggests that the effectiveness of interleaving and blocking

is contingent on the similarity of the to-be-learned categories (see Richler & Palmeri, 2014 for a review).

Interleaving exemplars from different categories is advantageous when categories are very similar. When

categories are highly discriminable, it is more effective to block trials. Although this distinction is a

useful post hoc explanation, it remains unclear how to predict a priori whether interleaving or blocking
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will be more effective for a set of categories. For example, what category level (e.g., animal, bird,

perching bird, swallow, cave swallow) should determine a switch from blocking to interleaving? It

seems a broader view of similarity-based scheduling is necessary.

Instead of making scheduling distinctions at a particular category level (which correlates with the

degree of similarity), one could attempt to model the between-category similarity directly. Given

between-category similarities, trials could be scheduled along a gradient of blocked and interleaved, as

well as structured in a hierarchical fashion. For example, if categories A1, A2, and A3 form a similarity

cluster and B1, B2, and B3 from another similarity cluster, then trials could be scheduled as A1 A2 A3

A1 A2 A3 B1 B2 B3 B1 B2 B3. Even though all categories are at the same level of distinction, more

similar categories are interleaved and less similar categories are blocked. Such an approach could be

further modified to be stochastic rather than deterministic. In a stochastic scheme, the prioritization of

the next test exemplar would reflect previously seen exemplars. Using a common currency of priority,

both exemplars could be dynamically prioritized to promote discriminative contrast of highly similar

categories.

When dynamically prioritizing exemplars, the protocol for assigning priority could shift over time.

Mettler and colleagues use a prioritization function that effectively places the strongest priority on the

most difficult exemplars. Alternatively, the prioritization function could change over time. Initially

relatively easy exemplars could be given priority, but as the learner becomes proficient, priority could

be shifted to more difficult exemplars (e.g., Pashler & Mozer, 2013). This same idea could be extended

to the selection of the task. Initially learners could perform trials involving visual comparisons, but as

they become more proficient, priority could shift to recall trials. Response-adaptive selection provides

the opportunity to migrate to more efficient and practical training systems.
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Chapter 2

Improving Human-Machine
Cooperative Classification Via
Cognitive Theories of Similarity

Abstract

Acquiring perceptual expertise is slow and effortful. However, untrained novices can ac-

curately make difficult classification decisions (e.g., skin-lesion diagnosis) by reformulating

the task as similarity judgment. Given a query image and a set of reference images, individ-

uals are asked to select the best matching reference. When references are suitably chosen,

the procedure yields an implicit classification of the query image. To optimize reference

selection, we develop and evaluate a predictive model of similarity-based choice. The model

builds on existing psychological literature and accommodates stochastic, dynamic shifts of

attention among visual feature dimensions. We perform a series of human experiments with

two stimulus types (rectangles, faces) and nine classification tasks to validate the model

and to demonstrate the model’s potential to boost performance. Our system achieves high

accuracy for participants who are naive as to the classification task, even when the classi-

fication task switches from trial to trial.

Many challenging machine-learning problems involve humans in the loop (e.g., Deng et al., 2013;

Jia et al., 2013; Branson et al., 2014; Wah et al., 2015). Individuals may provide data to machine

learning systems in the form of ratings, preferences, judgments, and labels. Machine learning systems

can organize and structure information presented to individuals. To build systems that can predict,
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interpret, and guide human behavior, it is critical to leverage our understanding of human percep-

tion and cognition. For example, when designing a human-assisted robot navigation system, human

working-memory capacity must be considered (Ahmed et al., 2014); and to interpret human movie

ratings on a site such as Netflix, sequential dependencies known to contaminate judgments must be

considered (Mozer, Pashler, & Link, 2011).

In this paper, we consider the design of decision support systems that enable individuals to perform

difficult image classification problems via image comparison. Our inspiration is a prototype system

developed by dermatology researchers for diagnosing skin lesions (Aldridge et al., 2011; Brown et al.,

2009). The system requires users to make a visual comparison between a query image of an unknown

skin lesion to a set of reference images, which have ground-truth labels. In a series of screens containing

the query and a set of references, users are asked to select the reference most similar to the query. Based

on the labels of the selected references, the query can be assigned an implicit class label. This approach

of implicit classification via similarity judgments was remarkably effective: naive participants achieved

a diagnostic accuracy of 96% on a five-way classification task, whereas medical students who had

completed a 10-day dermatology attachment were only 51% correct when making explicit diagnoses.

Aldridge et al. (2011) did not detail the exact procedure used for selecting references, but it appears

to have been heuristic. Machine learning researchers have recently taken a more formal approach to

the design of interactive classification systems in which references are chosen to maximize efficiency

and accuracy. Ferecatu and Geman (2009) propose an algorithm to search a large, unannotated image

data base for an instance of a semantic category by asking individuals to make a series of similarity

judgments between reference images and a mental image of the target category. Wah et al. (2014)

developed a system that allows users to perform fine-grain categorization of a query image via similarity

comparisons. Their work focuses on distinguishing among many categories (e.g., 200 bird species) but

presumes that instances of a category are interchangeable. Thus, like Ferecatu and Geman (2009), the

problem is essentially formulated as an image retrieval task where the image represents a distinct class

and the challenge stems from the sheer number of images/classes.

Our goal is to develop an interactive classification system for the classic problem of discriminating

between two or a small number of alternatives, e.g., the skin lesion task of Aldridge et al. This problem

differs significantly from image retrieval in that the difficulty for humans comes from intra-category

variability and determining which features in a potentially high dimensional space are relevant to the
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task (Pashler & Mozer, 2013). However, we hypothesize that optimizing the selection of references

in interactive classification systems, like that of Aldridge et al., will boost novice performance in the

way that it has in interactive image-retrieval systems. We would like to emphasize that our work

is largely orthogonal to large literature on training strategies used in visual category learning (e.g.,

Birnbaum et al., 2013; Carvalho & Goldstone, 2014b; Kang & Pashler, 2012). Our objective is not to

train novices, but to make it easier for naive users to correctly classify difficult unknown images by

leveraging psychological models of human similarity judgments.

The systems we have described draw inferences from human similarity judgments. These inferences

facilitate the selection of additional references or help determine the query’s identity or class label. To

glean the most information from human judgments, it is exceedingly helpful to have a cognitive model

of how those judgments are produced. This response model consists of a theory of representation

and a theory of how the representations lead to the selection of responses. Although Ferecatu and

Geman (2009) and Wah et al. (2014) noted the importance of modeling human perception and decision

making, their formulations of a response model appear to be based on the authors’ intuitions. In the

present work, we focus on the question of what response model provides the best characterization of

human behavior. We leverage the psychological literature to direct the space of explorations. The key

premise of this work is that in order to predict and interpret human behavior, one must understand

the underlying cognitive mechanisms and incorporate these mechanisms as biases or constraints in

machine learning systems.

2.1 The psychology of similarity

The rich psychological literature on human and animal generalization (Shepard, 1987; Tenenbaum,

1999) explores the conditions under which responses associated with one stimulus transfer to another,

or properties associated with one stimulus are ascribed to another. The more similar stimuli are, the

more likely generalization is to occur. Similarity is based not on external properties of the stimuli,

but rather on an individual’s internal representation. We refer to this internal representation as the

psychological representation. For now, we take this psychological representation as a given, but discuss

its basis shortly. Various psychological theories (e.g., Jones, Maddox, & Love, 2005; Nosofsky, 1986;

Sinha & Russell, 2011; Shepard, 1987) quantify similarity in terms of a weighted ρ-norm distance

metric: the distance between two stimuli q and r whose psychological representations are denoted by
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N -dimensional feature vectors zq and zr, is:

d(zq, zr) =

(
N∑
i=1

wi|zqi − zri|ρ
)1/ρ

, (2.1)

where w is a relative weighting of the features, constrained by ||w||1 = 1 and wi ≥ 0. The degree

of generalization from one stimulus to the other is then cast as a monotonically decreasing function

of distance (Jones, Love, & Maddox, 2006; Jones, Maddox, & Love, 2006; Nosofsky, 1986; Shepard,

1987). Integrating these models into their most general form, we obtain:

g(d) = γ + exp(−βdτ ), (2.2)

where γ, β, and τ modulate the gradient of generalization.

In the human experiments we will describe, we ask participants to choose one of M reference images

most similar to a query image. The literature on psychological models of similarity-based selection

is not as well developed as the literature on generalization, but 1-of-M choice is often modeled by a

rule in which probability of selecting a candidate is proportional to its strength. In our studies, the

strength of a candidate r is simply its strength of generalization from query q, leading to:

P (r|q) ∝ g(d(zq, zr)). (2.3)

When individuals judge similarity, the weighting of separable feature dimensions (w of Equa-

tion 2.1) is flexible and depends on the focus of attention. Concept learning can be characterized

in terms of the adaptation of weights to emphasize discriminative features (e.g., Jones et al., 2005).

Other psychological phenomena suggest that weights must vary in a more dynamic, immediate manner.

Tversky (1977) demonstrated a set of phenomena that are problematic for similarity measures based

on distance metric, but which can be explained if the weights are modulated by contextual factors such

as the framing of a question or the set of choice alternatives.

No single psychological theory at present can prescribe the weighting that an individual will adopt

on a particular trial given the recent and current trial context. While multiple models exist that specify

how an error-signal can be used to update attentional weights during learning (e.g., Kruschke, 1992;

Love, Medin, & Gureckis, 2004), it is less clear how to jointly model the various context-driven shifts
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in attention that occur outside of learning. Although numerous models exist for handling specific

choice scenarios (e.g., Mozer et al., 2011; Trueblood, Brown, & Heathcote, 2014), there is no single

theory capable of handling all potential sources of context-driven changes in attention. In modeling

human choice based on data over a series of trials, one could simply assume the weights were fixed

and estimate their maximum likelihood values. In our work, we improve on this average-best approach

by treating the weights as a random vector and marginalizing over their uncertainty. This Bayesian

approach has the advantage of steering us away from situations in which the uncertainty in the weights

maps to uncertainty in the model’s predictions.

To capture the uncertainty in the attention weights, we assume that the weights w are sampled

from a Dirichlet distribution, w ∼ Dirichlet(α), where the elements of the N -dimensional concentration

vector α are drawn from a Gamma density, αi ∼ Gamma(κ, φ) (see Figure 2.1). The Dirichlet distri-

bution has support over all convex combinations of weights and thus provides a natural distribution

for describing the allocation of attention across the N dimensions. The elements of the N -dimensional

concentration vector α control the allocation of probability mass in the Dirichlet distribution (e.g.,

a bias towards uniform weights). To allow for maximum flexibility we use the Gamma distribution

which has support from zero to infinity and permits a wide range of possible distributions for the α

values. In this work, the same Gamma distribution is used for all concentration parameters and the

hyperparameters characterizing the Gamma distribution are set to κ = 3 and φ = 1. There is nothing

special about these specific hyperparameter values. Rather, what is important is that low values of κ

and φ produce a Gamma distribution that has low probability mass at low and high values of αi. In

other words, these hyperparameters act as a regularizer when learning the concentration parameters,

discouraging values of αi that are large or near zero. Such regularization is important in order to

prevent overfitting to a particular set of observed behavior and enable generalization across different

contexts. The results we present are robust to the choice of these hyperparameters.

2.2 Similarity-based classification

In this article, we explore similarity-based classification using a basic experimental task in which

participants are asked to select one of four reference images that is most similar to a query image.

Figure 2.2a-c depicts sample displays with rectangle stimuli; the query is colored blue and is surrounded

by the references, colored black. Unbeknownst to participants, each reference is associated with a
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Figure 2.1: A graphical model of similarity-based classification. Our model posits that attentional
weights w can vary by participant S and by trial T . The variation in weights can be modeled as a
Dirichlet distribution with N concentration parameters αi (one for each dimension of the psycholog-
ical representation). The probability of making a given classification is given by Equation 2.4. The
parameter vector Θ ≡ {γ, β, τ, ρ} modulates the gradient of generalization in Equation 2.2.

class label, and selecting a reference is equivalent to implicit classification. For example, consider a

classification task involving discrimination on the basis of rectangle height. In Figure 2.2b, the upper

and lower pairs of references are tall and short, respectively. If a participant judges the upper-right

reference most similar to the query, the query would be classified as belonging to the tall category.

How should references be selected? A sensible approach would be to choose references so as to

maximize the expected information gain about the target class. Ferecatu and Geman (2009) propose

a heuristic approximation to this objective, also adopted by Wah et al. (2014), that involves searching

for a set of references that have roughly equal probability of being selected given the history of user

responses on the current trial. Although this heuristic works well for the image retrieval task inves-

tigated by Ferecatu and Geman (2009), it is inadequate in our domain due to the small number of

classes. Instead, we search for the set of references that maximize classification accuracy.

We start with a candidate set of R reference images. These images have been classified by experts,

and thus we can assume that each reference r ∈ 1, ..., R has a known class label, cr. For the time being,

we also assume a known psychological representation, zr. We assume that the reference instances can

be used to define an approximate input density of queries q, i.e., p(q) ≈
∑R

r=1 v(r)δ(zq − zr), where δ
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Figure 2.2: Sample displays used for implicit categorization. Each display consists of a query image in
the center surrounded by four reference images. The numerals indicate category membership and do
not appear in the actual displays. Displays (a)-(c) involve rectangles. Displays (d)-(i) involve faces.
Each display corresponds to a different implicit classification task, as elaborated in the article.

is the Dirac delta and v(r) is a prior probability on reference r, typically v(r) = 1
R .

Given a candidate set of M references, r, we can use the response model (Equation 2.3) to estimate

the probability that a query q will be matched to a reference of class c:

P (c|r, q) =
M∑
i=1

P (ri|q)1cri=c. (2.4)

Leveraging the query density estimate, we can define the optimal reference set, r∗ as the one that

maximizes the expected classification accuracy of some query q with target class cq:

r∗ = argmaxr
∑R

q=1 v(q)P (cq|r, q) (2.5)

Figure 2.2 shows optimal references chosen by this criterion for nine different classification tasks, which

we explain shortly. Given the relatively small search space in our tasks (R < 150, M = 4), we found
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that a hillclimbing search with restarts is adequate to identify the optimal sets. Our technique is readily

extended to integrate similarity judgments across multiple screens. That is, an initial set of references

is presented, and conditioned on the participant’s selection, a new set of references is presented. Later

in the paper, we present results from a greedy procedure in which a posterior v(q|s) is determined for

a given reference selection s, using the prior v(q) and the likelihood P (s|q) (Equation 2.3).

2.3 Stimuli and representation

Our experiments used two sets of stimuli: rectangles and male faces (Figure 2.2). For each domain,

we require a psychological representation—the human internal representation of the external stimulus

properties. For rectangles, we considered four candidate representations: {width, height}, {log width,

log-height}, {area, aspect ratio}, {log area, log aspect ratio}. Krantz and Tversky (1975) obtained

psychological evidence for {area, aspect ratio}; Borg and Leutner (1983) argued for {log width, log

height}. (We defined aspect ratio as height divided by width). We expanded these two options into

the full cartesian product of possibilities and found that the {log area, log aspect ratio} representation

was by far a better predictor of human responses. Results of the representation fitting procedure are

shown in Table A.1 in the Appendix. The procedure we used for determining the representation is

similar to the procedure we will describe below for fitting model parameters. Our experiments used

169 rectangle stimuli that were uniformly spaced on a 13× 13 grid in width-height space.

The face stimuli in our experiments consisted of a set of 104 grayscale bald male faces. We used a

six-dimensional psychological representation previously derived by Jones and Goldstone (2013) using

nonmetric Euclidean multidimensional scaling according to the method of Goldstone (1994), based

on human similarity judgments. Our inspection of the first three dimensions of the psychological

representation suggests that these dimensions roughly correspond to (1) age/shape, (2) skin color, and

(3) machismo. The next three dimensions are not readily summarized by verbal labels. The dimensions

are ordered from explaining the most to least variance in similarity judgments.

2.4 Experiments

We conducted three sets of human experiments in which participants were asked to select the most

similar reference to a query stimulus. Each set is composed of a Random experiment and a follow-up
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Optimized experiment. The Random experiment used randomly selected references in order to collect

behavioral data for a model-fitting procedure. The fitting procedure allowed us to determine the form

of the model that best accounts for human choices. The best fitting model was then used to identify an

optimal set of reference examples (Equation 2.5), which were then used in the Optimized experiment.

We expect to observe better performance with the Optimized references than the Random, but that

does not go far in validating the references as truly optimal. We also show that our model accurately

predicts human choices on individual trials in the Optimized experiment. To the degree that the model

can predict trial-to-trial behavior, it is valid to use the model as a proxy for humans in optimization,

and we have some assurance that the Optimized references are indeed that.

For each stimulus domain, the corresponding psychological representation was used to construct

multiple implicit categorization tasks. To create a categorization task, all psychological points were

first projected onto a single dimension. A category boundary was defined on this projection such

that half of the projected points were on one side of the category boundary. Points very close to the

boundary were removed. For the rectangle stimuli, three category boundaries were created based on

(a) width, (b) height, and (c) aspect ratio. Ignoring color for the moment, Figure 2.3a-c shows a

visualization of points representing rectangle stimuli in the psychological representation along with the

boundary for each categorization task. Note that because the stimuli are sampled uniformly in {width,

height} space, they are rotated and non-uniform in {log area, log aspect ratio} space. A visualization

showing the correspondence between points represented in {width, height} space and {log area, log

aspect ratio} is shown in Figure A.1 in the Appendix.

For the face stimuli, six tasks were defined by projecting the psychological points onto each of the

six axes of the representation. Figure 2.3d-i shows the points representing faces in a two-dimensional

subspace of the six-dimensional psychological representation. Each scatterplot shows two dimensions of

the six dimensional representation; one of the dimensions is the critical dimension for the classification

task.

One set of experiments was based on rectangle stimuli and the three rectangle category boundaries.

Two sets of experiments were based on the face stimuli, one with category boundaries along dimensions

1-3 and one with boundaries along dimensions 4-6. To summarize, we had three sets of experiments,

each of which tests three category boundaries; each set consisted of a Random and the Optimized

condition run between subjects.
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2.4.1 Experiments with randomly chosen references

Experiments were conducted using participants from Amazon Mechanical Turk. Participants in the

rectangle experiments were compensated $1.00 for approximately ten minutes of work. Participants

in the face experiments were compensated $1.50 for approximately 15 minutes of work. Although the

number of trials was held constant for each participants, judgments of face similarity required more

time than judgments of rectangle similarity.

In each of the three Random experiments, 20 participants made similarity judgments between a

query image and a reference set on 150 experimental trials (60 different subjects total). Instructions

explained that the participant’s goal was to select the reference object that was most similar to the

query object. Following instructions, participants completed three practice trials.

The 150 experimental trials were organized into 5 blocks, each with 30 trials. Each block showed 10

trials for each implicit categorization task. The order of the 30 trials in a block was randomized such

that the implicit categorization tasks were highly interleaved, resulting in an implicit categorization

task that varied on a trial-by-trial basis. However, the frequently changing categorization task is

irrelevant for the unaware subject because their task remains the same–select the reference object

that is most similar to the query object. For each trial, references were drawn at random, with the

constraint that there were two references of each category for that trial’s implicit categorization task.

The query was also chosen randomly with the constraint that queries were drawn with equal frequency

from each category. Subjects were given no feedback on the selections throughout the entirety of the

experiment.

Each block included three catch trials in which the query was identical to one of the references. On

the catch trials, participants making an earnest effort should choose the identical reference. Subjects

that failed to correctly select the identical reference on at least 50% of catch trials were dropped from

further analysis and replaced with a new subject that met the criterion. Across the three Random

experiments, one subject was replaced in the rectangles experiment and one subject was replaced in

the faces dimension 4-6 experiment. Average accuracy was very high on catch trials for the rectangles

(M = 0.92, SD = 0.02), face dimensions 1-3 (M = 0.94, SD = 0.02), and face dimensions 4-6

(M = 0.96, SD = 0.02).

With this procedure for generating displays, two of the choices are ‘correct’ with respect to the

implicit categorization task and two are ‘incorrect’. All participants saw the same set of trials in the
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same block order. Within each block, the order of trials was randomized for each participant. Through-

out each block, a block-specific progress bar was displayed at the top of the screen. Between blocks,

participants were explicitly notified of their progress in the experiment (e.g., “you have completed 1/5

of the experiment”).

To begin each trial, participants clicked on a screen-centered cross. Immediately following the click,

the query object and reference set were displayed. Participants clicked on the reference object they

considered most similar to the query object. After the selection of a reference object, there was a 500

ms delay period followed by the cross for the next trial. Participants were given no feedback. From

the participant’s perspective, they were performing a similarity judgment task and category-based

feedback would have been odd.

For each implicit categorization task, we computed an average accuracy score across participants.

The blue bars in Figure 2.4 indicate average accuracy in the Random experiments. For all nine tasks,

performance was reliably above the chance rate of 0.5. (The chance rate is the implicit classification

accuracy that would be obtained if participants chose references at random from a uniform distribution,

given that the queries are balanced between the two categories.)

2.4.2 Model fitting

Given a parameterization, our similarity model specifies the likelihood of each reference being

chosen on a given trial of the experiment (Equation 2.3). Assuming independence of choices, we can

compute the likelihood of the entire collection of participant responses. (Ignoring the catch trials, there

are 20 × 135 = 2700 total trials.) To fit model parameters, we use this likelihood in a slice sampler

(Neal, 2003) to obtain the maximum a posteriori parameters for α, β, and γ. For ρ ∈ {1, 2} and

τ ∈ {1, 2} we simply performed an exhaustive search. The search over ρ and τ was constrained in

order to reflect the traditional focus of response models (e.g., Jones et al., 2005; Nosofsky, 1986; Sinha

& Russell, 2011; Shepard, 1987). A ρ value of 1 and 2 corresponds to 1-norm (city-block distance)

and 2-norm (euclidean distance) respectively. A τ value of 1 and 2 corresponds to an exponential and

Gaussian generalization function respectively.

For the rectangle experiment, ρ = 2 and τ = 1 obtained the best fit. For each of the face experi-

ments, ρ = 2 and τ = 2 obtained the best fit. For the face experiments, the concentration parameters

reveal a general trend of decreasing importance going from the first face dimension to the sixth face
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dimension. The values for the all fitted parameters are shown in Table A.2 of the Appendix.

In addition to fitting the data to our similarity model, we also fit to the related model proposed

by Wah et al. (2014). Their model differs from ours in three respects. First, they fix τ = 2. Second,

they do not marginalize over the uncertainty in the dimension weighting; instead, they assume equal

weighting across dimensions. Third, in contrast to our generalization function (Equation 2.2) which is

based on psychological theory, they propose a distinct function:

g(d) = max(ε, (1− ε) exp(−βd2)). (2.6)

In our generalization function (Equation 2.2), γ modulates the degree of guessing when a probe is

far from all references. For a nonzero γ, the contribution of γ starts to dominate over the exponential

term when distances are large, homogenizing the choice distribution over references. The parameter ε

in Wah et al.’s model has a similar effect, although it kicks in only when distances reach a threshold.

For all three experiments, our model obtained the best log-likelihood scores. However, this result is

expected given that our model has more flexibility. A comparison of the models will be more meaningful

when we test the models—with parameters fixed—on new data, as we will report shortly. A test on

unseen out-of-sample data represents the most informative test of a model.

2.4.3 Selection of optimized references

Given the best fitting model for each Random experiment, we determined the optimal references

according to Equation 2.5. Figure 2.3 shows the optimized references for the three rectangle tasks

and six face tasks; the references are indicated as black hollow diamonds. Each scatterplot depicts

the stimuli, references, and category boundary in the representation space (or subspace, in the case

of the face stimuli). The optimized reference points in Figure 2.3 correspond to the references shown

in the sample displays of Figure 2.2. Note that the optimization procedure does not always select an

equal number of references from each implicit category. Due to the symmetry of the rectangle stimulus

space, the rectangle references are always balanced. However, two of the six face reference sets are

unbalanced (Figure 2.2d,e).

The color of a dot—blue or yellow—indicates the predicted categorization of each stimulus given

the references. The darkness of a dot indicates the predicted probability of categorization, where

darker blue and darker yellow indicate items that have a less probability of being classified in a reliable
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manner. Black dots indicate items that have an equal probability of being classified into either category.

Note that for many of the tasks (e.g., a and b), miscategorizations are predicted by the fitted response

model.

2.4.4 Experiments with optimized references

The Optimized experiments were identical to the Random experiments with the substitution of

optimized references for the random references. The Optimized experiments were conducted with new

groups of 20 participants for each of the three experiments (60 different subjects total). As in the

three Random experiments, we replaced subjects that did not correctly answer at least 50% of the

catch trials. Only one subject was replaced for the face dimensions 4-6 experiment. After replacing

subjects below criterion, average accuracy was very high on catch trials for the rectangles (M = 0.96,

SD = 0.02), face dimensions 1-3 (M = 0.96, SD = 0.01), and face dimensions 4-6 (M = 0.96,

SD = 0.02).

For each implicit categorization task, we computed an average accuracy score across the par-

ticipants. The yellow bars in Figure 2.4 indicate average accuracy in the Optimized experiments.

To compare accuracy in the Random and Optimized experiments, we performed a two-sample t-test

(two-tailed, unequal variance) for all category boundaries. All t-tests revealed a significant (p < .05)

advantage for the Optimized experiment with the exception of the implicit categorization task on face

dimension 6, where the difference was in the right direction but not reliable. Table A.3 in the chapter

Appendix shows the details of the two-sample t-test for all implicit categorization tasks.

We tested the models trained on the Random experiments with the unseen behavioral data from the

Optimized experiments. On the three Optimized experiments, the predictions of our model obtained

a higher log-likelihood score than those of the model of Wah et al. (2014). In further testing where we

replaced assumptions of Wah et al.’s model with those of our model, we found that all three differences

between the models—τ , marginalization, and the generalization function—contribute to the improved

likelihood. It should be noted that, although the log-likelihood scores favor our model, accuracy

predictions (to be described next) using either model are very similar. While the log-likelihood score

is technically the correct measure of fit, log-likelihood scores accentuate differences in fit that may not

translate to practical differences in behavioral accuracy.

To compare our model predictions to observed behavior, we examined predicted versus observed
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implicit categorization accuracy by aggregating data both by task and by individual trial. We plot

observed task accuracy against model-predicted accuracy to get a sense of the correspondence of our

model to behavior. Figure 2.5 shows a scatterplot of predicted versus observed accuracy for each of the

nine implicit categorization tasks in (a) the Random and (b) Optimized experiments. The theoretical

predictions explain nearly all of the variance in observed accuracy.

Beyond examining model predictions on each implicit categorization task as a whole, we examined

model predictions of implicit categorization accuracy on individual trials. Because each participant

in each experiment saw the same set of trials, we can average across participants to obtain a trial-

based accuracy. Figure 2.5 shows predicted versus observed trial accuracy for (c) Random and (d)

Optimized experiments. Table A.4 in the chapter Appendix shows that the theoretical predictions

explain a significant proportion of the variance in observed accuracy for all experiments.

Although the Random experiments were used to fit model parameters, note that model fitting

aimed at predicting the selected reference, not on optimizing implicit categorization accuracy. Thus,

it is not entirely trivial that the model does as well as it does on the Random experiment. Regardless,

it is impressive that the model is able to predict which specific queries will be classified correctly, in

both Random and Optimized experiments.

2.5 Conclusion

We have described an approach to human-machine cooperative classification that leverages the

human’s ability to extract high-level visual features and judge similarity, and the machine’s ability to

predict, steer, and optimize human performance. By utilizing a hierarchical Bayesian model of atten-

tion, we have developed a general approach that is robust to arbitrary sources of attention variation,

such as sequential effects. The approach allows novices to competently categorize images even when

they are unaware of the categorization task, or even more remarkably, when the task switches from

moment to moment.

The obvious obstacle to putting this approach into practice is scaling, progress on which has been

made for image-retrieval tasks (Ferecatu & Geman, 2009; Wah et al., 2014). To tackle intricate

discrimination tasks in high dimensional feature spaces, a multi-stage approach will be required in

which a series of similarity judgments are jointly used to obtain an implicit classification. Once a

user makes an initial similarity judgment, a multi-stage approach can show a new set of references
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that allows the system to hone in on the implicit categorization. We have taken a small step in this

direction by considering two-stage judgments. In Figure 2.6a we compare the model’s prediction of

implicit classification accuracy for a single-stage judgment with 4, 6, 8, or 16 references, as well as

a two-stage judgment with 4 references at each stage. The model makes two interesting predictions.

First, the model predicts a diminishing value of additional references, due to an effect of decision noise

parameters (γ and β) that grows with the number of alternatives. (Interestingly, decision failure with

a large number of alternatives is usually attributed to limits on attention, yet the model provides

a natural explanation without requiring an additional mechanism.) These results suggest that even

though our approach is computationally capable of optimizing a large number of references, it may be

psychologically suboptimal to present the user with a screen packed with different references. Second,

the model predicts that a two-stage judgment can yield a significant boost in accuracy. Figures 2.6b and

c show the selected references at the first and second stages, respectively. The reference chosen by the

participant at the first stage determines the set of references used for the second stage. These references

were obtained with the greedy stage-wise optimization described earlier. Future work will determine

if our model correctly predicts human responses for a larger number of references and multiple stages

of selection.

We are optimistic about the practical application of similarity-based classification in domains such

as medicine and biology. Although months or years of training are required to learn difficult classifica-

tion tasks, similarity-based classification requires no training. Further, we conjecture that similarity-

based classification can be improved with a small amount of instruction. Although verbal instruction

is ordinarily difficult for novices to operationalize, instruction may be effective in highlighting relevant

feature dimensions (e.g., “focus on the irregularity and patchiness of the rash”).
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Figure 2.3: A depiction of rectangle stimuli (a-c) and face stimuli (d-i) in a psychological representation.
Each colored dot in a scatterplot corresponds to a single stimulus. Each scatterplot depicts a different
implicit categorization task, with the category boundary shown as a dashed line. For example, the
boundaries shown in a, b, and c correspond to a category boundary based on width, height and aspect
ratio respectively. For each categorization task, the R = 4 optimal references have been determined
and are depicted by black diamonds. The color of a dot—blue or yellow—indicates the predicted
category label of each stimulus given the references. The darkness of a dot indicates the extent to
which an item will be classified into either category with equal probability. Black dots indicate items
that have exactly equal probability of being classified into either of the two categories.
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Figure 2.4: Empirical classification accuracy on (a) the rectangle tasks and (b) the face tasks. The blue
and yellow bars indicate average classification accuracy in the Random and Optimized experiments,
respectively. Error bars indicate standard error of the mean.
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Figure 2.5: Predicted versus observed accuracy for (a) the nine implicit categorization tasks in the
Random experiments, (b) the nine tasks in the Optimized experiments, (c) individual trials in the
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experiments are displayed in blue and data from the face experiments are shown in red. Slight jitter
is introduced along the ordinate to distinguish the points.
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Figure 2.6: (a) Predicted performance using single (M = 4, 6, 8, 16) and two stage (M = 4) judgments.
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The references shown at (b) the first stage and (c) second stage given the selection of a first stage
reference (shown in red).
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Chapter 3

Obtaining psychological embeddings
through joint kernel and metric
learning

Abstract

Psychological embeddings provide a powerful formalism for characterizing human-perceived

similarity among a set of stimuli. Obtaining high quality embeddings can be costly due

to algorithm design, software deployment, and participant compensation. This work aims

to advance state-of-the-art embedding techniques and provide a comprehensive software

package that makes obtaining a high quality psychological embedding both easy and rel-

atively efficient. Contributions are made on three fronts. First the embedding procedure

allows multiple display configurations to be used for collecting similarity judgments from

participants. Second, a proper likelihood model is worked out for two classes of similar-

ity kernels allowing free parameters of the embedding and similarity kernel to be jointly

inferred. Third, a generalized active selection algorithm is implemented that makes data

collection more efficient. Collectively, these incremental improvements provide a powerful

and complete set of tools for inferring psychological embeddings for real-world stimuli.

Numerous applications attempt to predict how individuals will behave when given a visual task.

Decision support applications anticipate and adjust for novice perception in order to help novice users

arrive at an expert-like categorization decision (Fang & Geman, 2005; Ferecatu & Geman, 2009; Roads

& Mozer, 2017). Human-in-the-loop computer vision algorithms utilize a model of human similarity
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to improve categorization performance (Wah et al., 2014). Visual category training applications use

cognitive models to predict learning outcomes (e.g., Nosofsky, 1986; Kruschke, 1992; Love et al., 2004).

At the core of these applications, and many others, is the notion of psychological similarity. The

rich psychological literature on human and animal generalization (Shepard, 1987; Tenenbaum, 1999)

explores the conditions under which responses associated with one stimulus transfer to another, or

properties associated with one stimulus are ascribed to another. The more similar stimuli are, the

more likely generalization is to occur. Similarity is based not on external properties of the stimuli,

but rather on an individual’s internal representation. We refer to this internal representation as a

psychological embedding. The primary objective of this work is to jointly infer both a psychological

embedding along with a corresponding similarity function. This work aims to provide a principled

integration of state of the art methods with existing psychological theory.

The work presented in this paper has strong ties to existing embedding techniques. Popular metric

multidimensional scaling (MDS) approaches assume simple and restrictive similarity functions (e.g.,

Gower, 1966; Torgerson, 1958). Non-metric MDS algorithms are nearly atheoretical, assuming only a

monotonically decaying function (e.g., Kruskal, 1968a, 1968b). The approach presented in this work is

situated in between these two extremes, using more complex similarity functions that are well-motivated

by psychological theory. While other approaches use more complex similarity functions (e.g., van der

Maaten & Weinberger, 2012). During inference, these approaches typically assume a fixed form for

the similarity function rather than allow potentially parameters to be jointly inferred along with the

embedding. In contrast, this work provides a method for inferring parameters of similarity functions

as well as the corresponding psychological embedding.

The primary purpose of this work is to provide a unified set of tools for individuals interested

in inferring psychological embeddings. This work has three facets that can be adjusted to suite the

needs of the user. First, observations used for inference can be collected using a variety of different

display configurations. Second, two different classes of models can be used for performing inference, one

derived from psychological research and the other widely used in machine learning. Third, high-quality

embeddings can be constructed with less data using an active selection algorithm that intelligently

determines which observations should be collected next. Each of these facets is described in turn along

with results that highlight the advantages of the options available.
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(A) (B) (C)

Figure 3.1: Sample displays shown to subjects. The center image is the query image while the sur-
rounding images are the reference images. (A) Given two reference images, subjects select the one
reference image that is most similar to the query. (B) Given eight reference images, subjects select the
two reference images that are most similar to the query. (C) Given eight reference images, subjects
select two reference images in the order of their similarity.

3.1 Display configurations

Inference is performed by collecting similarity judgments where subjects compare a query image

to a set of reference images. The ith display consists of a query image and a set of reference images.

The set of reference images Ri is formally defined using the indices of each reference image, where

|Ri| ∈ [2, 8]. Given a display, subjects select a predefined number of reference images that they

consider most similar to the query. The set of selected reference images Si, may contain 1 to |Ri| − 1

images depending on the display configuration. Again, the set Si contains the indices of the selected

reference images. In the simplest case, where |Ri| = 2 and |Si| = 1, subjects provide triplet similarity

judgments (Figure 3.1a). In a more complicated scenario, subjects can partition the set of references

into a similar and dissimilar group (Figure 3.1b). In addition to selecting a similar group, subjects

may rank their selections (Figure 3.1c).

Each judged display constitutes one observation. The ith judged display Di, is formatted such

that Di = (q s u), where q indicates the index of the query image, s is a row vector comprised of the

selected reference image indices, and u is a row vector comprised of the unselected reference image

indices. Depending on the display configuration, the length of Di will vary. For example, if |R| = 2

and |S| = 1, Di = (q a b), where a indicates the index of the selected reference image and b indicates

the index of the unselected reference image. If |R| = 8, |S| = 2 and subjects make ordered selections,

then Di = (q a b c d e f g h). Now a indicates the index of the most similar reference and b indicates
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the index of the second most similar reference. Indices c− h are the remaining unselected references.

The different display configurations have a number of different properties. In particular, each

display configuration generates a different number of triplet constraints. Holding all other factors

constant, providing more triplet constraints improves the quality of the inferred solution. In the

simplest case (|R| = 2, |S| = 1), each display provides one triplet constraint of the form q : a > b, where

a is the reference image that was selected as more similar to the query q. More generally, for unordered

selections, each display yields |S| (|R| − |S|) triplet constraints. For ordered selections, each display

yields |S| (|R| − |S|) +
(|S|

2

)
triplet constraints. The interaction between the display configuration and

other factors, such as the time needed to complete the task, is explored in simulations after describing

the different likelihood models.

3.2 Likelihood model

The primary objective is to jointly infer a psychological embedding and similarity function. To

improve conceptual clarity, the free parameters representing and the embedding (Z) and the parameters

controlling the similarity function (θ) are written separately. Given a set of observations D, the

likelihood of the of the data given the model parameters is:

L =
∏
i

p (Di|Z,θ) (3.1)

It should be noted that the likelihood easily permits different display configurations to be used together.

In order to infer a psychological embedding from our observations, we make two key assumptions.

First, we assume that the psychological embedding is composed of points in a D-dimensional space.

Second, we assume that the similarity function belonged to one of two classes. Regardless of the simi-

larity function used, we must also formalize the selection model that specifies how perceived similarity

results in references being selected. After describing the selection model, we turn to the two different

classes of similarity functions.

3.2.1 Selection model

Given a similarity function, the likelihood of subject selections are modeled in the same spirit

as Luce’s ratio of strengths formulation (Luce, 1959). Given two embedding points z1 and z2, the
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similarity function s (z1, z2) returns a value between 0 and 1, where 1 indicates that the two points

are maximally similar. The exact form of the similarity function is discussed shortly. The probability

of selecting a given reference is proportional to the similarity between the query and that reference.

Depending on the display configuration, the exact form of likelihood will vary. When subjects make

only one selection (|Ri| ∈ [2, 8], |Si| = 1),

p (Di|Z,θ) =
s (zq, za)∑
r∈Ri s (zq, zr)

. (3.2)

In a more complicated display configuration, such as |Ri| ∈ [3, 8] and |Si| = 2 with unranked selections,

p (Di|Z,θ) =
s (zq, za)∑
r∈Ri s (zq, zr)

s (zq, zb)∑
r∈Ri¬a s (zq, zr)

+
s (zq, zb)∑

r∈Ri s (zq, zr)

s (zq, za)∑
r∈Ri¬b s (zq, zr)

, (3.3)

and with ranked selections,

p (Di|Z,θ) =
s (zq, za)∑
r∈Ri s (zq, zr)

s (zq, zb)∑
r∈Ri¬a s (zq, zr)

. (3.4)

3.2.2 Exponential-family kernel

Integrating various psychological models (e.g., Jones, Love, & Maddox, 2006; Jones, Maddox, &

Love, 2006; Nosofsky, 1986; Shepard, 1987) into their most general form, we obtain:

s (x,y) = exp
(
−β ‖x− y‖τρ,w

)
+ γ, (3.5)

where β, τ , and γ control the gradient of generalization. The norm ‖x− y‖ρ,w denotes the weighted

Minkowski distance:

‖x− y‖ρ,w =

 D∑
j=1

wj |xj − yj |ρ
 1

ρ

where wj ≥ 0 and
D∑
j=1

wj = D.

The parameter ρ controls the type of distance (e.g., ρ = 2 results in Euclidean distance). The weights

correspond to attention weights and allow the similarity function to capture differences in how individ-

uals or groups attend to different dimensions in the psychological embedding. In the most general case,

these weights are allowed to vary by group. In most restrictive case, we assume a single population-level
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model and set all the weights to one. Note that the weights sum to D so that when all the weights are

equal, i.e., wj = 1, we recover the standard (unweighted) Minkowski distance. Since the most common

parameter settings result in a Laplacian kernel (τ = 1, ρ = 2, γ = 0) and Gaussian kernel (τ = 3,

ρ = 2, γ = 0), we refer to this class of similarity functions as the exponential-family kernel.

3.2.3 Heavy-tailed kernel

Although substantial psychological evidence supports the idea that individuals use an exponential

similarity function, other similarity functions have been used with success. In machine learning, a

popular similarity function is the Student-t kernel (van der Maaten & Weinberger, 2012). A primary

advantage of the Student-t kernel is that it has a heavy tail. The heavy tail is advantageous during

inference because it provides a signal to the inference algorithm to continue pushing similar points

together and dissimilar points apart. By itself, the Student-t kernel lacks the flexibility of the expo-

nential kernel. By generalizing the Student-t kernel with an additional free parameter, you obtain a

heavy-tailed kernel with similar flexibility to the exponential kernel:

s (x,y) =
(
κ+ ‖x− y‖τρ,w

)−α
. (3.6)

3.2.4 Inference procedure

Inference is performed using stochastic gradient decent on the log-likelihood of the data given

the model parameters. Given a set of observations D, the optimization objective is to maximize the

log-likelihood of the data given the model parameters:

max
Z,θ

∑
i

log (p (Di|Z,θ)) . (3.7)

The gradient equations for the selection model, exponential-family kernel, and heavy-tailed kernel

are provided in Appendix B.1. In order to determine the dimensionality, five-fold cross validation is

performed in order to get an estimate of generalization performance on the validation set. Dimensions

are continuously added until performance no longer improves on the validation set.
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(A) Orioles

(B) Warblers

(C) Sparrows

Hooded Oriole

Hooded Warbler

Chipping Sparrow

Blue Grosbeak

Bobolink

Kentucky Warbler

Tree Sparrow

Indigo Bunting

Yellow-headed Blackbird

Magnolia Warbler

Fox Sparrow

Lazuli Bunting

Scott Oriole

Wilson Warbler

Harris Sparrow

Painted Bunting(D) Cardinals

Figure 3.2: Example stimuli of the different bird species used in this work. Each row contains four sim-
ilar bird species, each of which belong to the same or similar taxonomic family. Validation Experiment
1 used the 12 bird species in rows A-C. Validation Experiment 2 used all 16 bird species.

3.2.5 Model comparison

We perform a simple model fitting experiment to help distinguish between the explanatory power

of the two classes of models. Using similarity judgments collected from humans, we ask which model

can best predict similarity judgments of a held-out set.

Methods

Participants A population of 342 participants were recruited from Amazon Mechanical Turk and

paid at a rate of approximately $6.00 per hour.

Materials A small dataset of 16 species of birds was collected from the CUB 200 image dataset (Wah

et al., 2011). Species were selected such that there were four groups of birds composed of four similar

looking species, roughly corresponding to four taxonomic families (Figure 6.3A-D). For each species,

we selected 13 images, yielding a total of 208 unique images. Images were selected and cropped such

that each image displayed a single bird, the bird was clearly visible, the image was of a good resolution,

and no text was present.
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Procedure Similarity judgments were collected during short 10 minute sessions via a web-based

application. Each 10 minute session used one of two possible display configurations for the entire

experiment. Participants either saw displays with two references and selected one reference (2-choose-

1) or saw eight references and selected two references in rank order (8-choose-2). During a 2-choose-1

session, participants saw between 60-120 displays. The number of displays varied in order to calibrate

each session to be approximately 10 minutes. During a 8-choose-2 session, participants saw 30 displays.

Participants were allowed to complete more than one 10 minute session. Collectively, participants

judged 7,520 2-choose-1 displays and 8,772 8-choose-2 displays. All judged displays were combined to

create a single dataset D.

The collected similarity judgments were then used in a five-fold cross validation procedure in

order to evaluate the capabilities of an exponential-family kernel and a heavy-tailed kernel. Similarity

judgments were partitioned into five roughly equal folds such that each fold had a the same proportion of

2-choose-1 and 8-choose-1 displays. For each fold, an embedding was inferred using 4/5 of the data and

tested on the remaining 1/5. For each fold, two measures were recorded, the loss (i.e., -log-likelihood)

and the constraint error. Constraint error provides a coarse, but intuitive measure. Constraint error

computes the percentage of triplet constraints that are violated. For example if D = (qab), then this

provides one triplet constraint that says q should be closer to a than b in the final embedding. Given

a final embedding, constraint error computes the proportion of triplet constraints that are violated.

Since individuals may perceive similarity differently and individuals themselves may not be consistent,

we do not expect to infer embeddings with zero constraint error.

Results

The primary goal of the model comparison is to determine which model is best able to predict

unseen human similarity judgments. The results are presented in Figure 3.3. Significance tests use an

alpha value of .05; Focusing on loss on the test set, the results of the five-fold cross-validation validation

procedure reveal that the difference between the exponential-family kernel (M = 1.6854, SD=0.0863)

and the heavy-tailed kernel (M = 1.6937, SD = 0.0926) is non-significant t(4) = 2.32, p = .08.
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Figure 3.3: Model fitting results using a five-fold cross validation procedure. (A) The loss (i.e., -log-
likelihood) on train and test sets. (B) The constraint error on train and test sets. Error bars indicate
standard error of the mean on the measure taken from each fold.

Discussion

Both the exponential-family kernel and heavy-tailed kernel seem equally capable of predicting

human similarity judgments. For domains that are similar to the set of birds used here, it is probably

reasonable to use either kernel. One advantage of using the exponential-family kernel is that many

computational models of human category learning use the same kernel. If an embedding and the free

parameters of the similarity kernel are inferred, they can be directly used in a category learning model.

3.2.6 Display configuration comparison

Having compared different kernels, we can return to the issue of comparing different display config-

urations. The goal is to use the display configuration that will result in the highest-quality embedding

at the lowest cost. Since the primary cost of collecting similarity judgments is paying participants for

their time, we evaluate display configurations based on how many person-hours are required to reach

a given quality level.

The display configuration comparison is based on simulations rather than human participants.

The advantage of running simulations is that the ground-truth embedding and similarity function

are known. Using the ground-truth embedding and similarity function, we can compute similarity

matrix S such that sij is the pair-wise similarity between the ith and jth exemplar. To evaluate an

inferred embedding, the inferred similarity matrix is compared to the ground-truth similarity matrix

by computing an R2 value between the corresponding elements of the matrices. Since our similarity

kernels are symmetric, the upper and lower triangular portions of the similarity matrix are identical.
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In addtition, the diagonal elements indicate self-similarity and are uninteresting for this work. To

avoid artificially inflating the R2 value, we only use the upper diagonal portion of the matrix less the

diagonal elements.

Methods

Participants The ground-truth embedding was inferred using 232 participants recruited from Ama-

zon Mechanical Turk. Participants were paid at a rate of approximately $6.00 per hour.

Materials A subset of the stimuli used in the model comparison was used for this experiment. Twelve

species and a total of 156 images were used (Figure 6.3A-C).

Procedure Similarity judgments were collected in the same manner as the previous experiment.

Collectively, participants judged 7,520 2-choose-1 displays and 4,733 8-choose-2 displays. All judged

displays were combined to create a single dataset D.Using the exponential-family kernel, a ground-

truth embedding was inferred using all of the data. The inferred embedding was then used to compute

U (1)ground, the upper diagonal portion of the ground-truth similarity matrix less the diagonal ele-

ments.

Simulations for two different display configurations were run. In one simulation, all displays con-

tained two references and (virtual) participants selected one reference (2-choose-1). In the second

simulation, all displays contained eight references and participants selected and ranked 2 references.

Participant responses were simulated using the ground-truth embedding and stochastically sampling a

response from the selection probabilities generated from the selection model. All simulated responses,

for both the 2-choose-1 and 8-choose-2 simulations, assumed the same ground-truth embedding.

The simulated similarity functions were used to infer an embedding. Each inferred embedding was

used to generate a similarity matrix. The upper triangular portion of the similarity matrix U (1)infer

was then compared to the ground-truth U (1)g.Embeddings were inferred using a different number of

displays in order to map out how number of displays effects the quality of the inferred embedding.

Starting with an initial set of judged displays, additional judged displays were incrementally added,

inferring a new embedding after a new set of judged displays were added.
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Figure 3.4: Simulated results using two different display configurations. Since cost is determined by
total number of person-hours needed, the quality of the inferred embeddings has been plotted with
respect to person-hours. Each line represents a single simulated run.

Results

From the actual human data, it is clear that a 2-choose-1 display (M = 4.73, SD = 11.18) and

8-choose-2 (M = 13.07, SD = 23.49) display do not require the same number of seconds to complete

t(12251) = −26.41, p < .001. Since the cost of collecting similarity judgments is in term of paying

participants, it is more relevant to compare different display configurations based on required person-

hours rather than the actual number of displays. In the simulations, we take the median response

time of the 2-choose-1 (Mdn = 3.06) and and 8-choose-2(Mdn = 8.98) displays in order to convert

the number of displays used in the simulation into to estimated person-hours. Since the response

times include dramatic outliers (participants may have walked away and then come back) the median

response times provide a better estimate of the actual costs.

The time-scaled simulation results are presented in Figure 3.4. The results of the simulation

convincing show that 8-choose-2 displays (17.0) require nearly half the amount of person-hours as

2-choose-1 displays (33.1) in order to reach an R2 value of .9.

Discussion

Using 8-choose-2 displays allows more data to be collected in a more cost-effective manner, allowing

a high-quality embedding to be inferred at nearly half the cost. If the goal is to obtain a psychological

embedding as cheaply as possible, the 8-choose-2 displays are a good way to save money. These results

replicate the findings of Wilber, Kwak, and Belongie (2014), except with a proper selection model.
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3.3 Active selection

The final aspect of this work focuses on intelligently selecting displays to show participants. So

far, all displays have been generated randomly, with the sole constraint that all images in a display be

unique. Although a reasonable approach, random displays have a drawback. Imagine for the moment

that judged displays have been collected using all but 1 exemplar. Ideally, the next display shown to a

participant would include that unobserved exemplar. In an analogous way, there are going to be some

exemplars for which we are very confident about their position in the embedding and others that we are

less confident about. An active selection approach selects displays such that the uncertainty associated

with the embedding can be reduced by the largest amount. This work is inspired by previous work

done by Tamuz, Liu, Belongie, Shamir, and Kalai (2011).

3.3.1 Formalizing uncertainty

The uncertainty of an embedding point’s location is formally characterized using a posterior dis-

tribution,

p (zk|D,Z¬k,θ) ∝ p (D|zk,Z¬k,θ) p (zk|Z¬k,θ) . (3.8)

For simplicity and coherence, we assume that the prior distribution of the embedding points is char-

acterized using a Guassian distribution

p (zk|Z¬kθ) ∼ N (µ,Σ) . (3.9)

Assuming a Gaussian prior mirrors the assumptions of the embeddings algorithm. The likelihood is

the same as previously described and describes how participants select references given a particular

query,

p (D|zk,Z¬k,θ) . (3.10)

The posterior distribution is approximated by sampling from the joint distribution using Gibbs

sampling. Since the posterior distribution has a Gaussian prior, elliptical slice sampling (Murray,

Adams, & MacKay, 2010) can be used to sample points in a relatively efficient manner. In effect,

the sampling procedure produces a set of points for each exemplar. If the distribution of points is

tightly clustered, then there is relatively low uncertainty about the position of that exemplar. If the
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distribution is wide, then there is relatively high uncertainty about the location of the exemplar in the

embedding. For convenience, all the samples are arranged into a three-dimensional tensor ζ such that

ζ
(s)
k indicates the sth sample of the kth exemplar.

3.3.2 Maximizing information gain

To maximize information gain, we need to compute the expected information gain for a set of

candidate displays. Given a candidate display c, the expected information gain is equal to the mutual

information,

I (Z;Y |D, c) = H (Z|D, c)−H (Z|Y,D, c) , (3.11)

where Y is a discrete random variable indicating all possible outcomes when the candidate display is

shown to a participant. For example, if the candidate display shows two references and participants

must select one reference, then there are two possible outcomes. In other words, we compute the

current entropy associated with the embedding and compare that to the expected entropy of the

embedding if we collect similarity judgments on candidate display. Since we would like to minimize

entropy (i.e., uncertainty) associated with the embedding we are looking for a candidate display such

that H (Z|D, c) > H (Z|Y,D, c) and information gain is positive. We search over a set of candidates

in order to find the candidate that maximizes information gain.

Since Z is a continuous variable, computing information gain appears non-trivial. The computation

can be simplified by exploiting the identity of mutual information (i.e., H(A) − H(A|B) = H(B) −

H(B|A)) and using our previously obtained samples taken from the posterior distribution in order to

approximate our integrals. After all modifications and approximations, the equation for information

gain becomes,

I (Z;Y |D, x) = −
M∑
i=1

P (yi|D, x) logP (yi|D, x)+
1

N

N∑
s

M∑
i

log
(
p
(
yi|ζ(s),D

))
p
(
yi|ζ(s),D

)
, (3.12)

where M indicates the number of possible outcomes from showing the candidate display and N is the

number of samples being used to approximate the integral. The matrix ζ(s) can be thought of as a

sampling snapshot of the entire embedding where ζ
(s)
k is the embedding point of the kth exemplar in

that sampling snapshot.

With a small set of images and a 2-choose-1 display configuration it is possible to evaluate all
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candidate displays in order to find the candidate that maximizes information gain. Unfortunately,

with larger stimulus sets exhaustive evaluation becomes unrealistic. As alternative, we use a greedy

optimization approach. First a candidate display is randomly generated and its expected information

gain is computed. A new candidate display is created by randomly selecting an image in the display

substituting with one of its ten closest neighbors. If the altered display has a larger information gain,

it becomes the new candidate. The process proceeds until all images in the display have been given the

opportunity to be substituted. This constitutes one round and the optimization procedure proceeds

for a fixed number of rounds or until no substitutions can be made.

3.3.3 Active selection simulations

In theory, active selection should make it possible to infer high quality embeddings with less data.

The benefit of active selection was evaluated using synthetic simulations. The same participants,

stimuli and ground-truth embedding from the previous display configuration experiment re-used in

this experiment.

Procedure

Two selection procedures were used to generate displays: random and active selection. Random

selection ignored all existing information and samples displays randomly. Active selection intelligently

selected displays by maximizing expected information gain. Participant responses were simulated using

the same procedure used in the previous display comparison experiment. Participant responses were

simulated in the same way for random and active selection displays.

To simulate a real-world scenario, active selection was performed in rounds of 100 displays. To

start off, a set of 100 random displays were selected and responses were simulated. An embedding was

then fit to the 100 judged displays.The first 100 displays, their corresponding simulated judgments,

and the inferred embedding were used as the starting point for both random and active selection.

In the random selection condition, displays continued to be generated randomly. After generating

a new set 100 displays, judgments were simulated and the expanded set of 200 judged displays was

used to infer an embedding. This iterative process continued until and embedding had been inferred

using 7000 judged displays.

In the active selection condition, displays were selected by maximizing expected information gain.
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Figure 3.5: Simulated results using two different selection procedures. The quality of the inferred
embeddings, measured in terms of R2 has been plotted with respect to the number of displays used to
infer the embedding. Each line represents a single simulated run.

The active selection procedure generated 10 displays at a time. The first display was selected by using

the exact approach already discussed. However, once the first display has been selected, we would like

the next display chosen by active selection procedure to be different than the first display. In order to

achieve this, the active selection procedure uses its model of human selection behavior to stochastically

sample a response. The first display is now treated as if were judged by a real participant so that

the active selection procedure takes into account the suggestions it has already made. This process

continued until 10 displays had identified. Judgments on the 10 displays were simulated and a new

embedding was inferred. Active selection continued until an embedding had been inferred for 3,500

judged displays.

Results

Active selection exhibited a modest, but meaningful advantage over random selection (Figure 3.5).

Using a criterion of R2 = .85, active selection requires 2,700 displays while random selection requires

3,900 displays. A savings of approximately 30%. Using the response times discussed in display compar-

ison experiment, active selection requires 6.7 person-hours while random selection requires 9.7 person

hours.
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Discussion

The benefit of active selection appears to be greatest when the quality of the inferred embedding

is starting to asymptote. Without much data, active selection behaves similarly to random selection.

In effect, the active selection procedure is highly uncertain about all embedding points and the chosen

displays provide the same amount of information at randomly generated displays. As more data is

accumulated, active selection starts to focus on uncertain exemplars, allowing the inferred embedding

to reach asymptote more quickly. According to these simulations, active selection provide an efficient

and cost-effective way to obtain high-quality embeddings.

3.4 Conclusion

Psychological embeddings are useful in many research areas. Despite the substantial progress that

has been made, a unified and coherent set of tools has been slow to emerge. The results presented

in this work suggest that an exponential-family kernel or heavy-tailed kernel are equally capable of

modeling human similarity judgments. In addition, simulation results indicate that an 8-choose-2

display configuration and active selection can produce high quality embeddings at a fraction of the

cost. In isolation, In isolation, the results presented in this work make incremental contributions

on three different fronts. As a whole, a meaningful contribution is made by providing a complete

top-to-bottom software package.
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Chapter 4

Using enriched training environments
for visual category training

Abstract

The vast majority of human category training experiments use relatively simple trial for-

mats. In this work, we examine the benefits of enriched trials where learner’s can request

clues in order to modulate the difficulty of the learning experience. The value of enriched

trials is assess in two ways. First, we test whether enriched trials improve learning out-

comes compared to standard trials. Second, we test whether the richer set of behavioral

data generated from enriched trials can be used to make better predictions about a learner’s

knowledge state. Results of the training experiment reveal that although enriched trials do

not improve learning outcomes compared to standard trials, enriched trials enable learner’s

to experience early success without detriment to later assessment performance. Results

from a model fitting procedure indicate that enriched trials do not provide more informa-

tion than standard trials when trying to predict a participants performance on assessment

trials. We discuss potential changes that could be made in order to increase the benefit of

enriched training trials.

Visual categorization is important for numerous professions. A substantial amount of research has

aimed to make visual categorization training more efficient and less effortful. One potential approach

for improving training is to allow learners to voluntarily adjust the difficulty of trials by requesting clues.

If a trial is discouragingly hard, learners can calibrate the difficulty of the trial to match their ability.

Using enriched training trials is in stark contrast to the majority of visual categorization research. A
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standard category learning trial presents a participant with query stimulus, the participant responds

via multiple choice or free response, and then the participant receives corrective feedback. While

some work has examined slightly more complicated trials, such as presenting to stimuli simultaneously

(e.g., Carvalho & Goldstone, 2014b), most research has used the standard trial format. There are two

potential advantages with using enriched trials. First, enriched trials may produce more rapid learning

since learners can operate within their zone of proximal development (Vygotsky, 1978; Chaiklin, 2003).

Early in training, learners will know little to nothing about the visual category domain. Clues may

enable learners to discover patterns or features about the domain that would have taken much longer

otherwise. Second, enriched trials may be valuable from the perspective of an intelligent training

system. If we think of an intelligent training system as an instructor, an instructor needs to know

what a learner knows in order to effectively prioritize content. Assuming a learner requests clues

when needed, then requests provide insight into the learner’s knowledge state. This work tests two

hypothesis. First, we test the hypothesis that enriched trials improve learning outcomes. Second, we

test if requests for clues on enriched trials improves inference of a learner’s knowledge state.

Enriched training can take many potential forms. This work focus on providing clues motivated

by the challenges of visual categorization. In the real-world, visual categorization is difficult to master

because diagnostic features must be isolated from a sea of potential features. Minute differences, which

may be meaningless in everyday situations, may in fact be diagnostic for the domain of interest. On

top of this challenge, a category must be mapped to a label. In the real world, an individual is required

to provide a category label for a query stimulus. Such a scenario is mirrored by a trial where a query

stimulus is displayed and a learner has to type the correct label (Figure 4.1A). Given some familiarity

with the domain, but short of mastery, the learner may have a good idea of the critical visual features,

but be unable to retrieve the label from memory. In such a situation, providing the learner with a set

of labels that includes the correct label plus some visually similar lures, will be helpful without making

the answer obvious (Figure 4.1B). If the learner is just becoming familiar with the domain, the set of

labels will not be very helpful. Instead, it will be more useful if the learner could focus on detecting

the relevant visual features. Research suggests that one way to facilitate diagnostic feature discovery

is through a process of discriminative contrast (e.g., Carvalho & Goldstone, 2014b; Kang & Pashler,

2012). During the process of discriminative contrast learners compare stimuli–either in memory or

spatially–in order to identify regularities. If the stimuli belong to different categories, a learner looks
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Figure 4.1: Screenshots showing an example of the enriched trials used in the category training ex-
periment. (A) At the beginning of an enriched trial a query stimulus was shown, an empty response
box and a button that reveals candidate category labels. (B) If a learner wanted, they could click
the button, which revealed four category labels. (B) After revealing the candidate category labels,
learners could also click a label to reveal a corresponding reference image. Once a reference image was
displayed, they could click the bumper button to cycle through three different reference images for
each species.

for meaningful differences. If the stimuli belong to the same category, then a learner searches for

meaningful commonalities. If the discriminative contrast account is accurate, then presenting learners

with multiple reference exemplars of confusable categories should aid in the discovery of diagnostic

features (Figure 4.1C). The learner can visually compare the query stimulus and reference exemplars

in order to reach a categorization decision and potentially discover relevant visual features.

Guided by the intuitions and research discussed above, we developed an interactive web-based

environment where learners can request clues that morph the cued recall task into a multiple choice

or a visual comparison task. In order to see a set of labels, learners click a button with the text

”Reveal Labels.” Once a set of four labels has been revealed, learners can click on each label to reveal

a corresponding reference exemplar. Once the reference exemplar of a particular category has been

revealed, learners can click on bumpers to reveal additional reference exemplars from the same category.

4.1 Enriched training experiment

In the following experiment, participants learned to categorize 12 different species of birds. The

experiment was designed to test if enriched trials promote faster learning and if enriched trials improve

the ability of a model to infer a learner’s knowledge state.
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Figure 4.2: Example stimuli of the 12 bird species used in the study. Each row contains four similar
bird species, each of which belong to the same or similar taxonomic family.

4.1.1 Methods

Participants

A population of 160 participants were recruited from Amazon Mechanical Turk and paid $8.00 for

their time and effort.

Materials

A set of 156 bird images, representing 12 different categories, were selected from the CUB-200

dataset (Wah et al., 2011). For each species, 13 exemplars were hand picked by the lead author.

Exemplars were selected to make sure that the resolution of the image was sufficiently high, the bird

was clearly visible in the image, and the bird exhibited the visual features characteristic of the species.

To ensure a sufficiently challenging and representative task, species were selected such that there were

three groups of four visually similar species (Figure 6.3).

Procedure

During the training experiment, participants completed trials at their own pace for approximately

one hour. At the beginning of the experiment the set of stimuli was randomly partitioned into a practice

and assessment set. The practice set was composed of seven exemplars from each category, while the

assessment set was composed of the remaining six exemplars from each category. The practice and

assessment set were further partitioned into mini-sets of 12 exemplars containing one exemplar from
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each category. Each mini-set was used to create a mini-block composed of 12 trials.

At the highest level, the experiment was split into three parts. Each part consisted of a practice

phase followed by an assessment phase. Each practice phase took a fixed time of 15 minutes. During

a practice phase, trials were arranged into mini-blocks consisting of exemplars from the practice set.

If a participant made it through all practice mini-blocks, the sequence of practice mini-blocks was

repeated. Each assessment phase was composed of a fixed number of trials. During each assessment

phase, two mini-blocks (24 trials) were shown to participants. Once the exemplars were shown during

the assessment phase, they were added to the practice set for use in the next practice phase. Critically,

all trials presented during the assessment phase used unseen stimuli. On all trials (both practice and

assessment), a query stimulus was presented along with a blank response box. Participants typed the

name of the category corresponding to the query stimulus. After submitting their response, participants

received corrective feedback. Participants were not scored based on capitalization and answers within

an edit distance of two were marked as correct.

In addition to this basic setup, participants were randomly assigned to one of four possible condi-

tions. Depending on the condition, participants were shown enriched practice trials where they could

request clues on some of the practice trials. In the standard condition, participants were never given

enriched training trials. In the enriched-3 condition, participants were given enriched training trials

in all three parts of the experiment. In the enriched-2 condition, participants were given enriched

training trials in the first two parts of the experiment. In the enriched-1 condition, participants were

given enriched training trials only on first part of the experiment. All enriched trials used the same

format as previously discussed in the introduction (Figure 4.1).

The primary purpose of assessment trials was to provide a means of evaluating a participant’s

knowledge in a manner that was consistent across conditions. All assessment trials used a standard trial

format and did not allow learners to request clues.Given that enriched trials provide more opportunity

for interaction, they are likely to take longer to complete than standard trials. To make the standard

and enriched trials comparable, practice trials were equated based on time, not number of trials.

4.1.2 Results

The category training experiment was conducted to test two primary hypothesis. First, to test

the hypothesis that enriched trials will help participants learn faster and improve performance during
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Figure 4.3: Results of the category learning experiment. (A) Average performance of participants on
practice trials during each phase separated by condition. (B) Average performance of participants
on assessment trials during each phase separated by condition. Error bars indicate 95% confidence
intervals.

assessment trials. Second, that enriched trials provide more behavior information and can therefore

be used to make better inferences about a learner’s knowledge state. The first hypothesis is addressed

in this section. The second hypothesis is addressed later using modeling results. An alpha level of .05

was used for all statistical tests.

Practice and assessment performance across the different experiment parts are shown in Figure 4.3.

A mixed ANOVA was conducted on the influence of two independent variables (experiment condition,

experiment part) on assessment accuracy. The between-subjects factor experiment condition included

four levels (standard, enriched-1, enriched-2, enriched-3) and within-subjects factor experiment phase

consisted of three levels(phase 1, phase 2, phase 3). The main effect of part yielded an F ratio of

F (2, 312) = 340.22, p < .001. The main effect of condition was non-significant. The interaction

between part and condition yielded a marginally significant F ratio of F (6, 312) = 2.248, p = .04.

Since the interaction term was significant, follow-up tests were conducted to determine simple main

effects. Results of tests on each part revealed the the effect of condition was non-significant for all

parts. Results of tests on each condition revealed that effect of phase was highly significant for for all

conditions, although less significant for the standard condition.

A secondary hypothesis concerning the effect of trial type (standard, enriched) on practice trial

response times (seconds) was tested with a one way ANOVA. Results revealed that enriched trials

(M = 204.27, SD = 160.73) took longer that standard trials (M = 122.22, SD = 73.90), F (2, 30533) =
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Figure 4.4: Average clue usage by participants in the enriched-3 condition. (A) Average percentage
of trials where participants requested the labels be shown. (B) Average percentage of trials where
participants requested reference images be shown. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals.

1825.24, p < .001.

As a complement to practice trial responses times, we examined the total number of practice

trials by condition. Using a Bonferroni adjusted alpha value of .0083 (.05/6) we tested differences

between each condition . A general trend was observed, from most practice trials to fewest practice

trials of standard (M = 224.68, SD = 62.63), enriched-1 (M = 188.28, SD = 57.88), enriched-2

(M = 184.45, SD = 69.00), and enriched-3 (M=162.00, SD=77.56). The pair-wise comparison was

significant between both the standard condition and the enriched-2 condition F (1, 78) = 7.45, p = 0.008

and the enriched-3 condition F (1, 78) = 15.81, p < .001.

A final secondary hypothesis concerns requests for clues. Since the enriched-3 condition allows

participants to requests clues on all practice trials, we examined how requests for clues changed across

parts of the experiment (Figure 4.4). Results reveled a general decrease in requests for clues as the

experiment progressed.

4.1.3 Discussion

Somewhat surprising, the results reveal that enriched trials do not improve performance on assess-

ment trials. However, there are three important points worth highlighting. First, participants may

have been using the clues as a crutch. Second, participants in the enriched condition got to enjoy early

success without hurting performance at the final assessment phase. Third, participants in the enriched

conditions required fewer trials to reach the same level of performance, indicating a quantity versus

quality trade-off.

In any training paradigm where learner’s can request clues, there is a risk that learner will use the
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hints as a crutch. Ideally requesting hints is costly enough that they are only used when necessary.

The hope was that having to use a mouse in order to click buttons would require enough effort to

dissuade gaming the system. It is possible that the cost of requesting hints was not sufficiently high

and needs to be increased in order to induce more effort on the part of the learners. In future work,

two changes could be made to the training environment in order to increase the cost of requesting

clues. First, instead of just clicking a button, learners should be required to hold down a button for

specified amount of time (e.g., 4 seconds) until the clue is revealed. Second, a limit could be placed on

the number of hints allowed in a certain trial window.

When comparing practice trial performance and assessment trial performance (Figure ??), there

is a striking pattern. When participants are given enriched trials, practice trial performance hovers

around 0.7 - 0.8. This high accuracy isn’t surprising given that learner’s can request clues. Despite

the use of clues, participants do just as well on assessment trials. If providing learner’s with a sense

of early success is important, a enriched training environment may be a better choice than a standard

training environment.

The last pattern worth noting is that participants in the enriched conditions required fewer trials to

reach the same level of performance. One possible interpretation is that enriched trials, while longer,

provide a better opportunity for discovering relevant features and learning the correct category labels.

Standard trials may epitomize a brute force approach while enriched trials support more systematic

learning.

4.2 Modeling

The goal of the modeling conducted in this section is to predict a learner’s response on assessment

trials given behavioral data on practice trials. On standard trials, the sole observation data is the

category response and the time it took them to respond. On enriched trials, in addition to the category

response and response times, we also have all of the observational data associated with requesting hints.

In addition to exploring the differences between standard in enriched trials, a set of different models

are compared based on their ability to accurately predict performance on assessment trials.
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4.2.1 Methods

Participants

A population of 232 participants recruited from Amazon Mechanical Turk. Participants were paid

at a rate of approximately $6.00 per hour for their time and effort.

Materials

The same set of 156 bird images from the category learning experiment were used to infer stimulus

representations.

Procedure

All the models assume a known stimulus representation. Using human similarity judgments, we

inferred a psychological embedding to serve as a stimulus representation using the approach of Roads

and Mozer (in preparationa). Similarity judgments were collected during short 10 minute sessions via

a web-based application. Each 10 minute session used one of two possible display configurations for

the entire experiment. Participants either saw displays with two references and selected one reference

(2-choose-1) or saw eight references and selected two references in rank order (8-choose-2). During a

2-choose-1 session, participants saw between 60-120 displays. The number of displays varied in order

to calibrate each session to be approximately 10 minutes. During a 8-choose-2 session, participants

saw 30 displays. Participants were allowed to complete more than one 10 minute session. Collectively,

participants judged 7,520 2-choose-1 displays and 4,733 8-choose-2 displays. All judged displays were

used to infer a psychological embedding that captured the salient psychological feature dimensions of

the stimuli.

The task of all the models was to predict whether an assessment trial would be answered correctly.

Note that the prediction task was not to correctly predict the category response of a participant. Models

were trained and tested using a 10-fold cross-validation procedure. Data was partition into folds that

contained an equal number of participants from every condition. During the training procedure, the

loss function scored models based on their ability to predict participant responses on assessment trials

only. Models were not penalized or rewarded for correctly prediction performance on practice trials.

This loss function paradigm was primarily used because correctly predicting responses on enriched trials

should not be rewarded as much as correctly predicting responses on standard trials. On an enriched
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Figure 4.5: A two-dimensional psychological embedding of the 156 unique bird images. Each point
represents a unique stimulus and is colored by (A) species and (B) approximate taxonomic family.
Images judged to be similar are located closer together than images judged to be dissimilar.

trial, participants may have gotten the answer correct because they requested all the clues. During

fitting, models were trained on data from all conditions. During testing, the model made separate

predictions for each condition, allowing us to determine the relative advantage between standard and

enriched trials.

During training and testing, three different measures were used. The first measure, binary crossen-

tropy, served as the loss function and was used to train the models. Accuracy served as the second

measure and provided an intuitive number to help gauge performance. Accuracy was determined by

converting the probability of a correct prediction into a hard response. Prediction probabilities greater

than .5 were marked as a correct response and probabilities less than or equal to .5 were marked as

an incorrect response. The thresholded outputs were then compared to participants actual responses.

The percentage of responses in agreement determined the accuracy of the model. Lastly, receiver-

operating-characteristic area-under-the-curve (AUC) was used to determine sensitivity and specificity.

It is possible for a model to be doing well, but for the wrong reasons. AUC can be used to help identify

models that appear to be doing well based on loss and accuracy, but are doing well for the wrong

reasons.

Four different models were used to predict performance on assessment trials. The baseline model

always predicted that a participant would answer a trial correctly. The baseline model will help put

other models in perspective. Since the baseline model always predicts correct, we expect it to always

have an AUC of .5. The second model in the experiment was ALCOVE (Kruschke, 1992). Although

ALCOVE was not designed to model learning with enriched trials, it represents a large family of

exemplar-based category learning models.
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Figure 4.6: A diagram of the neural network architecture used to predict participant responses on
assessment trials. The component inside the gray, dashed-line box is the part added to the basic
LSTM model in order to create a hybrid model with ALCOVE

The third model was a recurrent neural network, where the recurrent component was an LSTM

layer (Hochreiter & Schmidhuber, 1997). The LSTM served as a mechanism for modeling a learner’s

knowledge state. The LSTM model has to input layers, one containing information about the current

trial and the other containing information about the previous trial (Figure 4.6). The input layer for the

current trial accepted an input vector that only contained the embedding point of the current query

stimulus. The input layer for the previous trail contained an input vector that include the embedding

point of the previous query stimulus, whether the trial was answered correctly by the participant,

whether the trial was an enriched trial, if the participant revealed the category labels, whether the

reference image associated with the query was revealed, the number of lure reference images were

revealed, the number of reference images revealed using the bumper buttons, and the response time

of the trial. The input layer for the previous trial fed in to a LSTM layer with 32 hidden units. The

output of the LSTM layer was concatenated with the input layer of the current trial and passed through

two hidden layers (each with 32 hidden units). In effect, the role of the hidden units was to use the

output of the LSTM in order to gate a response based on the current query stimulus.

The last model was a hybrid between ALCOVE and the LSTM model. In the event that ALCOVE

and the LSTM model are picking up on different pieces of information, combining their respective

abilities should result in a superior model. ALCOVE and LSTM are combined by merging their

respective output probabilities in the final layer of the basic LSTM model.
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Figure 4.7: Results of the model fitting procedure. Each row reports results for a specific measure (loss,
accuracy, AUC). Each column reports results for either the training set or test set. In each subplot,
four different models are evaluated on data from four different conditions. The bar values indicate the
mean measure across 10 folds. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals of the mean measure.

An important conceptual difference is worth highlighting between ALCOVE and recurrent neu-

ral networks. ALCOVE, as well as other conventional category learning models, make fairly strong

assumptions about the learning process. ALCOVE effectively assumes that humans learning can be

modeled using backpropagation. In other words, ALCOVE claims that feedback at the end of a trial

initiates one round of backpropagation and updated network weights. The learning rate is a free pa-

rameter that is determined from the data. In contrast, a recurrent neural network does not make such

an assumption and allows the network to discover the appropriate update rule.

4.2.2 Results

The primary hypothesis of the modeling fitting work was that enriched trials would enable better

prediction of performance on assessment trials. Before addressing the primary hypothesis, we first

examine differences in model performance and differences between measures of loss, accuracy and

AUC (Figure 4.7). All tests were conducted with an alpha value of .05;
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Looking at the general trend for all measures and ignoring condition, the LSTM and Hybrid model

did the best. The similar prediction performance of the LSTM and hybrid model on the test test

suggest that the LSTM is picking up on the information modeled by ALCOVE and that ALCOVE has

no new information to add to the LSTM model. Given that LSTM is the simpler model, the remainder

of the analysis focuses on LSTM.

The accuracy measure was included for completeness, but is not a great measure for distinguishing

models. Although the Baseline model does as well as ALCOVE in terms of accuracy, the Baseline model

is much worse in terms of loss and AUC. In addition, we are primarily concerned with performance on

the test since this gives us a sense of a models actual ability to predict unseen data. The remainder of

the analysis focuses on test set loss and AUC.

Test set results indicated that enriched trials do not enable better prediction. A univariate ANOVA

with condition as the independent variable with four levels (standard, enriched-1, enriched-2, enriched-

3) and prediction measure as the independent variable was non-significant for separate tests of both

loss and AUC. The univariate ANOVA with loss as the dependent variable was nearly significant

F (3, 36) = 2.85, p = 0.051. A follow-up paired comparison revealed that prediction performance

was higher on the enriched-3 condition (M = 0.16, SD = 0.02) compared to the standard condition

(M = 0.14, SD = 0.01), F (1, 18) = 14.50, p = 0.001. The analogous paired-comparison for AUC was

non-significant.

4.2.3 Discussion

Given the lack of agreement between loss and AUC, enriched trials do not enable better performance

prediction than standard trials. There are two points that need to be addressed. First, it is possible

that enriched trials provide more information than the results suggest. Second, the format of enriched

trials probably needs to be modified in order to obtain a higher quality information signal.

Enriched trials are immediately at a disadvantage compared to standard trials. Since participants

work through more standard trials in a given amount of time, there will be fewer enriched trials for

the models to leverage. For enriched trials to be a superior source of behavioral information, they

must overcome the trial deficit as well as add addition value per trial. While the results suggest that

enriched trials do no better, it is notable that they do not do any worse either. It is possible that per

trial, enriched trials provide more information than standard trials.
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A learner’s categorization response is a relatively crude source of information for inferring a cor-

responding knowledge state. Ideally, the richer set of behavior information generated by an enriched

trial would add even more information. However, the current enriched trial setup does not guarantee

an additive effect. On enriched training trials, participants respond after assimilating information from

any requested clues. If any clues were shown, the learner’s categorization response has been corrupted

and no longer provides as much information as a trial where no clues were shown. In order for the

current enriched trial format to be a better source of information, it must provide more information

than what was lost from a clean categorization response. Even if a categorization response is crude

signal source, it is better to add to it than corrupt it. To fix this issue, enriched trials could be slightly

altered. In the altered formation, participants would first submit a categorization response without

receiving immediate feedback. After submitting a response, learner’s would then be allowed to request

clues like before and change their answer. Learner’s would then submit a second time and receive cor-

rective feedback. Enriched trials of this design would produce an uncorrupted categorization response

signal in addition to an information generated from requesting clues.

4.3 Conclusion

This work tested the value of using enriched training to accelerate learning and to improve inference

of a learner’s knowledge state. Using a enriched trial structure inspired by the challenges of visual

category learning, no evidence was found that enriched trials promote faster learning that standard

trials. In addition, the modeling results suggest that when holding time constant, enriched trials are

not a better source of information for inferring a learner’s knowledge state. Despite these somewhat

surprising null results, enriched trials do have two important advantages. First, fewer enriched trials

are necessary to reach the same level of performance as standard trials. Second, enriched trials enable

participants to experience early success without detriment on later assessment. If training relies on

voluntary participation, enabling participants to experience early success may be crucial for retention.

Finally, there are two simple changes that might alter the experiment outcomes. First, the cost of

requesting clues could be increased in order to discourage their overuse. Second, the format of an

enriched trials should take care to preserve the original signal quality of the categorization response.

Making visual category training more efficient and less effort has the potential to greatly benefit

society. The results presented in this work demonstrate that if enriched training environments are to
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prove valuable, careful consideration must be given to the incentive structure of the task as well as the

signal quality of generated behavioral data.
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Chapter 5

Visual Category Training Using
Structure-Sensitive Scheduling

Abstract

Previous work on visual category learning has demonstrated that the order of practice tri-

als influences learning outcomes. For example, Carvalho and Goldstone (2014b) provide

evidence that a blocking policy results in better learning when the categories are rela-

tively dissimilar, while an interleaving policy is superior when the categories are relatively

similar.The primary objective of this work is to move beyond heuristic scheduling policies

towards optimized scheduling policies. To that end, we conduct a category learning experi-

ment that highlights the weakness of two commonly used scheduling policies (blocking and

interleaving) and show that an alternative heuristic policy that focuses on category struc-

ture produces better learning outcomes. The results of the category training experiment

suggest that there is substantial room for improving scheduling policies. As a first step to-

wards creating optimized practice sequences, we use the results of the training experiment

to help identify a cognitive model capable of explaining the pattern of results. Results of a

model fitting procedure revealed that commonly used cognitive models are either insensitive

to the order of practice trials or not flexible enough to model the empirical pattern of results.

Real-world visual expertise is both ubiquitous (e.g., dermatology, mammography, botany and zo-

ology) and often difficult to master. The importance of visual expertise has motivated research that

aims to make the acquisition of visual expertise more efficient and less effortful. Previous work has

demonstrated that the order of practice trials influences visual category learning (e.g., Birnbaum et al.,
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2013; Carvalho & Goldstone, 2014a, 2014b; Kang & Pashler, 2012; Wahlheim et al., 2011; Zulkiply &

Burt, 2013). Substantial work has focused on two fairly coarse-grained scheduling procedures: blocking

and interleaving. To a first degree approximation, research suggests that when teaching dissimilar

categories, practice trials should exhibit a blocked structure where exemplars from the same cate-

gory tend to be shown consecutively. In contrast, when teaching similar categories, practice trials

should interleave exemplars from different categories such that exemplars from different categories

occur consecutively (e.g., Carvalho & Goldstone, 2014a, 2014b; Zulkiply & Burt, 2013). However,

these prescriptions fall short of providing optimal sequences for arbitrary category structure. In this

work, we move away from blocking and interleaving and lay the groundwork for a procedure capable

of generating practice sequences tailored to the idiosyncratic similarity structure of the domain. We

refer to this procedure as structure-sensitive scheduling.

This work is organized into two parts. In the first part of this work, we present results from a

category learning experiment that highlights the deficiencies of blocking and interleaving. The results

of category learning experiment suggest that better scheduling polices have yet to be discovered. In

the second part of this work, we take the first steps towards creating a structure-sensitive scheduling

procedure. The goal in this part of the work is to identify a cognitive model that is capable of explaining

the empirical pattern of results observed in the category learning experiment. Once an adequate model

is identified it can be used as a virtual participant in order to discover practice sequences that maximize

learning outcomes.

5.1 A general sequencing framework

A necessary first step for moving beyond blocking and interleaving is to formally define a more

expressive framework. Such a framework will allow us to consider a richer set of sequences and sequence-

generating policies. It is assumed that every sequence is composed of two types of trials: practice

trials and assessment trials. On every practice trial, a stimulus is presented belonging to a single

category. After presentation of the stimulus, participants indicate the category of the exemplar, either

by clicking a multiple choice button or typing a response. After submitting a response, participants

receive corrective feedback. The objective of practice trials is to teach participants the categorization

task. On assessment trials, the goal is to evaluate a participant’s knowledge state. The general format

of assessment trials is the same, except feedback is not provided. In both cases, the content of the ith
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trial is formally represented with a unique exemplar index xi and category label yi. Together, these

two pieces of information describe the specific exemplar that was shown as well as the category of the

exemplar. A trial sequence is specified by a vector x and a vector y.

In addition to an exemplar index and category label, we assume that every exemplar can be

represented as a single point (i.e., a feature vector) in a multi-dimensional feature space. While there

are an infinite number of potential feature dimensions, we assume that this representation identifies

the subset of feature dimensions that are most relevant for the categorization task. We refer to this

psychological stimulus representation as a psychological embedding. In a psychological embedding,

exemplars that are psychologically similar occur closer together than dissimilar exemplars.

Given a sequence of N trials composed of exemplars from C unique categories, we can determine

the frequency of exemplar or category transitions between trials. If we look only at the category

membership of each trial, we can determine the frequency where trials display a stimulus belonging

to category k are followed by trials displaying category l (where k, l ∈ [1, C]). These frequencies are

organized in a single matrix which we refer to as the category-level transition matrix T . Entry Tkl

specifies the probability that the next trial will query category l given that the current trial just queried

category k. In an analogous way, we can specify a more fine-grained exemplar-level transition matrix,

which describes the transition probability between specific exemplars.

Blocking and interleaving can both be cast as special category-level transition matrices. Specifically,

blocking and interleaving have a category-level transition matrix that takes the following form,

Tkl =


α if k = l

1−α
C−1 if k 6= l

(5.1)

where α ∈ (0, 1) is a free parameter. A relatively high value of α results in a large number of within-

category transitions (a blocked sequence). In contrast, a relatively low value of α yields a large

number of between-category transitions (an interleaved sequence). For example, Carvalho and Gold-

stone (2014a, 2014b) have used α = .75 and α = .25 to achieve blocked and interleaved schedules

respectively.

Transition matrices are theoretically useful because they provide a compact mechanism for describ-

ing existing sequences as well as a means for generating new sequences. In the following section, we

present results from a category learning experiment that employs this more general perspective.
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5.2 Experiment 1: Hierarchical category structure

There are two goals associated with the first experiment. The first goal is to highlight an important

weakness of blocking and interleaving scheduling policies. The second goal is to provide circumstantial

evidence that learning outcomes can be improved by moving beyond heuristic scheduling policies.

To motivate the design of the category learning experiment, we first provide a thought experiment.

To a first degree approximation, visual category learning experiments indicate that dissimilar categories

should be blocked and similar categories should be interleaved (e.g., Carvalho & Goldstone, 2014a,

2014b; Zulkiply & Burt, 2013). Both of these recommendations can be made clearer by considering

the possible embeddings associated with each scenario. Dissimilar categories can be thought of as

categories that occur relatively far apart in a psychological embedding (Figure 5.1A). Following the

recommendation, these categories should be taught via blocking. Similar categories can be thought of

as categories that occur relatively close together in a psychological embedding and should be taught

via interleaving (Figure 5.1B). An interesting question arises when you have category structure that

is a mixture of these two idealized scenarios (Figure 5.1C). Following the provided prescription, the

clusters should be treated as dissimilar categories and trials should be blocked across clusters. Within a

cluster, the highly similar categories should follow an interleaved policy. In effect, multiple interleaved

segments become nested within a larger blocked skeleton. We refer to this policy as a nested scheduling

policy. If our interpretation of the category learning literature is correct, then a nested policy should

result in better learning outcomes for categories that exhibit a hierarchical category structure.

(A) (B) (C)

Figure 5.1: Hypothetical and idealized psychological embeddings associated with (A) a blocked policy,
(B) an interleaved policy, and (C) a nested policy. In the top row, each dot represents a single image
and the color denotes the category membership. In the bottom row, the shading of the transition
matrix indicates the probability of the transition (white: low; black: high). In addition to the transition
matrix, the bottom row displays an example sequence that was generated from the transition matrix.
The example sequence is read left to right, top to bottom.
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The following category learning experiment intentionally selects a set of categories that exhibit

hierarchical category structure. Our hypothesis is that a blocked policy should perform the worst,

an interleaved policy second best, and a nested policy the best. Each policy is used to generate a

sequence of practice trials. The sequence of practice trials is followed by a sequence of assessment

trials. Accuracy on the assessment trials is used to evaluate the effectiveness of each policy. Since

performance on novel exemplars indicates the extent to which learners are able to generalize their

knowledge—an essential ability for real-world expertise—all assessment trials use novel exemplars.

5.2.1 Methods

Participants

One hundred and twenty participants were recruited from Amazon Mechanical Turk and paid $8

for approximately one hour worth of work. Participants were only allowed to complete the experiment

once.

Materials

A small dataset of 16 species of birds was collected from the CUB 200 image dataset (Wah et al.,

2011). Species were selected such that there were four groups of birds composed of four similar looking

species, roughly corresponding to four taxonomic families (Figure 6.3). For each species, we selected

13 images, yielding a total of 208 unique images. Images were selected and cropped such that each

image displayed a single bird, the bird was clearly visible, the image was of a good resolution, and

no text was present. The particular species were selected in order to create four highly similar, but

learnable, groups.

A psychological embedding was inferred for the stimulus set using the method of Roads and Mozer

(in preparationa). In brief, the embedding algorithm used human similarity judgments in order to

infer a maximally consistent representation. The approach is a generalization of commonly used

multidimensional scaling algorithms (e.g., Shepard, 1962; Carroll & Chang, 1970; van der Maaten &

Weinberger, 2012). Similarity judgments can be collected using a variety of display configuration. In

each display configuration, a query image is shown along with 2-8 reference images. The participant’s

task is to select the reference image that they believe is most similar to the query image. In some

display configuration, participants are asked to select more than one reference and rank the selected
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(A) Orioles

(B) Warblers

(C) Sparrows

Hooded Oriole

Hooded Warbler

Chipping Sparrow

Blue Grosbeak

Bobolink

Kentucky Warbler

Tree Sparrow

Indigo Bunting

Yellow-headed Blackbird

Magnolia Warbler

Fox Sparrow

Lazuli Bunting

Scott Oriole

Wilson Warbler

Harris Sparrow

Painted Bunting(D) Cardinals

Figure 5.2: Example stimuli of the 16 bird species used in the study. Each row contains four similar
bird species, each of which belong to the same or similar taxonomic family.

reference in order of similarity. In the simplest case, a participant is asked to select one reference

image from two possible reference images (2-select-1). In a more complicated case, a participant is

asked to select and rank two references from eight options (8-select-2). The psychological embedding

generated for this work used 7,520 2-select-1 displays and 8,772 8-select-2 displays provided by 342

different workers on Amazon Mechanical Turk. A two-dimension version of the inferred psychological

embedding is shown in Figure 6.4. By design, the exemplars and categories cluster in a manner that

is predicted to favor a nested policy.

Cardinalidae
Icteridae
Parulidae
Passeridae

Blue Grosbeak
Indigo Bunting
Lazuli Bunting
Painted Bunting
Bobolink
Hooded Oriole
Scott Oriole
Yellow-headed Blackbird
Hooded Warbler
Kentucky Warbler
Magnolia Warbler
Wilson Warbler
Chipping Sparrow
Fox Sparrow
Harris Sparrow
Tree Sparrow

(A) (B)

Figure 5.3: A two dimensional psychological embedding of the 208 unique bird images. Each point
represents a unique stimulus and is colored by (A) species and (B) approximate taxonomic family.
Images judged to be similar are located closer together than images judged to be dissimilar.
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Procedure

The experiment was split into a practice phase immediately followed by an assessment phase.

During practice phase, participants completed 224 practice trials in approximately 40 minutes. During

the assessment phase, participants completed 96 trials assessment trials in approximately 15 minutes.

Including instructions and breaks, the entire experiment took approximately one hour. Participants

completed the task using a web browser and display of their choice. After providing informed consent,

participants were given a brief set of instructions regarding the task. Participants were instructed not

to perform any other tasks during the experiment. In order to insure earnest effort, participants were

told that they would be ejected without compensation after receiving three warnings and that warnings

would be given whenever 60 seconds of inactivity was detected.

The entire stimulus set was partitioned into a practice and assessment set. The practice set in-

cluded seven exemplars from each of the 16 categories. The assessment set included the remaining six

exemplars from each category. Subject to this constraint, exemplars were randomly assigned to the

practice and assessment set. The same partition was used for all participants.

During the practice phase, each exemplar in the practice set was shown twice. The practice phase

was divided into four equal length blocks in order to allow participants to take a break. The order of

the practice trials was determined by the experiment condition, which we will describe shortly. During

the assessment phase, participants saw each exemplar from the assessment set once. The assessment

trials were organized into 6 mini-blocks such that each mini-block showed one exemplar from each

category. Every participant saw the same randomly generated assessment sequence.

Every trial displayed a query stimulus and a text box for typing a response (Figure 5.4A,C).

On practice trials, a submitted answer was graded and corrective feedback was shown to participants.

Participants chose when to advance to the next trial by clicking a button. Corrective feedback displayed

the participant’s response and the correct response. If the participant’s response was correct, the

response text was place in a green rectangle with a check mark (Figure 5.4B). If the participant’s

response was incorrect, the response text was placed in a red rectangle with an x (Figure 5.4D). On

assessment trials, no feedback was provided and participants clicked a button to advance to the next

trial. The top of the screen displayed information to the participant indicating the current block,

number of trials completed, and total number of trials in the block.

Participants were randomly assigned to one of three scheduling conditions. Each scheduling condi-
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(A) (B) (C) (D)

Figure 5.4: Screenshots of the experiment showing a potential sequence seen by a participant. (A)
A query stimulus is displayed along with an empty response box. (B) After submitting ”magnolia
warbler” as a response, feedback is provided indicating the response was correct. (C) After clicking the
”Next Trial” button, a new query stimulus is presented. (D) After submitting an incorrect response,
feedback indicates the response was incorrect.

tion used scheduling policy that created a sequence of practice trials that approximated an idealized

category-level transition matrix (Figure 5.5). The blocked condition generated practice sequences using

an idealized category-level transition matrix where

Tkl =


.75, if k = l,

.0133, otherwise.

The interleaved condition generated practice sequences using an idealized category-level transition

matrix where

Tkl =


.05, if k = l,

.0633, otherwise.

The nested condition generated practice sequences using a slightly more complicated category-level

transition matrix. In order to make the rules governing the transition matrix clearer, let f(k) indicate

the family (i.e., cluster) of category k. The idealized category-level transition matrix for the nested

condition is:

Tkl =


.05, if k = l and f(k) = f(l),

.2667, if k 6= l and f(k) = f(l),

.0125, otherwise.

Although there was only one assessment sequence, multiple practice sequences were generated for
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(A) (B) (C)

Figure 5.5: Scheduling behavior is illustrated by visualizing the transition matrix, which shows the
probability of transitioning between different categories (white: low; black: high). The sampling
procedure produces (A) a blocked sequence, (B) an interleaved sequence, and (C) blocked sequence
segments with interleaved trials nested in each sequence segment.

the experiment. Practice sequences were generated in two steps. First, category-level sequences were

generated by minimizing the squared error between the idealized category-level transition matrix and

the observed category-level transition matrix of the candidate category-level sequence. A greedy brute

force approach was used in order to minimize error. First a random category-level sequence was

generated. On each iteration, a candidate sequence was created by randomly swapping to items in

the sequence. If the swap resulted in lower error, the candidate sequence was accepted as the new

category-level sequence and the next iteration began. To generate a category-level sequence, the brute

force procedure was run for 300,000 iterations. In the second step, specific exemplars were randomly

assigned to category slots. Exemplars were assigned such that each exemplar from the practice set was

used twice, but the same exemplar never occurred consecutively in the sequence.

For each condition, 4 unique category-level sequences were created. For each unique category-level

sequence, 5 unique exemplar-level sequences were created, yielding 20 unique practice sequences for

each condition. Participants were randomly assigned a practice sequence subject to the constraint that

three participants were assigned to every practice sequence.
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5.2.2 Results

The primary hypothesis of this work is that scheduling trials based on similarity will improve learn-

ing outcomes (as measured by performance on assessment trials). Specifically, we expect that blocked

condition will produce worse assessment performance than the interleaved condition, replicating previ-

ous findings with similar domains (e.g., Carvalho & Goldstone, 2014a, 2014b; Zulkiply & Burt, 2013).

In addition, we expect nested sequences to yield better assessment performance than both the blocked

and interleaved condition.

The primary hypothesis regarding performance on assessment trials was only partially confirmed.

Performance on the assessment trials is shown in Figure 5.6B. While the trend is in the correct direction,

statistical test reveal that the difference is only significant between the blocked and nested condition.

Tests of the three a priori hypotheses were conducted using Bonferroni adjusted alpha levels of .0167

per test (.05/3). Results indicated that the average assessment performance was significantly lower

in the blocked condition (M = .61, SD = .17) than the nested condition (M = .74, SD = .13),

F (1, 78) = 14.85, p < .001. The pairwise comparison between the blocked and interleaved condition

(M = .69, SD = .18) was non-significant, although trending, F (1, 78) = 4.59, p = .04. The pairwise

comparison between the interleaved and nested condition was non-significant.
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Figure 5.6: Results of the human training experiment. The plots show average accuracy on (A) 224
practice trials and (B) 96 assessment trials. Separate averages are computed for each of the three
policy conditions (40 participants per condition). Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals about
the mean. Conventional values of asterisks (.05, .01, .001) have been scaled to reflect the Bonferroni
adjusted alpha levels (0.0167, 0.0033, 0.0003).

The secondary hypotheses focus on practice trial performance and trial response times. During
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the practice phase, we hypothesize that performance in the blocked condition will be better than

both the interleaved and nested condition. We expect no difference in practice performance between

the interleaved and nested condition. Since participants are free to respond at their own pace, we

expect the practice trials in the blocked condition to have shorter practice trial response times than

the interleaved and nested condition. We expect no difference between practice trial response times for

the interleaved and nested conditions. Finally, we expect no significant different between assessment

response times across conditions.

The secondary hypothesis regarding performance on training trials was confirmed. Performance on

the practice trials is shown in Figure 5.6A. Tests of three a priori hypothesis were conducted using a

Bonferroni adjusted alpha levels of .0167 per test (.05/3). Results indicated that the average practice

performance was significantly higher in the blocked condition (M = 0.76, SD = 0.05) than both the

interleaved condition (M = 0.53, SD = 0.16), F (1, 78) = 81.31, p < .001 and the nested condition

(M = 0.58, SD = 0.13), F (1, 78) = 71.24, p < .001. The pairwise comparison between the interleaved

and nested condition was non-significant.

The secondary hypothesis regarding response times on training trials was confirmed. Tests of

the three a priori hypotheses were conducted using Bonferroni adjusted alpha levels of .0167 per

test (.05/3). Results indicated that the average practice trial response times was significant faster

in the blocked condition (M = 5.83, SD = 2.07) than the interleaved (M = 7.20, SD = 2.25),

F (1, 78) = 8.07, p = 0.006 and the nested condition (M = 8.20, SD = 4.46), F (1, 78) = 9.26,

p = 0.003. The pairwise comparison between the interleaved and nested condition was non-significant.

The secondary hypothesis regarding response times on assessment trials was confirmed. An analysis

of variance showed that the effect of scheduling condition on average assessment trial response times

was non-significant.

5.2.3 Discussion

The trend is in the right direction for confirming the primary hypothesis and obtaining a the

predicted ranking of conditions based on assessment performance. Assuming the trend is real, the

results demonstrate that blocking and interleaving policies are at a disadvantage by not considering

the similarity between different categories. Given the trending improvement of a nested policy over

interleaved policy, it is reasonable to assume that even larger gains could be had by using a scheduling
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policy that took into account all the minutiae of the category structure.

One potential issue with the design of the experiment is determining the appropriate number of

practice trials. Different policies may have different learning curves. An ideal experiment begins

assessment trials when the difference between learning curves are at their maximum. If the number of

practice trials is too long, the difference between learning curves is squashed by ceiling effects. Given

the relatively high performance of participants in the blocking condition, we suspect there were too

many practice trials. If our conjecture is correct, a replication of the experiment using fewer practice

trials should improve the chances of observing a significant difference between all conditions.

Experiments can be designed to partially circumvent the issue of determining the number of practice

trials by having multiple assessment phases spaced throughout the experiment (e.g., Roads & Mozer,

in preparationb). If multiple assessment phases are used, the same assessment trials should be used in

all conditions. However, this becomes problematic for a sequencing policy such as blocking where all

the categories may not have been seen by the first assessment phase. In principle, each practice phase

could be forced to contain the same occurrence of exemplars, but doing so dramatically restricts the

ability of a policy to generate a sequence that mirrors the desired transition matrix.

The difference in response times on practice trials is potentially problematic. It is possible that

longer response times, which imply longer time viewing the stimulus, influence learning and thus

assessment performance. While this is possible, we believe this explanation is unlikely given that other

studies, which directly control for stimulus exposure, see the same pattern of results between blocked

and interleaved conditions (e.g., Carvalho & Goldstone, 2014a, 2014b).

Although our primary hypothesis was only partially confirmed, there is clear evidence–from both

this work and existing research–that the order of trials during the practice phase directly influences

performance during the assessment phase. The next objective is to fit a cognitive model that is capable

of predicting assessment performance for a particular practice sequence. A model that can reliably

predict the pattern of results seen in this experiment, can be treated as a surrogate learner. Using the

surrogate learner, we can search over the space of possible practice sequences in order to discover the

ones that are predicted to maximize learning outcomes.
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5.3 Model fitting

Structure-sensitive scheduling leverages the category structure of stimulus representation along

with a cognitive model in order to generate a sequence of trials that will maximize learning outcomes.

In this work, a psychological embedding serves as the stimulus representation and multiple cognitive

models are evaluated in order to determine the model that best predicts assessment performance from

different practice sequences. The winning model can then be treated as a virtual learner in order to

perform surrogate-based optimization.

5.3.1 Cognitive models

A suite of six different cognitive models are used to fit the human training data. The suite includes

the widely used Generalized Context Model (GCM) (Nosofsky, 1986), ALCOVE (Kruschke, 1992), and

SUSTAIN (Love et al., 2004). In addition to these models, two more generic psychological models are

use. The first is a radial basis function network (RBFN). An RBFN is equivalent to ALCOVE except

that the model state does not have any parameters corresponding to attention weights. The second

generic model is a memory trace model with power-law decay (TraceDecay). In TraceDecay, every trial

in which feedback is provided is encoded in a memory store as a trace. When categorizing an query

stimulus, recent traces are weighted more heavily than past traces, following a power-law decay.

The last model is inspired by the proposal put forth by Carvalho and Goldstone (2014b) that

learners focus on commonalities when two consecutive trials are of the same category and on differences

when two consecutive trials belong to different categories. The qualitative proposal has been formally

implemented as an alternative attention update rule in what would otherwise be an ALCOVE model.

The strong assumption of the model is that participants perform attention Learning by comparisons,

or ALCOMP for short. ALCOMP begins by assigning equal weight to each dimension. On each

trial, ALCOMP allocates one unit of attentional weight across the different feature dimensions. The

manner in which attention is allocated depends on both the current and previous trial. On each trial

ALCOMP compares the current stimulus representation to the previous stimulus representation. If

the two consecutive trials showed exemplars from the same category, ALCOMP allocates attention

in proportion to the similarity between features on each dimension. If the consecutive trials are

from different categories, ALCOMP allocates attention in proportion to the dissimilarity between

features on each dimension. The attention weights for the current trial are then added to the existing
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attention weights.and the attention weights are re-normalized. Since ALCOMP makes comparisons

along dimensions, the predictions of the model will change if the embedding is rotated. In other words,

ALCOMP assumes an L1 stimulus representation. A separate L1 psychological embedding was inferred

for use with ALCOMP.

5.3.2 Fitting procedure

Each cognitive model has two types of free parameters, those that determine the shape of the

similarity function and all other free parameters. Since the previously described embedding procedure

jointly infers a similarity function and point representation, the similarity function of the cognitive

models is fixed to be the same as the inferred similarity function. The remaining free parameters

are fit by minimizing squared error between the models predicted probability that a trial is answered

correctly and whether the participant actually answered correctly. Model parameters were fit using

the simplex search method of Lagarias, Reeds, Wright, and Wright (1998) and multiple restarts. When

computing the squared error, only errors on assessment trials are included. Four-fold cross-validation

was used to obtain reliable estimates of each model’s ability to predict human data.

5.3.3 Results

The objective of fitting the cognitive models is to predict performance on assessment trials. In

addition to this metric, two other metrics are computed. First , AUC is computed in order to help

separate models that may appear to be performing similar but are actually different in terms of

sensitivity and specificity. The second metric uses the fitted models to make performance predictions.

Once a model is fitted, it can be treated as surrogate learner and probed to see how well it would do

on a particular sequence. The entire experiment can be rerun using the virtual subject to generated

simulated data. The simulated data can be analyzed in the same way as the empirical data. Ideally, the

simulated data will produce condition-level performance predictions that mirror the empirical pattern of

results. Condition-level performance predictions are not optimized directly during the fitting procedure

and are an emergent property.

The result of the cross-validation procedure are presented in Figure 5.7. According to squared error

and AUC on the validation set, the best fitting model is GCM. In terms of matching the empirical

condition-level performance averages, ALCOMP is the best performing model.
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Figure 5.7: The modeling fitting results of a four-fold cross-validation procedure. Each model is
evaluated using three different measures. All measures use assessment trials only. (A) Models are
evaluated based on their ability to predict the condition-level average accuracy observed in the empirical
data. The sold horizontal lines indicate that empirical condition averages. (B) Squared error is used
for optimization and measures the difference between the predicted probability of a correct response
and the correctness of the actual categorization response. (C) An omnibus AUC computed using all
assessment trials at once.

5.3.4 Discussion

The model fitting results are perplexing. Ideally, one model would perform the best on all three

measures. On the one hand, GCM appears to be the winner since it performs the best on two out of

three measures. However, using GCM as a model for sequence optimization is a nonstarter. GCM is

inherently insensitive to the ordering of trials, as the cross-validation results clearly demonstrate. The

penultimate objective of this work is to have a model that is sensitive to the order of practice trials

and is capable of predicting the empirical results observed in the human training experiment.

One complication with the model fitting procedure is that GCM has different constraints compared

to the other models. The knowledge state of the other models depends on the pattern of categorization

responses made during the practice trials. Depending on whether a trial was categorized correctly or

not, the model’s knowledge state is updated differently. In part, this is a desirable model property

because it makes models sensitive to the sequence of practice trials. GCM on the other hand updates

it state in a manner that is independent of categorization responses made during practice trials. In

some sense, GCM has a much easier task by not having to adjust its model parameters to explain the

pattern of categorization responses observed on practice trials.

The comparison between GCM and the other models can be partially equalized by altering the

loss function used during model fitting. Previously, loss is computed by taking the mean squared

error between the predicted probability of a correct response and the actual correctness of a response
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on assessment trials only. Alternatively, loss can be computed by taking the mean squared error for

practice and assessment trials. Using this new loss function results in a qualitatively similar pattern

of results with GCM performing the best in terms of loss and AUC.

Again, the issue has to do with the way GCM updates its model state. Compared to the other

models, GCM uses very simple update rule that makes minimal assumptions about the learning process.

When an exemplar is seen on a practice trial, it is added to an internal list (i.e., memory) of exemplars

with probability p. When categorizing an incoming stimulus, GCM compares the stimulus to its list

in order compute the probability of producing a particular categorization response. In contrast, the

other models use more sophisticated update rule that effectively make much stronger claims regarding

human learning. GCM’s lack of learning assumptions seems to allow it to perform better than other

models as measured by loss and AUC.

It is important to note that both AUC and condition-level accuracy are emergent properties that

are not directly optimized. Since out primary goal is fit a model that reproduces that condition-level

pattern of results, an alternative loss function can be used that more directly targets that result.

The alternative loss function computes squared error between predicted assessment accuracy (i.e., the

average probability of being correct for all assessment trials) and the observed assessment accuracy

(i.e., the average accuracy for all assessment trials) for every sequence. The alternative loss function

allows the fitted models to trade-off error at the trial level for improvement at the sequence-level. The

alternative loss function still failed to produce a better pattern of results. This suggests that all the

models tested are either insensitive to sequence differences or are overly constrained.

5.4 Conclusion

The primary goal of this work is develop a procedure for optimizing practice trials. As part of

this goal, three different scheduling policies were evaluated in a human training experiment. Results

indicated that the type of policy influences performance on assessment trials. Partial support was

obtained for the hypothesis that sequences should be structured in a way that takes into account

psychological similarity. The data collected in the human training experiment was used to evaluate the

capability of six different cognitive models. Results of a four-fold cross-validation procedure suggested

that all of the models are either insensitive to different trial sequences or over-constrained. The results

suggest that alternative models are needed that are both sensitive to trial order and less constrained.
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Two potential candidates are recurrent neural networks and nonparametric Bayesian models of category

learning (e.g., Sanborn, Griffiths, & Navarro, n.d.). Both of these models are sequence sensitive and

provide substantial flexibility for fitting training data. An important advantage of recurrent neural

networks is that they don’t assume that the backpropogation update rules directly correspond to the

way humans learn. Instead the recurrent neural network discovers those rules on its own.
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Chapter 6

Predicting the Difficulty of Human
Category Learning Using
Exemplar-Based Neural Networks

Abstract

A difficulty score characterizes the challenge of categorizing a particular exemplar with

respect to the domain of interest. Difficulty scores are useful in visual category training

because they can be used as an input to a scheduling policy and as a means of assess-

ing an individual’s categorization ability. Conventional methods for determining difficulty

scores are typically expensive and time consuming. This work introduces a novel approach

for computing difficulty scores by leveraging an inferred psychological embedding and an

unembellished categorization model. Three simple and intuitive categorization models are

explored. Results from two validation experiments demonstrate the efficacy of the approach

and the superiority of a simple exemplar-based categorization model. The primary cost of

the proposed approach is collecting human similarity judgments for inferring the psycho-

logical embedding. However, collecting similarity judgments is relatively cheap compared

to hiring experts or conducting training experiments. Furthermore, inferred psychological

embeddings can be re-used in other applications that depend on the same stimulus set. As

an added bonus, the approach is relatively forgiving if difficulty scores have to be deter-

mined for an expanded set of stimuli. Lastly, the approach is designed to be practical and

work for arbitrary, real-world, visual domains.

Visual categorization is ubiquitous in numerous professions and has motivated a substantial amount
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of research aimed at reducing the cost of training experts. A recurring–and at times prohibitive–cost

in visual categorization training is determining a difficulty score for each stimulus that indicates the

relatively difficulty of correctly categorizing that exempalr. For example, difficulty scores surface in two

important aspects of visual categorization research: difficulty-based training policies and the evaluation

of an individual’s categorization ability. Difficulty-based training policies sequence trials such that

the difficulty score of each trial follows a pre-determined schedule, such as starting with easy trials

and making successive trials slightly more difficult (e.g., Lindsey, Mozer, Huggins, & Pashler, 2013).

Regardless of the training procedure used, a second issue is evaluating the categorization abilities of

a individual. An ideal evaluation metric will produce consistent results and exhibit a high degree of

sensitivity between different levels of expertise. Best practice for achieving such an evaluation metric

is to make sure that the evaluation set includes stimuli of varying categorization difficulty. These two

aspects of visual categorization research are superficially unrelated, but both require difficulty scores

for every stimulus. Unfortunately, obtaining difficulty scores for a real-world stimulus set is typically

expensive. The objective of this work is to provide a cost-effective method for computing difficulty

scores using a simple categorization model.

There are a number of approaches that can be used to determine the difficulty score of a particular

exemplar. This work focuses on three simple, but intuitive approaches for predicting difficulty scores.

The first model is based on the intuition that the difficulty of an exemplar depends on the similarity

between the exemplar and the category prototypes. The second model is based on the intuition that

the difficulty of an exemplar depends on the similarity between the exemplar and other exemplars

that have been seen before. Psychological theory has produced many prototype-based and exemplar-

based models that can be used to explain categorization behavior. We use a barebones exemplar-

and prototype-based model to predict difficulty scores of a stimulus set. The third model removes

all psychological theory and merely counts the frequency of different types of similarity judgments in

order to predict difficulty scores. Each of these models is discussed in more detail shortly. First, in

order to better understand the potential savings associated with these three different approaches, we

describe a key challenge of determining difficulty scores.
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6.1 Challenge of determining difficulty scores

In part, a difficulty score is challenging to obtain because it is defined relative to a learning ob-

jective. A difficulty score will depend on the stimulus itself as well as all the other stimuli defined

to be part of the objective set, i.e., the set of all stimuli a learner is expected to know. To illustrate

this point, consider a binary categorization task where each exemplar is characterized by two feature

dimensions (Figure 6.1). In the first scenario, the two categories are non-overlapping (Figure 6.1A).

In a second scenario, the objective set has been expanded by six exemplars creating overlapping cate-

gories (Figure 6.1B). The exemplar denoted by a gold ”x” will likely be easier to categorize in the first

scenario compared to the second scenario. This simple example illustrates how the difficulty score of

an exemplar fundamentally depends on the objective set and the category membership of its (poten-

tially confusing) neighbors. The issue is further complicated by the fact that researchers rarely have

access to the complete objective set. In theory, an objective set is composed of an infinite number of

stimuli, with some stimuli only slightly different from others. In practice, researchers only have access

to and use an experimental set, a subset of the objective set that is assumed to mirror the difficulty

scores of the objective set. In an ideal scenario, the experimental set would be large enough such that

substituting some subset of the exemplars would not drastically alter the difficulty scores.

A B

Figure 6.1: A cartoon depicting two different objective sets in a two-dimensional feature space. Each
exemplar is represented by an icon where the color of the icon indicates the exemplar’s category
membership. (A) In the original objective set, the categories are non-overlapping. (B) After adding
six new exemplars (indicated by squares), the categories are now slightly overlapping. The exemplar
denoted by an ”x” will be easier to categorize in the first objective set compared to the second objective
set.

6.2 Conventional approaches for determining difficulty scores

Conventional approaches for obtaining difficulty scores have their strengths and weakness. We

briefly review the three most common approaches: use experts, train novices to serve as experts, and

use a task that depends on everyday visual abilities. The most straightforward approach is to hire
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experts to categorize the experimental set. The proportion of experts that correctly categorize a given

stimulus determines its difficulty score. Depending on the domain, experts may be able to correctly

categorize all the stimuli. In that case, expert ratings can be used in lieu of empirical categorization

accuracy (e.g., Evered, Walker, Watt, & Perham, 2014). The primary advantage of using experts, is

that the difficulty scores are based on an internalized objective set. Even though difficulty scores may

be required for a small experimental set of stimuli, expert categorizations will take into account their

entire career of experience. As a consequence, if the experiment changes the experimental set, the

previously acquired difficulty scores remain valid. Of course, if the experimental learning objective

does not align with the real-world learning objective, expert categorization performance may be an

inappropriate way to score the stimuli. A drawback is that experts are usually expensive to hire as

consultants. For example, an expert dermatologist may charge around $500 per hour in consulting

fees. Furthermore, it can be challenging to assemble an appropriately sized expert population.

The second conventional approach is to train a novice population to serve as experts. Using a

training procedure of your choice, novice participants are trained to in categorization task of interest.

Novice categorization performance during training or during a separate test phase determines the

difficulty scores. An advantage of this approach is that there is no shortage of novice participants.

However, training novice participants is not cheap. A multi-session training procedure that includes

retention incentives can easily cost $50 per participant. Given the high variability of human subject

performance, stable difficulty scores will likely require a large sample size of participants. Costs can

be mitigated by using a smaller experimentally-defined objective set, but the researcher runs the risk

of obtaining difficulty scores that lack ecological validity. If the experimentally-defined objective set

changes for any reason, the previously determined difficulty scores may be invalid.

A final conventional approach is that a researcher can treat participants recruited from the general

population as ”experts” if the task domain uses everyday visual abilities. For example, one could

partition a set of stimuli based on a property of the stimulus. As an example of this approach, Lindsey

et al. (2013) used a set of stimuli in which participants rated each stimulus on it’s ”graspability” in

order to create a graspable (e.g., stapler) and non-graspable category (e.g., a building). The ratings

can be used to rank the stimuli so that a stimulus getting a somewhat graspable score (e.g., a slippery

fish) would be given a higher difficulty score than an easily graspable item. This approach produces

cost-effective difficulty scores that align with the objective set. Although this approach is valuable for
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theoretical research, it cannot be used to generate difficulty scores for domains of practical interest.

Given the short-comings and cost of conventional approaches, it would be valuable to have an

alternative approach that ameliorates the previously discussed issues. In particular, we would like an

approach that does not require domain experts, does not require training novices, and is cost-effective

for large real-world experimental sets. Simply put, the proposed solution is to use an extremely simple

model of human categorization as a heuristic for computing difficulty scores.

6.3 A cost-effective method for computing difficulty scores

Human categorization models such as GCM (Nosofsky, 1986), ALCOVE (Kruschke, 1992), or

SUSTAIN (Love et al., 2004) can predict the probability that a particular stimulus will be categorized

correctly. These model predictions can be used as difficulty scores. However, almost every human

categorization model contains some free parameters that are fit using human training data. However,

we would like to avoid the need to collect human training data. To circumvent this requirement, we use

a category learning model in which we only retain the free parameters that can be fitted using human

data acquired from a simpler similarity judgment task. In order to better understand this approach,

we first deconstruct a typical categorization model into three components: a stimulus representation,

a similarity function, and the remaining process architecture. Second, we describe how a stimulus

representation and similarity function can be inferred from human similarity judgments. Lastly, we

describe a few intuitive process architectures for generating difficulty scores.

6.3.1 Categorization model components

A typical human categorization model can be broken down into three components: a stimulus

representation, a similarity function, and the remaining process architecture. A common method of

representing stimuli is to treat each exemplar as a point in a multidimensional feature space. While

there are an infinite number of potential visual and non-visual features that could be used, we assume

that we can identify the subset of features that are most salient and relevant for the categorization

task. We refer to such a stimulus representation as a psychological embedding. The second component,

the similarity function, specifies how similarity between two stimuli decays as a function of distance

in the embedding space. If we assume the ith exemplar is denoted by the feature vector zi, the

similarity function s (zi, zj) specifies the similarity between the ith and jth exemplar. The form of the
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similarity function is constrained by existing psychological theory. Following Roads and Mozer (2017),

we Integrate various psychological models (Jones, Love, & Maddox, 2006; Jones, Maddox, & Love,

2006; Nosofsky, 1986; Shepard, 1987) into a general form to obtain:

s (zi, zj) = exp
(
−β ‖zi − zj‖τp,w

)
+ γ, (6.1)

where β, ρ, τ , and γ are free parameters that modulate the gradient of generalization. While the

remainder of this work assumes this similarity function, other similarity functions could be substituted

without loss of generality. The third component specifies how the stimulus of current trial is processed

in order to generate response probabilities, usually by comparing the current stimulus representation

to other stimulus representations stored in memory. We discuss the details of a process architecture

in more detail shortly. Each modeling component has its own set of free parameters. Assuming an

experimental set composed of N stimuli, there are N embedding points that need to be determined.

The set of all embedding embedding points is denoted by Z, where zi indicates the embedding point

of the ith exemplar. The psychological similarity function has four free parameters denoted by θ. The

process architecture will also have some number of free parameters.

6.3.2 Joint inference of an embedding and similarity function

In a typical research paradigm, the embedding is determined independently of the free parameters

of the similarity function and process architecture. For example, one could use a set of hand-coded

features or an embedding algorithm to determine the stimulus representation. The embedding is

then treated as fixed, and the remaining free parameters of both the similarity function and process

architecture are fit using human training data. In contrast to this approach, we jointly determine the

embedding points and parameters of the similarity function using the approach of Roads and Mozer

(in preparationa). Instead of using human training data to infer parameters, the embedding algorithm

uses human similarity judgments.

The first step is to collect human similarity judgments for the experimental set of stimuli. Inspired

by approaches used in the computer vision community (Wah et al., 2014), human similarity judgments

are collected by having novice participants view displays composed of 9 randomly selected images

arranged in a 3-by-3 grid (Figure 6.2). Each display is composed of a query image (center image) and

eight reference images (surrounding images). Using the method of Roads and Mozer (in preparationa),
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participants are asked to select the two reference images most similar to the query image. When

participants make their selection, they also indicate which reference is most similar and second most

similar. The ith judged display is denoted using a vector Di = (qi, ai, bi, ci, di, ei, fi, gi, hi), where qi

is a scalar indicating the query image and ai-hi are scalars indicating the reference images. In this

arrangement, ai and bi represent the most similar and second most similar references respectively. For

convenience, Ri indicates the set of reference images of Di. The set of all judged displays is indicated

by D.

(A) (B)

Figure 6.2: Sample displays shown to subjects. The center image is the query image while the sur-
rounding images are the reference images. (A) Initially no reference examples are selected. (B) After
participants make their selection, the two selected references are highlighted.

Next, the set of all judged displays D, is used to jointly infer a psychological embedding and

similarity function. The embedding procedure attempts to place similar items closer together than

dissimilar items. Many algorithms exist for determining a psychological embedding, such as metric

multi-dimensional scaling, non-metric multi-dimensional scaling, and t-distributed stochastic triplet

embedding (Van Der Maaten & Weinberger, 2012). In this work, we use a psychological theory-driven

approach in order to jointly infer a psychological embedding and similarity function (Roads & Mozer,

in preparationa). We briefly describe the inference procedure. Further details regarding the embedding

procedure can be found in Roads and Mozer (in preparationa).

Given a set of observations , the likelihood of the of the data given the model parameters is:

L =
∏
i

p (Di|Z,θ) (6.2)

In the case where participants select and rank two reference images, the likelihood of a single judged

display is:

p (Di|Z,θ) = p (ai|Z,θ) p (bi|ai,Z,θ) (6.3)

Given a similarity function, the likelihood of subject selections are modeled in the same spirit as
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Luce’s ratio of strengths formulation (Luce, 1959) where the probability of selecting a given reference

is proportional to the similarity between the query and that reference:

p (Di|Z,θ) =
s (zqi , zai)∑
r∈Ri s (zqi , zr)

s (zqi , zbi)∑
r∈Ri¬ai

s (zqi , zr)
. (6.4)

where s (zi, zj) is the similarity function defined in Equation 6.1. In principle, other similarity func-

tions could be used. After maximizing the log-likelihood, we obtain a set of embedding points and a

corresponding similarity function that models human-perceived similarity.

6.3.3 Candidate process architectures

Given a stimulus representation and a similarity function, the process architecture determines how

a query stimulus generates a categorization response. A popular process architecture is a radial basis

function network (RBFN). At its simplest, a RBFN consists of three layers: an input layer, a hidden

layer, and an output layer. The input layer activations encode the query stimulus, ainput = zq. Unlike

a standard neural network, hidden unit activations are constrained in a special way. The activation of

the ith hidden unit ahidden,i is determined by a radial basis function. In a categorization model, the

radial basis function is the similarity function (Equation 6.1),

ahidden,i = s (zq, zi) . (6.5)

As the equation for the hidden unit activation makes clear, each hidden unit also has a location zi.

The hidden unit locations can be determined in a number of ways and we return to this issue shortly.

The the activation of each hidden unit is passed through a full set of connections to a output layer that

has the same number of units as the number of categories. A normalizing operation (e.g., softmax) is

applied to the raw output activations to create output probabilities,

aoutput = normalize (ahiddenW ) . (6.6)

The difficulty score of the query stimulus is the probability that the query is correctly categorized, i.e.,

the output response probability of the query’s category membership.

In a purely data driven approach, the radial basis function parameters, hidden unit locations, and
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connection weights would all be determined from the data. However, existing psychological theory

suggests a number of ways to simplify the problem. The most important simplification is determining

the hidden unit locations. Psychological theory suggests that one hidden unit can be placed at the

location of each exemplar or one hidden unit can be placed at the centroid of all exemplars belonging

to a given category, exemplar-based and prototype-based models respectively. Given that both model

formulations are plausible ways to compute difficulty scores, both will be tested. The second simplifica-

tion concerns the connection weights between the hidden units and output units. In an exemplar-based

model, we can assume that a hidden unit will only be connected to the output unit that corresponds

to its category. In an prototype-based model, we can assume that the weight matrix W is the identity

matrix. A typical human categorization model includes a temperature parameter in the normalizing

operation that allows model responses to be adjusted to match the determinism of human participants.

For simplicity, we assume that the response probability is proportional to the raw output activation.

In order to compute difficulty scores, a new model is instantiated for each stimulus. For convenience,

let us denote the set of all stimuli less the ith stimulus as I¬i. To compute the difficulty score of

ith stimulus, we instantiate an RBFN using the set I¬i to determine the locations of the hidden

units. This design amounts to assuming a categorization model that has complete knowledge of the

experimental set except the ith stimulus. Alternatively, a subset of the stimuli could be used, which

would correspond to a model with only partial knowledge of the domain. However, we are primarily

interested in computing difficulty scores that are most likely to reflect the objective set and mimic

ratings given by experts. In an exemplar-based model, the embedding point of each stimulus becomes

the location of a hidden unit. In a prototype-based model, one multivariate Gaussian is fit for each

category. All of the exemplars in I¬i that belong to a particular category are used to fit the multivariate

Gaussian for that category.

Many readers will notice that the exemplar-based model outlined above is effectively a stripped

down version of the Generalized Context Model (Nosofsky, 1986). The notion of attention has been

removed since the embedding algorithm we use appropriately scales the feature dimensions of the

embedding space. As mentioned previously, the proposed model does not have a parameter that

controls the determinism of the response probabilities. More complicated categorization models could

be used to make difficulty predictions, but the aim is develop a procedure that is easy and practical

to use with real-world domains. By stripping out all but the core process architecture, we created
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a heuristic difficulty prediction model that does not require expert ratings, does not require running

human training experiments, and is relatively cost-effective. The proposed approach is validated on

an actual human training experiment in order to demonstrate its usefulness.

6.3.4 An alternative count based model

Instead of using a RBFN model inspired by psychological theory, it is possible to create a model

that removes psychological theory all together. In this approach, instead of inferring a psychological

embedding from human similarity judgments, the similarity judgments are used to directly compute

difficulty scores. Each judged display tell us how often a given exemplar was judged to be similar to

exemplar of the same category and an exemplar of a different category. For example, if a participant

participant sees a query stimulus belonging to category j and selects two references that also belong

to category j, this provides two counts that the query stimulus is easy. If a participant sees another

query stimulus belonging to category j, but selects two references that belong to category j and k

respectively, this provides one count that the query stimulus is easy. By looping through all judged

displays, a simple count matrix can be assembled that tracks how often a given exemplar is judged

to more similar to a reference of the same category versus a reference of a different category. After

looping through all judged displays, the count matrix can be normalized such that each row sums to

one. Each row in the normalized count matrix now gives the probability that a particular exemplar will

be judged to more similar to a reference of the same category versus a reference of a different category.

This probability can be used as the difficulty score. Although simple, this count-based model serves

as an important control that highlights the value, if any, of using a model that leverages an inferred

psychological embedding.

These models encompass three intuitive methods for predicting difficulty. A good test of the

proposed approach is to compare the predicted difficulty scores to empirically derived difficulty scores.

Using two different human training experiments, we compute empirical difficulty scores and compare

them to the difficulty scores predicted by three different models: an exemplar-, prototype-, and count-

based model. The comparison will determine if general approach is valuable and whether an exemplar-,

prototype-, or count-based model makes more accurate predictions. For each experiment, we provide

a brief description of the experimental design followed by a comparison of the predicted and observed

difficulty scores.
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6.4 Validation Experiment 1

The goal of the first validation experiment is to predict the difficulty scores associated with cat-

egorizing a set of 156 bird images representing 12 different categories. Empirical difficulty scores are

derived from human training data collected as part of a previously conducted study (Roads & Mozer,

in preparationb). The exemplar-, prototype-, and count-based models use similarity judgments that

were previously collected for a similarity judgment database. An abbreviated description of the human

training study is included, with an emphasis given to details pertinent to the current work.

6.4.1 Methods

Participants

Two sets of participants were used for this experiment. All participants were recruited from Amazon

Mechanical Turk (AMT) and paid at at rate of approximately $8.00 per hour for their time and effort.

Human training data was collected from 160 participants. Similarity judgments were collected from

232 participants.

Materials

A set of 156 bird images, representing 12 different species, were selected from the CUB-200 dataset

(Wah et al., 2011). For each species, 13 exemplars were hand picked by the lead author. Exemplars

were selected to make sure that the resolution of the image was sufficiently high, the bird was clearly

visible in the image, and the bird exhibited the visual features characteristic of the species. To ensure a

sufficiently challenging and representative task, species were selected such that there were three groups

of four visually similar species (Figure 6.3A-C).

Procedure

Two distinct procedures were used to derive an empirical difficulty score and a predicted difficulty

score. The procedure used for generating the training data used to derive the empirical difficulty scores

is described first. Second, the procedure for computing difficulty scores using the candidate models is

describe.

During the training experiment, participants completed trials at their own pace for approximately

one hour. At the beginning of the experiment the set of stimuli was randomly partitioned into a practice
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(A) Orioles

(B) Warblers

(C) Sparrows

Hooded Oriole

Hooded Warbler

Chipping Sparrow

Blue Grosbeak

Bobolink

Kentucky Warbler

Tree Sparrow

Indigo Bunting

Yellow-headed Blackbird

Magnolia Warbler

Fox Sparrow

Lazuli Bunting

Scott Oriole

Wilson Warbler

Harris Sparrow

Painted Bunting(D) Cardinals

Figure 6.3: Example stimuli of the different bird species used in this work. Each row contains four sim-
ilar bird species, each of which belong to the same or similar taxonomic family. Validation Experiment
1 used the 12 bird species in rows A-C. Validation Experiment 2 used all 16 bird species.

and assessment set. The practice set was composed of seven exemplars from each category, while the

assessment set was composed of the remaining six exemplars from each category. The practice and

assessment set were further partitioned into mini-sets of 12 exemplars containing one exemplar from

each category. Each mini-set was used to create a mini-block composed of 12 trials.

At the highest level, the experiment was composed of three parts. Each part consisted of a practice

phase followed by an assessment phase. Each practice phase took a fixed time of 15 minutes. During

a practice phase, trials were arranged into mini-blocks consisting of exemplars from the practice set.

If a participant made it through all practice mini-blocks, the sequence of practice mini-blocks was

repeated. Each assessment phase was composed of a fixed number of trials. During each assessment

phase, two mini-blocks (24 trials) were shown to participants. Once the exemplars were shown during

the assessment phase, they were added to the practice set for use in the next practice phase. Critically,

all trials presented during the assessment phase used unseen stimuli. On all trials (both practice and

assessment), a query stimulus was presented along with a blank response box. Participants typed the

name of the category corresponding to the query stimulus. After submitting their response, participants

received corrective feedback. Participants were not scored based on capitalization and answers within

an edit distance of two were marked as correct.
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In addition to this basic setup, some participants were assigned to conditions where they could

request clues on some of the practice trials. The clue-enabled trials are referred to as enriched trials.

In the standard condition, participants were never given enriched training trials. In the enriched-3

condition, participants were given enriched training trials in all three parts of the experiment. In

the enriched-2 condition, participants were given enriched training trials in the first two parts of the

experiment. In the enriched-1 condition, participants were given enriched training trials only on first

part of the experiment. For the purpose of this work, we make no distinction between conditions and

use all conditions in order to predict difficulty scores. Each condition contained 40 participants.

Empirical difficulty scores were obtained by collecting participant responses from all assessment

trials. For each query exemplar in the assessment trials, the difficulty score was determined by com-

puting the total number of times the query exemplar was categorized correctly and dividing it by the

total number of times the query exemplar was shown.

Predicted difficulty scores were obtained by inferring a psychological embedding from 7,520 2-

choose-1 displays and 4,733 8-choose-2 displays. Two separate embedding were inferred, one for the

exemplar model and a second for the prototype model. The psychological embedding inferred for the

exemplar model was subject to no constraints. The psychological embedding used for the prototype

model was constrained to have a Gaussian similarity function in L2 space in order to cohere with

the later Gaussian fitting procedure used by the prototype-based RBFN. A separate two-dimensional

embedding of the stimuli is provided in Figure 6.4A for visualization purposes. After inferring the

respective embeddings, an exemplar and prototype model were used to predict difficulty scores. The

raw similarity judgments were used by the count-based model to generate difficulty scores.

Each model was evaluated by computing a Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient between the

models predicted difficulty scores and the empirical difficulty scores. In addition to computing the

correlations for exemplar-level difficulty scores, correlations were also computed for category-level diffi-

culty scores. Observed category-level difficulty scores were computed in an analogous way to item-level

difficulty by computing the number of times a category was classified as the correct or incorrect cate-

gory. Predicted category-level difficulty scores were computed by take the average difficulty score of all

exemplars within a particular category. In order to determine the best model, the method of Steiger

(1980) was used to test if the difference between the different correlation scores was significant.
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(A) (B)

Figure 6.4: A two-dimensional psychological embedding of (A) the 156 unique bird images used in
Validation Experiment 1 and (B) the 208 bird images used in Validation Experiment 2. Each point
represents a unique stimulus and is colored according to category (i.e., species). Images judged to be
similar are located closer together than images judged to be dissimilar.

6.4.2 Results

The primary hypothesis of this work was simple models can be used to predict difficulty scores

for a set of stimuli. Three models were proposed as candidates, with the hypothesis that they would

perform differently. Results indicated that simple models can be used to predict difficulty (Figure 6.5A).

However, results were inconclusive regarding the best model. Tests of the three pair-wise comparisons

were conducted using Bonferroni adjusted alpha levels of .0167 per test (.05/3). Results indicated

that the correlation was significantly lower for the prototype model (ρs = .50) than both the exemplar

(ρs = .82), T2(155) = 3.96, p < .001 and count model (ρs = .69), T2(155) = 2.97, p = .003. The

pairwise comparison between the correlations for the exemplar and count model was non-significant.

The same testing procedure was applied to the correlations between empirical category-level difficulty

and predicted category-level difficulty. Results indicated that all pairwise comparisons were non-

significant.

6.4.3 Discussion

The results of Validation Experiment 1 are encouraging because they suggest that simple models

can be used to predict difficulty scores. This is an exciting possibility given its potential usefulness in

category learning training and research. However, the experiment did not clearly distinguish between

the candidate models. Part of the problem concerns the data obtained human training experiment.

The data collected from the human training experiment comes from assessment trials that occur near

the beginning, middle, and end of the experiment. The difficulty scores computed from the models
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Figure 6.5: The Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient between empirically derived difficulty scores
and model-predicted difficulty scores. Correlations were computed for difficulty scores at the level of
individual exemplars and at the level of categories. Symbols above the bars indicate the significance of
the correlation. (A) Correlation coefficients using a dataset of 12 bird species composed of 156 unique
images and training data from 160 participants. (B) Correlation coefficients using a dataset of 16 bird
species composed of 208 unique images and training data from 120 participants.

assume a near-complete knowledge state. In principle, assessment trials from the last phase of the

experiment could be used to derive empirical difficulty scores. However, doing so significantly reduces

the number of observations of each exemplar. When only a few observations are available, the difficulty

score estimate is very noisy. Instead, a new experiment is needed where all of the data is taken from

assessment trials that occur at the end of learning and where the number of observations is sufficiently

large.

6.5 Validation Experiment 2

In the second validation experiment, the goal is to predict the difficulty scores associated with

categorizing a set of 208 bird images representing 16 different categories. Empirical difficulty scores

are derived from human training data collected as part of a previously conducted study (Roads &

Mozer, in preparationc). The exemplar-, prototype-, and count-based models use similarity judgments

that were previously collected for a similarity judgment database. An abbreviated description of the

human training study is included, with an emphasis given to details pertinent to the current work.

6.5.1 Methods

Participants

Two sets of participants were used for this experiment. All participants were recruited from Amazon

Mechanical Turk (AMT) and paid at at rate of approximately $8.00 per hour for their time and effort.
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Human training data was collected from 120 participants. Similarity judgments were collected from

342 participants.

Materials

A small dataset of 208 bird images representing 16 species was collected from the CUB 200 image

dataset (Wah et al., 2011). Species were selected such that there were four groups of birds composed

of four similar looking species, roughly corresponding to four taxonomic families. For each species, 13

exemplars were hand picked by the lead author in same manner as described in Validation Experiment

1. The image dataset was an expanded version of the image dataset used in Validation Experiment 1

with four new species making up a new taxonomic family (Figure 6.3D).

Procedure

Two distinct procedures were used to derive an empirical difficulty score and a predicted difficulty

score. The procedure used for generating the training data used to derive the empirical difficulty scores

is described first. Second, the procedure for computing difficulty scores using the candidate models is

described.

The training experiment was split into a practice phase immediately followed by an assessment

phase. During practice phase, participants completed 224 practice trials in approximately 40 minutes.

During the assessment phase, participants completed 96 trials assessment trials in approximately 15

minutes. Including instructions and breaks, the entire experiment took approximately one hour.

The entire stimulus set was partitioned into a practice and assessment set. The practice set in-

cluded seven exemplars from each of the 16 categories. The assessment set included the remaining six

exemplars from each category. Subject to this constraint, exemplars were randomly assigned to the

practice and assessment set. The same partition was used for all participants.

During the practice phase, each exemplar in the practice set was shown twice. The practice phase

was divided into four equal length blocks in order to allow participants to take a break. The order of the

practice trials was determined by the experiment condition. During the assessment phase, participants

saw each exemplar from the assessment set once. The assessment trials were organized into 6 mini-

blocks such that each mini-block showed one exemplar from each category. Every participant saw the

same randomly generated assessment sequence.
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Every trial displayed a query stimulus and a text box for typing a response. On practice trials, a

submitted answer was graded and corrective feedback was shown to participants. Participants chose

when to advance to the next trial by clicking a button. Corrective feedback displayed the participant’s

response and the correct response. On assessment trials, no feedback was provided and participants

clicked a button to advance to the next trial.

Participants were randomly assigned to one of three scheduling conditions that used a condition-

specific scheduling policy for sequencing practice trials. For the purpose of this work, no distinction is

made between the different conditions.

Empirical difficulty scores were obtained by collecting participant responses from all assessment

trials. For each query exemplar in the assessment trials, the difficulty score was determined by com-

puting the total number of times the query exemplar was categorized correctly and dividing it by the

total number of times the query exemplar was shown. Since every participant used the same partition,

empirical difficulty scores could only be computed for 96 of the exemplars.

Predicted difficulty scores were obtained and models evaluated using the same method of Valida-

tion Experiment 1. In this experiment embeddings were inferred from 7,520 2-choose-1 displays and

8,772 8-choose-2 displays. A two-dimensional embedding of the stimuli is provided in Figure 6.4B

for visualization purposes. As before, the method of Steiger (1980) was used to test if the difference

between dependent correlation scores was significant.

6.5.2 Results

Having confirmed that simple models can be used to predict difficulty scores, the primary hypothesis

was the models would perform differently. The primary hypothesis was confirmed and results indicated

that the exemplar model was best at predicting difficulty scores at both the exemplar and category

level (Figure 6.5B).

Tests of the three pair-wise comparisons were conducted using Bonferroni adjusted alpha levels of

.0167 per test (.05/3). Results indicated that the correlation was significantly higher for the exemplar

model (ρs = .69) than both the count (ρs = .22), T2(95) = 5.26, p < .001 and prototype model

(ρs = .12), T2(95) = 6.21, p < .001. The pairwise comparison between the correlations for the

prototype and count model was non-significant.

The same testing procedure was applied to the correlations between empirical category-level dif-
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ficulty and predicted category-level difficulty. Results indicated that the correlation was significantly

higher for the exemplar model (ρs = .82) than both the count (ρs = .24), T2(15) = 3.44, p = .004

and prototype model (ρs = .25), T2(15) = 4.62, p < .001. The pairwise comparison between the

correlations for the prototype and count model was non-significant.

6.5.3 Discussion

The results of the current experiment replicated the finding of Validation Experiment 1 that simple

models can be used to predict difficulty scores at both the exemplar and category level. Critically, the

results of the current experiment convincingly demonstrate that the exemplar model is best able to

predict difficulty scores.

It is notable that the prototype model does so poorly in this experiment while it did reasonably

in the Experiment 1. One possible explanation is that prototype models describe early, novice-like

knowledge representations while exemplar models do a better job of capturing the minutia of expert

knowledge representations (Smith & Minda, 1998). This perspective is consistent with computational

models such as SUSTAIN (Love et al., 2004) and nonparametric Bayesian models of category learning

(Sanborn et al., n.d.), which grow the complexity of the knowledge state as needed.

The experimental design of the human training experiment also serves to illustrate another challenge

with deriving difficulty scores from trained novices. If difficulty scores are needed for every exemplar,

the training experiment must be designed so that there are a sufficient number of subjects randomly

assigned multiple practice-assessment partitions.

6.6 Conclusion

The objective of this work was two-fold. First, this work aimed to specify a formal and scalable

approach for computing difficulty. Scalability is achieved by fitting critical model parameters with

human data collected from a cost-effective visual similarity task. Second, this work strived to provide

convincing evidence that the proposed approach works well in practice. The results of two separate

validation experiments shows that an exemplar-based model is able to predict empirical difficulty scores

with high accuracy at both the exemplar-level and category-level. Finally, the proposed approach can

easily be used with real-world professional datasets, which will hopefully help advance the state of

practical training systems.
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Appendix A

Supplemental Material: Improving
Human-Machine Cooperative
Classification Via Cognitive Theories of
Similarity

width,
height

log width,
log height

area,
aspect ratio

log area,
log aspect ratio

Theory-based
(ρ = 1, τ = 1)

-1312.41 -1319.83 -1179.61 -1057.20

Theory-based
(ρ = 2, τ = 1)

-1285.66 -1275.83 -1215.64 -1039.13

Theory-based
(ρ = 1, τ = 2)

-1324.30 -1338.44 -1190.52 -1101.54

Theory-based
(ρ = 2, τ = 2)

-1298.49 -1302.80 -1224.40 -1074.78

Wah et al.
(ρ = 1, τ = 1)

-1310.68 -1325.92 -1175.28 -1069.64

Wah et al.
(ρ = 2, τ = 1)

-1288.12 -1284.96 -1212.84 -1054.79

Wah et al.
(ρ = 1, τ = 2)

-1327.78 -1345.02 -1201.45 -1115.70

Wah et al.
(ρ = 2, τ = 2)

-1308.91 -1313.50 -1229.76 -1085.87

Table A.1: Evaluation of different rectangle representations across various models. These comparisons
were made without a hierarchical framework. The Theory-based model is a general form of various
similarity models motivated by psychological theory. The Wah et al. model corresponds to the general
form of a similarity model used in Wah et al. (2014).
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure A.1: A depiction of the various representations tested for the rectangle stimuli. Throughout the
rectangle experiments, we used stimuli that were sampled uniformly in width and height space. The
four panels demonstrate the result of representing the same set of stimuli (used in the width category
boundary task) in four different representational spaces: (a) {width, height}, (b) {area, aspect ratio},
(c) {log-width, log-height}, and (d) {log-area, log-aspect ratio}.

Table A.2: Optimal Model Parameters for each Experiment

Experiment Concentration Parameters β γ ρ τ

Rectangles: Random 2.78, 7.06 17.2 3.70e-3 2 1
Faces D1-D3: Random 5.85, 5.99, 5.18, 4.05, 3.51, 4.20 68.7 7.02e-9 2 2
Faces D4-D6: Random 5.83, 5.84, 4.24, 4.04, 2.56, 3.70 46.3 1.78e-6 2 2
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Table A.3: Two-sample t-test for Random versus Optimized Experiments using empirical behavioral
data.

Random Optimized
Experiment Pair

Implicit Categorization Task M SD M SD df t p

Rectangles
Width 0.71 0.07 0.85 0.06 37.3 6.61 < .001
Height 0.76 0.05 0.87 0.09 31.5 4.84 < .001
Log Aspect Ratio 0.84 0.11 0.93 0.11 38.0 2.38 .023

Faces D1-D3
D1 0.77 0.09 0.86 0.05 31.0 3.76 < .001
D2 0.64 0.05 0.72 0.07 35.0 4.00 < .001
D3 0.61 0.08 0.69 0.07 37.3 3.24 0.003

Faces D4-D6
D4 0.60 0.08 0.70 0.06 35.2 4.53 < .001
D5 0.56 0.07 0.64 0.08 37.6 3.79 < .001
D6 0.56 0.08 0.59 0.07 37.9 1.21 .23

Table A.4: Predicted versus Observed Accuracy. The F -statistics and p-values show the results of
testing if the fitted linear model is significantly different than a constant model. Results are shown
when data is aggregated by implicit categorization tasks and by individual tirals.

Experiment R df F p

Category Task Level
All: Random .97 7 200 < .001
All: Optimized .89 7 55.5 < .001

Trial Level
All: Random .72 403 1.02e3 < .001
All: Optimized .63 403 676 < .001
Rectangles: Random .75 133 400 < .001
Rectangles: Optimized .85 133 732 < .001
Faces D1-D3: Random .73 133 357 < .001
Faces D1-D3: Optimized .61 133 212 < .001
Faces D4-D6: Random .57 133 179 < .001
Faces D4-D6: Optimized .42 133 96.8 < .001
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Appendix B

Supplemental Material: Psychological
Embedding Equations and Derivations

B.1 Similarity gradient derivations

B.1.1 Partial derivatives of selection model

When subjects make only one selection (|Ri| ∈ [2, 8], |Si| = 1), the derivative of the selection model

with respect to an arbitrary parameter is:

∂

∂θ
log (p (Di|Z,θ)) =

∂

∂θ
log

(
s (zq, za)∑
r∈Ri s (zq, zr)

)
(B.1)

=
∂
∂θs (zq, za)

s (zq, za)
−
∑

r∈Ri
∂
∂θs (zq, zr)∑

r∈Ri s (zq, zr)
. (B.2)

When subjects select and rank two reference images (|Ri| ∈ [3, 8], |Si| = 2), the derivative of the

selection model with respect to an arbitrary parameter is:

∂

∂θ
log (p (Di|Z,θ)) =

∂

∂θ
log

(
s (zq, za)∑
r∈Ri s (zq, zr)

s (zq, zb)∑
r∈Ri¬a s (zq, zr)

)
(B.3)

=
∂
∂θs (zq, za)

s (zq, za)
−
∑

r∈Ri
∂
∂θs (zq, zr)∑

r∈Ri s (zq, zr)
+

∂
∂θs (zq, zb)

s (zq, zb)
−
∑

r∈Ri¬a
∂
∂θs (zq, zr)∑

r∈Ri¬a s (zq, zr)
. (B.4)

B.1.2 Partial derivatives of similarity function

The partial derivatives of the similarity function with respect to various variables constitute the

core of a gradient decent algorithm. The partial derivatives are provided below.
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Classical psychological similarity function

∂s (x,y)

∂xi
= −βτ (s (x,y)− γ) ‖x− y‖τ−ρρ,w wi (xi − yi) |xi − yi|ρ−2 (B.5)

∂s (x,y)

∂yi
= −∂s (x,y)

∂xi
(B.6)

∂s (x,y)

∂wi
= −βτ

ρ
(s (x,y)− γ) ‖x− y‖τ−ρρ,w |xi − yi|

ρ (B.7)

∂s (x,y)

∂β
= − (s (x,y)− γ) ‖x− y‖τρ,w (B.8)

∂s (x,y)

∂τ
= −β (s (x,y)− γ) log

(
‖x− y‖ρ,w

)
‖x− y‖τρ,w (B.9)

∂s (x,y)

∂ρ
= −βτ

ρ
(s (x,y)− γ) ‖x− y‖τ−ρρ,w{∑

i

[wi |xi − yi|ρ log (|xi − yi|)]−
1

ρ
‖x− y‖ρρ,w log

(
‖x− y‖ρp,w

)}
(B.10)

∂s (x,y)

∂γ
= 1 (B.11)

Heavy-tailed similarity function

For convenience, let B (x,y) denote the base of the similarity function,

B (x,y) = κ+ ‖x− y‖τρ,w . (B.12)

∂s (x,y)

∂xi
= −ατB (x,y)−α−1 ‖x− y‖τ−ρρ,w wi (xi − yi) |xi − yi|ρ−2 (B.13)
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∂s (x,y)

∂yi
= −∂s (x,y)

∂xi
(B.14)

∂s (x,y)

∂wi
= −ατ

ρ
B (x,y)−α−1 ‖x− y‖τ−ρρ,w |xi − yi|

ρ (B.15)

∂s (x,y)

∂κ
= −αB (x,y)−α−1 (B.16)

∂s (x,y)

∂α
= − log (B (x,y))B (x,y)−α (B.17)

∂s (x,y)

∂ρ
= −αB (x,y)−α−1

(∑
i

wi |xi − yi|ρ
) τ

ρ
−1

{
τ

ρ

∑
i

[wi |xi − yi|ρ log (|xi − yi|)]−
∑
i

(wi |xi − yi|ρ) log

[∑
i

(wi |xi − yi|ρ)

]
τ

ρ2

}
(B.18)

B.1.3 Classical psychological similarity

s (x,y) = exp
(
−β ‖x− y‖τp,w

)
+ γ (B.19)
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∂s(x,y)
∂xi

∂s (x,y)

∂xi
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∂

∂xi
exp
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wi |xi − yi|ρ
) τ

ρ

+ γ
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) τ
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exp
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) τ
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) τ

ρ

(B.22)
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∂

∂ρ
f (ρ)g(ρ) = f (ρ)g(ρ)−1

[
g (ρ) f ′ (ρ) + f (ρ) log (f (ρ)) g′ (ρ)

]
f (ρ) =

∑
i

(wi |xi − yi|ρ)
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(B.24)

B.1.4 Heavy-tailed similarity

s (x,y) =
(
κ+ ‖x− y‖τρ,w

)−α
, (B.25)

For convenience, let B (x,y) denote the base of the similarity function,

B (x,y) = κ+ ‖x− y‖τρ,w . (B.26)
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i=1

wi |xi − yi|ρ
) τ

ρ
−1

∂

∂wi

(∑
i=1

wi |xi − yi|ρ
)

= −ατ
ρ
B (x,y)−α−1

(∑
i=1

wi |xi − yi|ρ
) τ−ρ

ρ

|xi − yi|ρ

= −ατ
ρ
B (x,y)−α−1 ‖x− y‖τ−ρρ,w |xi − yi|

ρ

∴
∂s (x,y)

∂wi
= −ατ

ρ
B (x,y)−α−1 ‖x− y‖τ−ρρ,w |xi − yi|

ρ (B.28)

∂s(x,y)
∂κ

∂s (x,y)

∂κ
=

∂

∂κ

(
κ+ ‖x− y‖τρ,w

)−α
= −α

(
κ+ ‖x− y‖τρ,w

)−α−1 ∂

∂κ

(
κ+ ‖x− y‖τρ,w

)
= −αB (x,y)−α−1

∴
∂s (x,y)

∂κ
= −αB (x,y)−α−1 (B.29)
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∂s(x,y)
∂α

∂s (x,y)

∂α
=

∂

∂α

(
κ+ ‖x− y‖τρ,w

)−α
= − log (B (x,y))B (x,y)−α

∴
∂s (x,y)

∂α
= − log (B (x,y))B (x,y)−α (B.30)

∂s(x,y)
∂τ

∂s (x,y)

∂τ
=

∂

∂τ

(
κ+ ‖x− y‖τρ,w

)−α
= −α

(
κ+ ‖x− y‖τρ,w

)−α−1 ∂

∂τ

(
κ+ ‖x− y‖τρ,w

)
= −αB (x,y)−α−1

∂

∂τ

κ+

(∑
i=1

wi |xi − yi|ρ
) τ

ρ


= −αB (x,y)−α−1

∂

∂τ

(∑
i=1

wi |xi − yi|ρ
) τ

ρ

= −αB (x,y)−α−1
(∑
i=1

wi |xi − yi|ρ
) τ

ρ

log

(∑
i=1

wi |xi − yi|ρ
) 1

ρ


= −αB (x,y)−α−1 ‖x− y‖τρ,w log

(
‖x− y‖ρ,w

)

∴
∂s (x,y)

∂τ
= −αB (x,y)−α−1 ‖x− y‖τρ,w log

(
‖x− y‖ρ,w

)
(B.31)
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∂s(x,y)
∂ρ

∂s (x,y)

∂ρ
=

∂

∂ρ

(
κ+ ‖x− y‖τρ,w

)−α
= −α

(
κ+ ‖x− y‖τρ,w

)−α−1 ∂

∂ρ

(
κ+ ‖x− y‖τρ,w

)
= −αB (x,y)−α−1

∂

∂ρ
‖x− y‖τρ,w

= −αB (x,y)−α−1
∂

∂ρ

(∑
i=1

wi |xi − yi|ρ
) τ

ρ



∂

∂ρ

(∑
i=1

wi |xi − yi|ρ
) τ

ρ

 =

(∑
i

wi |xi − yi|ρ
) τ

ρ
−1

{
τ

ρ

∑
i

[wi |xi − yi|ρ log (|xi − yi|)]−
∑
i

(wi |xi − yi|ρ) log

[∑
i

(wi |xi − yi|ρ)

]
τ

ρ2

}

∴
∂s (x,y)

∂ρ
= −αB (x,y)−α−1

(∑
i

wi |xi − yi|ρ
) τ

ρ
−1

{
τ

ρ

∑
i

[wi |xi − yi|ρ log (|xi − yi|)]−
∑
i

(wi |xi − yi|ρ) log

[∑
i

(wi |xi − yi|ρ)

]
τ

ρ2

}
(B.32)

B.2 Posterior sampling derivations

B.2.1 Derivation of p (zk|D,Z¬k,θ)

Full joint distribution:

p (zk,D,Z¬k,θ) (B.33)

Apply chain rule:

p (zk,D,Z¬k,θ) = p (zk|D,Z¬k,θ) p (D,Z¬k,θ) (B.34)
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Reorganize:

p (zk|D,Z¬k,θ) =
p (zk,D,Z¬k,θ)

p (D,Z¬k,θ)
(B.35)

Apply chain rule to numerator:

p (zk,D,Z¬k,θ) = p (D|zk,Z¬k,θ) p (zk|Z¬k,θ) p (Z¬k,θ) (B.36)

Recombine to give complete equation:

p (zk|D,Z¬k,θ) =
p (D|zk,Z¬k,θ) p (zk|Z¬k,θ) p (Z¬k,θ)

p (D,Z¬k,θ)
(B.37)

Apply chain rule to denominator:

p (D,Z¬k,θ) = p (D|Z¬k,θ) p (Z¬k,θ) (B.38)

Recombine to give complete equation:

p (zk|D,Z¬k,θ) =
p (D|zk,Z¬k,θ) p (zk|Z¬k,θ) p (Z¬k,θ)

p (D|Z¬k,θ) p (Z¬k,θ)
(B.39)

Cancel term:

p (zk|D,Z¬k,θ) =
p (D|zk,Z¬k,θ) p (zk|Z¬k,θ)

p (D|Z¬k,θ)
(B.40)

B.3 Information gain derivation

Determine information gain of a candidate display x by computing the mutual information.

I (θ;Y |D, x) = H (θ|D, x)−H (θ|Y,D, x) (B.41)

Exploit identity for mutual information:

H (A)−H (A|B) = H (B)−H (B|A) (B.42)

Therefore, we have

I (θ;Y |D, x) = H (Y |D, x)−H (Y |θ,D, x) (B.43)
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Mutual information utilizes the expectation of all M possible outcomes:

I (θ;Y |D, x) = H (Y |D, x)− E [H (Y |θ,D, x)] (B.44)

First term:

H (Y |D, x) = −
M∑
i=1

P (yi|D, x) logP (yi|D, x) (B.45)

where

P (yi|D, x) =

∫
θ
P (yi|θ) p (θ|D) dθ (B.46)

We approximate this integral using N samples drawn from joint distribution:

P (yi|x,D) ≈ 1

N

N∑
s

p
(
yi|θ(s)

)
(B.47)

Second term:

E [H (Y |θ,D, x)] = −
∫
θ
p (θ|D)

M∑
i=1

log (p (yi|θ,D)) p (yi|θ,D) (B.48)

We approximate using N samples:

E [H (Y |θ,D, x)] ≈ − 1

N

N∑
s

M∑
i

log
(
p
(
yi|θ(s),D

))
p
(
yi|θ(s),D

)
(B.49)

All together:

I (θ;Y |D, x) = −
M∑
i=1

P (yi|D, x) logP (yi|D, x) +

1

N

N∑
s

M∑
i

log
(
p
(
yi|θ(s),D

))
p
(
yi|θ(s),D

)
(B.50)
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